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these commissioners to Richmond be made
Let the people
as soon as they return,
know the best or worst.
So contaminating has the air of Richmond
become that ail the papers, we believe, even

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

public

IOHH I’.OILMAH. Editor,
pntbiheS at Mo. S2J exchasgu STKKEr.by
N. A. FOSTK H 4 CO,

the Whig, have come out for the
arming of slaves, and a war of extermination
God deliver this people from
or subjugation.
some of’their rulers, advisers and counsel-

lAEFouThAao
pur year in advauoo.
ruKilAiMBOiATEPKESBid publisheuevcryThnrsd»yir9Rtiag,at ,2.00 per annum, in adranoe; •2.28
if paid within six months; and S2.50, if payment be
delayed beyond six months.
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Feb. 23,1865.

[ From the Raleigh (N. C.) Progress, Feb 3.]

j^mother “Ground Swell” from the Old Tur-

pentiae

ib

State.

Both the loyal” organs up the street are
anxious to impress the press and people of
Georgia that there is no desire lor a convention in North Carolina, and that all the fuss is
made by the standard, and Propress. Well,
then' Monsieurs, we just dare your representatives, the ‘‘patriots and property-holders” in
the Legislature, to vote to submit the question
of a convention to the people. If the people
don't want a convention no barm can come of
submitting the question to them; and then
the voting down the proposition will effectually close the mouths oi those who are keeping
up the clamor.
We think we know something of the sentimeat ot the people of North Carolina, and we
insist that they do want a convention, and if
the Legislature will only submit the question,
and remove all the instruments or terror
which were used in the last August election,
the State will go for a convention by an imStack arms, sheathe the
mense majority.
Bword, use no threats toward detailed meu,
keep the military from interfering with the
voting, and, above all, use honest while tickets. anu the result will be at least three to

!

by the emissaries of the insurgent chiefs to
join his fortunes to their cause. He promptly declined. The effort to change his purpose
was repeated.
He was urged by every consideration that it was supposed could iolluencc
his pride or ambition, by the ties of consanguiuty and place of birth, to side with his native South, and still refused. The rebel chieis
well knew the man. They knew him better
thau his own Government then did, aud they
knew the lion-like qualities that slumbered
beneath his modest and habitual retiring demeanor, and the achievements of which he
was capable when the latent powers of the
man should be roused to active energy. As a
last effort to win him over to their cause they
offered him any position which he should be
pleased to name.
Admiral Farragut is a man of sincere but
unobtrusive piety—a piety as modest and unostentatious as is bis own habitual deportment; but this assault upon his loyal virtue
was more than his nature could endure, and,
with a sudden and sailor-like burst of indignation, he replied, as he pointed to the emblem
of the republic, which floated near him:
“Gentlemen, your efforts are useless. 1 tell
you I would see every man of you d—d before I would raise my arm against that flag.”
Norfolk soon fell, and Farragut was warned
that the South was no place for him. A few
hours only were allowed him for escape with
his family, leavihg as he was compelled to do,
all his property behind, which was immediately absorbed by the relentless confiscation of
the foe.
He reached the house of a friend, northward of the Potomac, exclaiming as he did so,
“Here I am, without a farthing or a place
where lean lay my head!”
In this way came Farragut to us of the
North, to the Government to which he gave
his allegiance, to the flag he has for the last
three years upheld in s<S many fierce conflicts
with armed treason.

us

from the field,near

“The lone of your recent editorials has

majority

ol the command to which 1
belong have been greatly revived by the tone
Peace
is all that we desire.
of your paper.
Of course we would be glad to have it on the
best terms possible; but, if we cannot have
al! that we wish, we are willing to and bad
much rather have half, than to struggle on till
we are completely exhausted, and lose everything. Why continue this war under such
circumstances ?
We do earnestly hope that you may continue to plead for the earnest desire of not only the soldiers, but the wives, mothers, and
sisters at home. We hope that the authorities
will soon see that your noble appeals are exactly in accordance with those who have been
incessautly engaged in all tbe privations and
hardships connected with a soldier’s life.—
Why is it that our authorities do not take
some steps before it is too late ?
Why will
they suffer the country to be brought to destruction when they could so easily avoid it?
Surely they cannot be guided by the dictates
of reason, or they would come to some conditions to alleviate the unpleasant sensations of
many a poor, distressed soldier. When all
are in favor ol' peace, why not have it?
Must
the whole mass of the people be deprived ol
because
a
coutinue
few'say
the war?
peace
Why not let the majority rule? If there are
not soma suggestions in regard to peace made
by those in authority, there will, in my opinion, be something done by the soldiers.’,
Such is the tone and character of the letters tbat are reaching us constantly from the
battle-scarred veterans of four years, and we
only state what is true when we say that the
voice of the army is almost unauimaus for

quite

a

\

I

to

adjourn

on

are thoroughly disgusted with the importance which small men are attempting to
give themseivts, both here and at Richmond,
by this secret legislation, aud they demand
that it cease. Shall the popular voice be
heard, or will theeo demagogues and petty
tyrants continue to impose upon patience, already threadbare, until the wronged and’ in-

they

sulted maises rise in their might and strike
them down? The people demand to know
what is going on, and to know all about those
grave questions which concern them most
and those who attempt to defy and oppose the’
people had better beware. Let the remit of

THE
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FORTL1HD
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The

Sshool Is

Term will Begin Feb■ 27.
for both Misses and Masters,'with-

out regard to age
attainments.
THIS
be admitted at
time

PAID

may
For turther

any

is the time to get a mo bobsty, as the war
la liaely to be settled in three months.
iy Agents liberally dealt with.
By Rocruits making apolioatlon in person, they
will receive more oash in hand.
Town Quotas
Promptly Filhd. Call on Cap Jae,
French, at the Albion Uou.o, No. 117 Federal St.,
Portland, Me.
febl0d3w
Now

871

No.

Congress St.

First National Bank Stock

Academy,

Yarmouth

WI. H.

YARMOUTH MAINE.

WOOD &
29 Exchange Street.

Term will commence Feb 13. For
particulars addreesE. S. Hoyt, A. M., Princi-

Spring

THE
pal,

jan24tf

THE

of Gorham

Seminary

will

com-

Tuesday, Feb. 21st, 1866. For full
par'ioulars apply to the Princip"), Wm. G. Lord, A.
JOHN A. VYATEHMAN,
M., or to
feb3dtf
Sec’y ol Trustees.
mence on

Westbrook

Seminary

1

this

Institution will

op6n
OFtinue twelve v.eeks.G. M.

Feb. 22, end con-

ftbl8dlur*

By

any
st.

at Butler's store Clapps Block, Congrss
Streeter on the way through Franklin to 74
Cumberland st., A LADY’S DIARY’, containing a
ten dollar bill and some small currenoy. The finder
will be liberally rewardi d by returning it to
leb 18dlw*
JANE H. LIBBY,
Preble St.

Secretary.

fiUlE Spring Term of this Ins!i!ution will comJL menoe Wednesday, Marih 1st, and continue
eleven weeks.
tBwm F. Ambbofb, A. B Principal,
Chari,vs d. Babrows, A. B. Assistant,
Miss ELLEN A. Barrows, Teacher of Musio,
Miss Mariana Sodtbbb, Teacher of Drawing.
For farther pai ticulars address
D. B.SEWABL, Seo’y.
febl6dCw
Frebnrg, Feb 14th, 1865.

Wante
COTTAGE House, or small two fto*y tenement, within fifteen miruies walk of Post Office
between this and th* first cf May. One with small
barn preferred. Enquire of L. P, H 68 Middle
street.
febl8d2w*

A

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS
Tii-

AV

disced

,.i;

l

Sr., Boston,

Mass.

Bounty Advanced;

N. H.

dition will permit him to engage in. Good reiergiven. Address F. W. th ough the Post Of-

business education.

Scholarships good, for time unlimited, thorough*
the entire ohain.
For Circular, Ac.,

Paid to the Beoruit

Substiute at the time of

or

address

THE STATE NORMAL

SCHOOL,

The Spring Session will open on
March 1, 1865.
3ch:ol Committees are invited to nse their influence
in sustaining this effort to secure special training lor
our public school teachers.
Young ladies and gentlemen, desiring to avail
themselvesol the 1abilities here afforded, will please
apply, for particular iniormation, to the Frincipal,
Mr A. 1\ Kelsey, at Farmington.

Wednesday,

Mustered into United States Service.
To Citizens of Portland,
The additional

sum

of

TUITION

FIFTY

DOLLARS,

$50 paid at the expiration of tho term of

as

Volunteer

Substifeblldtf

8B1DGTQN

ACADEMY !

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.
Soring Term will commence on Tuesday,
Hilton,

apply

on

THOMAS H.
1865—feb6 2awdfcw3w

Feb. 1,

No. 8

College.

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.

THIS
Education.

ness

Sc lolarships for fall course, comprising both theory uud practice, good in twenty-nine Colleges, constituting the "International Chain," time unlimit-

ed.
For further information please call at the College,
or send for College Monthly and Speo'mens ot Penmanship, enclosing letter ftamp. Address
BRYAwT, STRAl iON A GRAY,
Portland, Me.
jan27eod&w8m

Franklin
highest

CASH BOUNTIES,
For One, Two or Three Years’ Enlistments, in the
Aekv or Naw. will be paid.
Substitutes wishing to enlist will make direot
application to the

Office,

the highest Bounties paid

Building!

Feb 17—dtf

i«Ut

UEUIMEYI \

Lieut. Col. Ellis

Spear

29th Maine Eegiment, now in

recruiting
5th Corps, near Petersburg.
for the

18

Office 229

Congress Street,

Feb 9—d2w*

Near City Building.

Officers’ Accounts.
With the ORDNANCE. QUARTERMASTER’S

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

aid

other DFPARTMEN » S ol the United Stales, MADE
OUT and ADJUSTED- Certificates of non-indebtedness obtained. Stoppages of Pay removed.
Long and varied experience as an officer m the Arwith the tssistance
mani with the
of a reliable Agent iu Washington, and a perfect
is
r<
1
and
of
what
wil> be accep’ed
quire
knowledge
by tin Departments in every given case. We ate
prepared to make cut and adjust the accounts ol Officers v ho have Resigned, bean Discharged or Mustered ut, with accuracy and at- lees expense, time
and trouble than would bo required to visit Washington.
TariiouJar attention given to ihe settlement of
Claims and Accounts of Deceased Officers ana Soldiers.
Pensions, Bounty, Back Pay, Prize Money, and
all claims against Government speedily procured.
JAMFS B. BELL,

Departments,

(Late Capt, U S. A.)
No. 4 ComhillCourt [opposite head State St.] Boston
PERMISSION TO

REFERS BY

NEW PERFUME

:

Os-

Hon. J. Th's. Stephenson.Br't Brig. Gen. F. A
born
Geo W. Pratt Esq.

Lt Col Robt H. Stevenson
Maj Ewd C. Bicha'dson.
fet>16 codlmo

Lewis G. Pray Esq.

OF

BELLES

THE

—

USB TUB

NEWPORT

—

RCTIJSINE,

A

-MADE

For tho growth and luxuriance of the hair.
Beware of imitations—observe the name and signature. Trade mark secured.
For ea’c by W. F. Phillips & Co. Agsnfs
For-sale by the Druggists.
feb9dlm

STATEMENT
Insurance

E7

Januaiy 1st,

1-65

of the

Cond'tiou

Company,

of

Massahoit

Springfield, Mass.,

o

Caah Capital paid in and investigated, #200,000 00
Cash ourp us,
83,299 88
Assets of the Company aro

Ca h

baud,

on

14,088 04
10, 6171

Cash in hands of agents,

E.ans
Loans

Brant

Exquisite,

Rare

Drlirate nml Fro*

Perfume, Distilled from the
and Reaatiful Flower from

w'hicb

taken

it

itn

name.

Manufactured only by PHALON Jt SON.

C3F Beware of Counterfeits.
Ash

decl7d3m

for Thulori?8—Take no other.
Sold by druggists generally.

Town Scrip.

on
on
on

Mortgages,
Col'ac< ral

rtal estate,
do
do

CAPE

ELIZABETH

TOWN

SCRIP,

OFFERED

FOR

105 83)00

G9U613

#283,29988
Total Liabilities for Claims, #6,635.
A. W. Chapin, Pres’t.
Sanpord J. Hall, SCc’y.
EL1PHALET WEBSTER, Agent,
febl6eod3w
No 18 Exchange St, Poi Hand.

Janfttf

PERRY,
At

Town

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.
tho
the
other
it at least

be

alter

of

of the

equal if

Companies."'

Treasurer,
Building.

or ten
and at rates
The
of
not superior to the

as

low

as

at
any

participation

Office No. 102 Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW, Secy/

Feh.lfl—ri&wtf

WE

the SherifTe Offioe, City

XWILL

FOUND.
the

side of Exchange street, about midNow City Hall and Post Off*oe,

ON way sunny
between
good place

to

buy

Overcoat.

P. MORRELL f CO., have a good assortment at -air
decl4dtf
prices, 113 E^changestreet.

Wanted,

SITUATION as Book-keepor in a wholesale
establishment, or as a Copyist. Best of reference given.
Address “H. P. D.
Press Oflice.
tl

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8 years
old, a good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
furnished or untarnished, for which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box 2204.
oot27tf
Portland, Oot. 26th.
a

Wanted to Purchase;
BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western part ol
the city. Possession to be had May 1st 1=66.
Address Box No. 70, P«.rt’and P. O., stating localdecl9dwtf
ity, prioe Ac., for three weeks.

A

hotels"
CAPI SIC POND

are

Box manufactory.
making, and are prepared

to make,
Wooden Boxes of ail kinds at our Steam Plao*
Ing stills, loot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial streets.

febTeodlm

WINSLOW,

DOTEN & Co.

A

TIe'public

aro

respectfully informed that

House.

The choicest

tt

Suppers

served,

GRO W. MURCH.

*

Webster

Shop. Furniture,

House,

Hanover St., Boston.
The undersigned have taken the above

House for a term of Years, and have entirely refurnished it with n-,w Furniture, t>rIfVpets .Beds, Ac. so that it is now one ol the
_L*neatest and best tarnished, and in every
respect one of the most oomfcrtable hotels of its class

-in Boston, oontaininv all the modern fixtures of first
ci ss hotels, hot and cold batln, Ac. It will be conducted in connection with our ntw Ocean House, at
N H, which will be opened .July 1,1865.
Rye
We solicit he patronage of our frieuds aid the
traveling publio and will use our best efforts to
please our patrons. Our chargo3 will be as low as
the market will afford.
febl7d8m
JOB JENNESS A SON,

Bjaeb,

the stump
Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
Berlin Wharf.
oct6 dtf

head of

CITY OF PORTLAND.
One Thousand Eight Hundred

and

Sixty-Five.

SECTION

nance establishing a sinking Fund."
passed July 8, A. D. 1861, is hereby amended by in'se'tirg the

words “Not. less than five per oent. of tbe t e
existing City Debt" aft( r the word ‘‘deterp’ire” in the
thirteenth line of the second section of said Ordinance, and by striking out the word “Capital" in
the last line of said section, and
inserting the word
‘Vri eip?l," so that tai* section as amended shall
read as fo lows:—
“Section 2 —All balances of money
unappropriated iexaiding in the Treasury at the ond of
any financial year; all exoesees of income over the
original estimated income; 11 balances of
appropriations
original, or by additions, remaining on the books of
the Auditor; all receipts lor premiums on
City Notes
issued; all receipts in money on account ot the sale
ol any real es-ate of any
description now belonging,
or which may hereafter
belong 10 the city, excepting
the sale of burial lots io the Cemeteries ot the
city;
all receipts on acoount of the
principal sum of any
stocks, bonds or notes now owned or which may
hereafter be owned by the city; and also of the annual city tax such a sum as the Citv Council of each
year shall fit and determine, not less than five per
ceat. of the then existing city debt; sha'l he and the
same hereby is appropriated to. the
payment, or the
purohise, of the principal o! the citv debt.

Approved, Feb 7,1866.
A True Copy, Attest:

recopfion

guests.

ST

ABIjINO-,

and all the nsnal conveniences of
are amply provided.
Halloweti, Feb. 1 1864.

a

popular hotel
mohSo eodtf

Grotton House!
Center St.,

Opp. Lancaster Hall,

PORTLAND, ME.
This House is now open to fcve Public,
having been leased by the subscriber for a
term of years, and has been thoroughly renovated, and spiendidly furnished, regardless of czpen8s. Re ims to let
by the day or week.
It will be kept on the

European
ttl?*

Plan.

Cooked to Order at all hours.
lunch every day at 11 o'clock.
Meals

decHitf

Free

Q-D’ MILL 8R, Proprietor.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
FORMERLY KNOWN

AS THR

McClellan house,

Re-opened with New Furniture & Fixtures,
WINSLOW &
Aii

THAYER, Proprietors.

The public are
respectfully
that thiB spacious, convenient
known House, situated at

i!gfgi<g[

informed
and well

MORRILL’S CORNER,

Portland, has been re-furnished and iB
reception of Company and PloasureParties. Every attention will be givon to the comfort ofguesta.
or"The Cars from Portland every half hour.
WINSLOW A THATEB.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf

2j

miles from
open for the

For Sale.
The well known Hotel, situated at Gray
Corner, 16miles from Portland, wl.h Siabies. Barns, Sheds, Ac.
Also, One Hundred and Fifteen Acres of
Land, about lhirty-five of whioh is
L,-IGood
Wnod The rest is divided into Mowing, Tillage *n(l

Pasturage.

For further particulars inquire ol the subscriber on
thepremises.
THEOPHILU8 8TIMSON.
Gray, Fib 21, 1825-d2w*

hand and mado

Copper,

Bolt Yellow

Metal,

Spikes, Nails, to.,

as

Tartar,

oall and examine.
done with neatness and

dispatoh.

subscriber having purchased the Stock of
and Wood, and taken the stand recently
occupied by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head qf
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to
supply their
former patrons and the pnhlio generally, with *
One assortment of
£

United States

or America, i
Maine, sb.
>
a Monition from the Hon. Ashnr
Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, for tho District, of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Libels and Information have boen filed in Baid Court, viz :—
A Libel against the Schooner K. A. Willirms,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seized
by the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth,
on the tenth day of
February instant, at Portland,
in said District.
A Libel against Four Thousand Cigars, and
Two ha f Barrels Molasses, seized
by the Collector
of the Fort of Portland and F almouth, on the fourth
dav of February instant, at Portland in said District.
An Information
against One hundred ullage Bar
re! 8 <f Peas, and one hundred and ninety-six 'Boxes of Paisins, seized
by the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmouth, on the tenth day
of February instant, at Portland in said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the laws ol
the United States, as is more particularly set forth
in said Libels and Informations; that a hearing and,
trial will be htd thereon,at Portland in said District,
on the Fourth
'Tuesday of February current, where
any pe sons interested therein,may appearand show
cause, if any can be shown, wtieretore the same
should not be decreed forfeit and disposed of acoordiug to law.
Dated at Portland this fourteeth day of Februcry,
A. D
1866.
F. A. QUINBY,
14dfebl4
U. S. Deputy Marshal, Di^t. of Maine.
or

PURSUANT

t«

Aid for the National Freedmen.
A RRANGEMENT has been made by which all
contributions forthe National Freedmen’s Relief Association will be lorwurded promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities should be
seour dy packed, and directed to C. C. Lush, Nos.
1 & 3 Mercer street, New lork, Caro of George R.
Davis. Portland, Maine.
Contributions in Money to Eben Steele. Esq., Port.ana. Me.
WM. GEO. HAWKINS,
Sec’y of Ex. Comm, of N. F. It. Association.
ianSdSm
January 2d, 1305.

under the

name

JOnN T. ROGERS <fc Co.,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs
of the l»tc llrm will be settled by
CHARLES B. ROGERS,
«
At the Old Stand, No Cl Commercial s'reet,

Portland,

February 1, iggg.

ac-

States Customs.
jan27dlm

Coal 1

Aug 27—dti

for the United

heald!

DENTIST,
lo. ifili Cohgieu Street, corner #f leBple Hired
POBTLAND, MAINE.
Oot 7—dtl

DANFO.RTH & CLIFFORD
arocBRftOBS to

llAVCll, CLIFFORD & CO.

ences.

Commission

Produce

First National Bank of Detroit,
Preston A Co Bankers, Detroit*
Mooro. Foote * Co., Merchants, Detroit,
L.P. Knight, Esq., M. C*nt’l R. R. Co.. Detroit,
Wright A Beebe,Com. Merchts Chicago, 111,
dec29a3m
Bangor Courier copy.
P.

AND

BUTTER,

DBALBB6

CHEESE,

Merchants
Ilf

EGGS,

LARD.

IYiuns, Beans, Dried Apples, Ac.

Skates I Skates I

NO.

3

TO

Fat. Ankle Support Skates,

LIME STREET,
POBTLAND, MB.

WILLIAM’S & MORSE SKATES,

PURSUANT

according

to law.

#
K—
Dated at Portland this eighteenth day of rebn.ary, a. d. 1865.

U, S. MARSHALL SALE,

BUILDERS.

K/'k/'h HHDS- SALT, slight^ damaged, suitable
fjlor larming purposes and salting vessels.

of SKATES, and at as LOW PRICKS, to be
found in the city.
Please oall and examine before’purchasing.
Nov. 1—evdt.f CHAS. DAY. Jr., 114 Middle 8t.

DANA
Feb 9— d8wis

&

CO.

by

DANFORTH

LIG-RO-1NE.
novBOtf

Tiling

*

For sale at Wholesale by

j
■

1

CLIFFORD,
i Lime street.

Mill,

oeraer of Yort and
ATOS tt« Mcohanioa' Mill-,
Maple
L1TTLEFIKL A WILSON,

JN

ftblSdlm*

Proprietor*.

a-

mown,

via—

front of the Custom House, in Portland, c a
Wednesday, the iectnty-second day rtf Felrvaig

current, at li o'clock,

One

a.

M

Horse.

Terma at Sala-CABH.
Dated at Portland, this
A. D., 1866.

eighteenth day of Feb-

ruary

CHARLES CLARK.

_______

Hew Mteaiu Grist

FOR PORTABLE LIGHT-

and placo Wttfet* said Dhtriot
In

__

JUST RECEIVED!
Asale
EX.T4E
NEW LIGHT. for

ForeSt

SALE.

Uvttkd St atm op Am brio a, I
Dis rict of Maine, as.
J
to Vend: Expotto me directed
from the Hon Ashur Ware, Judge of the United
Spates District Court, nithin and for the District of
Maine. 1 fhall expose and sell at pubiio aneiion, t«»
the higlest bidder therefor, the lollowing property
and m rchandi-o, at the time and place within said
District as fbllows, via
At the Custom House Building, on Fore street,
in Portland, on Monday, the sixth day
March
next, at 11 o'clock, A. M.,
Eleven thousandt seven hundred and forty C7*
GABS; f wo hundred and twenty pounds ot GUNPOWDER ; One hundred and sixty-five pounds ot
SUGAR; Eight barrels of MOLASSES / One barrel, SUdAR; Fourbbls of MOLASSES ; Thirtytwo hundred CIGARS; Three bbJs MOLASSES;
Oil* Demijohn W. I. BUM; On."RUNO MLBIGH;
One ROI1B One HORSK-BLANKBT; One UARTen BottU, BRANDT;
NKSS : One IULTBP
One keg of SPIRIT j; Two bbls and fix bars o‘.
SUGAR; One bbl and ten demijohns ot SANTA
CRUZ HUM; One bbl SUGAR ; Three bbls MOLASSES.
The sumo having been decreed forfeit to the Uni
ted Slates in the Distrioe Court tor said District,
and ordered to be sold and the proceeds disposed og

-AID-

Straps.

153

S. MARSHAL’S

FARMERS,

SHIP

And othercelebrated Makers.

JOSE,

Lite,

SAN EXCELLENT MEDICINE. IteureeCoughs,
Colds and Whooping Cough, and ail diseases ot
the Throat and Lungs, and it works like a charm iw
quieting children when teething. Try It. Prepared
E. £, HAY WARD, Hadley Mass.
by
W. Phillips A Co., Agents.
Janl6deod6w

febl8 dtd

dtt

sept29

Skates, Gents. 8kates, Boys’ Skates,
LADIES’
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

Essence ot

U.

Wjosiah

K. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
Flour, Tallow, Grain, Ac., Ac., for the Eastern market, and would
respetlully refer to, aB refer-

MOOR’S”

DB. JONATHAN

J. B. 8TOBY, No. 28 Exohange St.

Deo. 1—3mtd

Detroit, Mich.

Jan&dtf

I

The highest market price* pa!d lor produce ol af
kinds. Consignments solicited.

MERCHANT,

CHARLES

with the local t.amactions and the public measures
and the public men of the State and Cc umry. as well
as his long experience In typographical ann editorial labors, give him an advantage in this mpect
which few others pcsse«s
He knows bow to write
“copy" lor the printer that will require no revision
after it pauses out of his havds.
He is also a good
and expeditious “proof" reader, and is willing to
with
who
any
engage
may desire hie services at home or abroad, in that capacity.
WILLIAM A. DREW

Augusta, Jsn’y 2, 1866.

S: 5: HiSS?-! PORTLAND, ME

of Hogs,

febl8dlw

com-

publishers of any news Journal*
Maine, in Boston, in New York or else« here wh«»
would like to enjoy the ready norresponoenc© of an
experienced writer and journalist at the Capital of
this State. He flatters himse f tl at his acquaintano )

Inform, bis irlecdt

Produce Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

Wood,

Railroad Hotel Buildings,

JOHN PORTEOUS.

Agent.

re-peotflilly

HATCH & FROST,

Pork Packer ft Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra Family Hams,

Great

Freloht/rom the United 8tates for Canada,
will be detilned at Isla'd Pond, unless i» Is
ALI,
of value

companied with Invoioes

WEALTH.

So that Money con be Saved to these War limes.

Ueorge Darling,

f.bjdlm

NOTICE.

SEE

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

Portland. Jnne 13,1864.—dly

Me.

a

OP EVEBY DHSCaiPTION

BAKDALL, MoALLISTEB A CO.

Sls.ate

24—dam-

ensation,

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

Delivered to order in sny part of the sity.
The former easterners of Messrs. Sawyer k Whitney aro respectfully invited to give ns a call.

Douglas’s

AND

ECOHOKYJS

Ash,

Campus Martins,

nov

publisher

THE LABOE8T ASSORTMENT

Dissolution of Copartnership.
heretofore existing
THE copartnership
and style of

COME

Superior Coal for Blacksmiths.

COMMISSION

ally.

The celebrated large oven P. P. Stemrt Cookland
Parlor Stoves.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gw Burner,
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stoves, lor City end Country use.
Deo 1—d3m

Lehigh,

Also, Hard and Soit

Ha r Regenerator and receive no other.
Jones & Kay wholesale agents, 170 Washington st,
Boston; Also Weeks A Rotter, Carter, Rust * Co
and others. At wholesale by Sheppard ft Co. Portland. At retail L. C. UlLBon. U Market Square,
Short ft WATnnaooan, cor Congress 4 Middle it.,
Croesman ft Co., and J. R, Lnnt,and dealers gener-

an

an

Diamond and Lorberry,
Together with the best quality ol

A

Let 1

te

use.

AT —

and 173 Middle Street.

Jehu's,
White and Red

Is the most peifeet Hair Benewer in

Everybody should use Puhoviak Ham BzoinnnATon.
Bcwart qf Imitation*! Cull lor Peruvi-

News-paper Correspondence.
C. H. STUART & CO.’S,
ex-editor of this city, hereTHEby undersigneds
tendjis his services, for
reasonable
171
to the

Locust Mountain.

Notice.

or

in general that he will
THE

Hazelton

PERITIAI HAIR REGENERATOR

STOVES!

—

subscriber

Cumberland
Marshal’s

STOVES,
On Sale

upca the eeeretloDe of the scarf skin of the
life te the roots of the hair and preventing it from falling or.

from the country prompt

LAW AND COLLECTION
OFFICE,
Afo. 117 Middle St., Portland,

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

SMITH, 171 Fore St.

or

8<c»r, Dasdkuvv, uud onro
all humors ol'the so alp.

remove

scalp,giving

At B. D. VERRILL’S

Sugar Loaf Lehigh,

Pants, Tests,
Furnishing Goods,

Aots

MIDDLE 8TEEET.

orders in the oity

BAuTrEGMERAIOR

PERIiMI
Will surely

PIREHAJ baiFRECEAERATOR

Leave Your Demands for Collection

Company Lehigh,

Old

RETAIL

BRACK El'T,

Jml8ti

TBCoal

and the public that
market affords, and

and

!

fliled‘___sept28dtl

and

Repairing

Sc

165

clegant*'Monitor" sleighs are now
exhibition, ana those wishing to purchase are into

All «f which will be Bold low for Cub, st the old
stand ol' Lewis A Smith.

District

AJl

HandLallt

nev4dtf

Work.

Lewie.

NO.

latest styles of carriages and sleighs constanthand, and made to order.

vited

Will surely restore gray hair to its original oolor
where a thorough trial is given ft.

PORTLAND, MX.

DURAN

The

new

REGENERATOR!

ifo$. 1 and t Fret Street Block
(Over H. J. Ubby fe Co.,)

WHOLESALE

AND

The

CO.,

HAIR

AND

OARRIAGEjS,

ly

STOKER Sc

FURNISHING GOODS,

__lylldti

Buscessor to J. F. Libby,
Manufacturer of

on

long sought tor.

PE It U VIA N

TRUNKS, VALISES,

Nsto Coffee and Spice Mills, 13 and 15 Union street,
Portland, Ms.
Coffee and Spices put up for the trade, with
any
address, in all variety of psokages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and gronnd for the trade at short
aotioe.
HTAll goods entruBtedetthe owner’s risk.

on

German and

Co.,

COFFEE, SFICES, Traveling Bags
Mannfaetsred and tor eale

F. H.

so

Clrny Hair Restored to its Original Color,

...

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

Beady-Made Overcoats,

S.

J. P.

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also call attention to our
nioe Custom

U.

Ohwnbert

NT,

Beavers, Gaasimeres & Doeskins, Coal
and Wood!

ABIEL M.

AND

ORIGINAL BSTABLISHMBNT.

Manufactory.

thing

Oeneral SUUc Agents.

READY-MADE CLOTHING

GRAFT’S COFFEE & 8PI0R MILLS.

Sulaeratus A Cream

the

68 and 60 Middle St., Portland Me.

MsaalSetarere sad Wholesale Dealers in

SLEIGHS,

No. 171 Fore Street.
Also a fine stock of Cloths, snob
American Moscow and Castor

Sept 20—dtf

J- T. Lewis <5z>

notloe and delivered at any port required.
MoGILVEBT, BTAN k DAVIS.
Sept 6.—dtf

GR A

are

Greatest Wonder of the Age.

at short

J.

Daily

Not 17—dim

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

Boys

SMITH’S,

We would inform our firiends
we intend to keep the best the
can sell at the lowest rates.

G. L.

Warm, Cold and Shower bulhi, Wash
Bowl*, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE prepared
to lUrniah suits of
Bolt

they

And know

STREET,

POETLAND, MX.

Sleighs,

them

Using

are

UMIM DEPARTMENT!

and Water Closet*.

NO. *34 EXCHANGE

SUPERIORITY.

CLOTHING

maker of

Pumps

PERSON

ITS

We

SATISFY

IN OUB

8ale Boone, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
Jnneltf

§B^ Carriage

Clothing!

and

Nice Custom

ANY

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER!
Force

Machine!

WILL

BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
800 do All Long flax '‘Uov-1
eminent oontract,'’ e**®» worm,
800 do Extra Ail Long flan
Xiteoath.
800 do Havy Fine
|
Delivered in Portland o; Bottom.
Bath, April30,1888.
aplIdU

on

and

This

0|li
|
Ai<00

junelEdti

Prehle street, (Near Preble Hoaee.)
POBTLAND, HE.

May be found at

3^.

to

KIMBALL,

Carriages

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

And

House, in the centre of Halluwell, two miles from
Augusta, and fuur miles from Togus Spring, has
been refurnished, and is open for the
ol
oompany and permanenttboarders.
attention
will
be given to the oomfort ol
Every

P.

C.

CLOTHING!

REOPENED!

S. G. DENNIS, Proprietor.
(yTbe publio are specially informed that the
spacious, convenient and well-known Hallowbll

order.

EXAMINATION
OF

OanvaN,

JAMBS T. PATTEN & CO.

marohlOdtf

FALL AND W INTER

Men

Granite Block,

Portland, Me.

KP*Carrlagos and Sleighs on

AN

Bath, Me.

LEMONT,
•

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

-BOR 8ALR BY-

_

feb9—i2wJ. M. HEATH. City Clerk.

For

CO.,

Carriage Manufacturer,
Preble Street,

It ieproaounoed by the most profound expert >t*
ke

ST.,

Manufactures to order and in the best
manner,
ifcary and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Gar-

Scotch

POBTLAND.

E.

Draper,

are

An Ordinance amending an Ordinance entitled
“An Ordinance establishing a Sinking Fund”
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council qf the City of Portland, in
City Council assembled, as follows:—
1—An Ordinance entitled “An Ord-

HALLOWELL HOUSE Undercoats,
NEW FURNITURE ft FIXTUREB!

E.

Reeves,

ments.

A

...

EMPIRE!

Whioh has proved Itself to be the best suited to all
kinds of work of any now in aee.

__septadt:

of

mahtoaotubbb

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on

-A..

vers

THE

Ho. 18 Union Street.

adiuu Produce,

1ST O.-mmeroial Street,
Charles Blake, )
Henry A. Jones, }
B. W. Gage.
)

REUBEN MERRILL.

HOUSE, Fall and Winter

it is the intenCon of the Proprietor that
this Houee shall be kept a first-class road

And Be

Western and C

ohinge his plaoe

FOR SALE.
TWO story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by R. Merrill A Co. Enquire of

at Graves
ABOUT

North*

Jnneldtl

8tcok, Ac The etook is new ana complete in all its
departments Th* stand is ono ol the best in Portland, being suited to Family and Country Tra'?©.—
Apply at 145 Congress Mieet.
cet24

the subscriber.
deol5d3m*

IXLAKuJ, JONES

CALL AND EXAMINE

08 EXCHANGE

LI V JSRFOOIj, EJSTQ.
Nor 11—dflm*

for hale.

gned wishing to
THEof unders
residence, will sell his

A

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

PARTICIPATION.

SALE.

Apply to
E. N,

pay tew cents per lb. for all Pamphlets
delivered at the office ot the Portland Sugar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maple sts.
J. M. BROWN.
jan21dtf_

2 000 00
1,500 00

70,184 06
21,0 000

issue

IS

50,980 00

Loans
Bank Stoess,
Bail Road Stocks,
U S. Government 8tooks,
Otter Investmests,
Personal

free
Policies to
Company will
Premiums
six, eight
payment
Thousand Dollars, THIS
insured,
option
issue
Free Policies renders
Company

Fifteen

WANTED 1

a

place

Apothecary fehop

Tower Baildinite

1

THE BEST!

Newlng Machine?

FOR flat roofs.

&

JunelSdtf

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

RooCne

Alexander JO.

FLOUE & GEAIN DEALEES,

FOR SALE.

a

wseks through ti*e
given.
Post Offioe, F. R. S. Camp Berry.
feb8c2w*

FROM-

BEARS’ GREASE,

CANADA

A Most

o'

a

Sacoarappa.

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
rooms, large stable and sheda—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waand summer boarders. For
tering
icnlars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,

In the Tear

three persons, 2 Rooms in
family
quiFOR
et, respectable neighborhood. Satisfactory' refAddress for two

FOR ROTS,
TOPSHAM,.MAINE.
fl*HK Spring Term ot this highly successful school
X will commeme March 15. For "Circular." &c.,
please addresi the principal.
W. JOHNSON, M. A.
feb7MWS6w

THE

GET

E. HER SKY. Agent,

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
No*

SIMOMTOlf ft KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf

Portland, June 18,1884.

imrOKYKD

JanS6 dtf

Commf™“ St.

161

100.0000AI TKKJU,^»-fc'

water proof

Gravol

S&,

* so”’*

Treeuall*.

--AND-

Brokers, Tailor*

And General Commission Agents,

month

erences

Family School,

fit

BLOCK,
square.

(Late Songry, Cooper f Co.)

FOR SALE.

subscriber offers fo; sale his Farm on the
road between Saojarappa and Gorham. It contains 54 acres of land, well divided into
tillage and
grass land. There is on fcae farm, a oue story house,
carriage house, and barn b7 feet Dy 60, with a good
oollar und'-r it. It has a
good orchard, with about
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN M. A LI JEN,

and

direct

Sept 24th—dtf

FELT COMPOSITION,

^50. 2 CLAPP’S
"market

Ship

200™12£&02X2S?

edved

„

WiBRISN’S

Be. 6 l.ime St.

Scotch Can vans.

u

WILLIAM P. SONGSY & CO.,

aores

interceeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with
description of timber, such as
every
and spruce m large quantities, and maple,
pine
biroh, beech, t&mftrac and bass wood to any amount.
H. T. MACII1N, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.
feb2o eodtf

ootaitr
Cctailf

Or. J. H. HE AI D
disposed of his entire Interest In ht
Office to Dr. 8. C KEEN AID, Toold chceriolii
roooommond him to hie former
patients and the pnl

dtl

It is

jau25eod3m

Portland, Slay 38,19(8.

Board at United States Hotel.

jan4eodtf

on

Lawrence, in Canada East.

ENOCH KNIGHT, Lovell, Me.

Wanted

BY

Institution offers to young men and ladies
the best facilities for obtaing a thorough Busi-

th'’ City Hall Recruiting Offloe,
WANTED
Substitutes for Enrolled Men in th.8 City,
to whom the

one

MEAD, tteo’y.

Portland.

Business

Bscruiting Office, City

Address for

A
he 28th day of Feb instant. For farther inforTJE
A.. M.. Principal.
mat
to C. FI.

WANTED !

Where they will receive
to them in person.

A

An

or

SUBSTITUTES

City Recruiting

Wanted.

sotvj

Eeoruiting Office, City Building.
Parties desiring to enlist
tutes, will apply there.

FRBB.

incidental expenses of the school, each St udent is
febl 3w3taw
charged ono dollar.
For

OFFICE

Apples.

Middl p troetKimnon.Dre.Bago ludEutin

fire

_

BBLS. Choioe Appplca, Just received and
for sale by
DAHFOKrH ft CLIFFOBD,

0(
|A
•■'-tvr

^th® Pr°fCMloc-

D.,

Sierra Moreaa Clayed

TUOS. ASENCIO & CO.,
Custom House Wharf.

JanlOtf

BKNT1S t,
No. XT'S

SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

ARE block of land, of about 73,000
of wood land,
ASQU
the south side of the river St

bargain.
Enquire

SITUATION in the Editorial Department of
some newspaper, b>' one who loves tbe
profession, ana fivmohoice would make it a business lor

Iebl6d8w

FARMING TON.

AT

feblGdlw*

CO.,

either oi the above plaoes.

At

fice.

life.

WORTHINGTON, WARNER*
jan27eod6m

being

arm
in a
con-

enoes

Making

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,

ANY

or

ou

$100 State

Wanted.
one requiring theservices of a Book-keeper,
Assistant hook-keeper, or Copyist, that can
furnish good re erences, from former employees,
has only to aldress LEWIS, Portland P. O.
feul6d2*
February 16th 1866.
Situation Wanted.
by a man who has lost his right

Institution" are embraced in the AmerirpUESE
JL cm Chain of Commercial Colleges, and present unequalled l&cilitiee lor imparting a practical

S. C. HUNK INS, M.

A

East North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1865.

or

a

Ooaoord,

.as the "Morse Farm.” Likewise
-his s', ock and. Farming tools.
The
Farm contains about 11U acres of good land,
good
buildings &c. Those wishing to purchase are invited to call and examine tor themselves.
T- Dillingham.

ap7 dtf101 Commercial Street, Portland.

in the service of his count-y.
WANTED
situation
Oollege, store
in any hr norahle employment that his

Commercial

Farm for

“fc**6.»m.08W#«,

DR. S. C. FERJJALD,

BT Work executed in erer, part of the State.
Jnneltf

Molasses.

ALSO,
400 HHDS. Prime
ei, for sale by

Painter, HAVTOy

No. 144. Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MS.

janlS eoddfwtf

COn

Hoadleeandmnntngsalway'

MAMUVAOTDBMM OF

Fresco and Banner

Crop

A CARD.

PAPER HANGINGS.
No. 6S Exohange Street, Portland, Me.
Junoldti
OKAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Farm For Sale.

fob 18 d3w*

NEW HAMPSHIRE

$300For(be Year’s Service.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

College,

upon it. Said farm is situated in
larmouth, about one aud half miles f» om the G. T.
K. R. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Til-

TO

TO

8TATE

rod of waste land

Wood Choppers Wanted.
chop 100 cords wood. The highest rash price
paid. For particular? enquiie of Arthur Dyer,
No.80, York St., or Scott Dyer, <. ape Elizabeth.

before the first of April, a house,
rent, on,
with about twelvo or fourteen Rooms, centrally
located. Address Post Office Box 674.
febl6dl*m

BAY

That superior A. 1 farm, recently
owned aud occupied by the late

*

■ehlSU

Bookseller, Stationer,
AMD

New

iAQENTB,

*"• ‘4

ID ^ VIS,

uovl6

fo

FRTEBUKU ACADEME!

L.

For Sale.

Wanteda young man of twenty, employment in
respectable basinet s Inquire of
ieb21dtf
D. H. INGRAHAM, 101 Middle

EITHER

STEVENS,

H.

Premium Paged Account Books.

Farm for Sale.

Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known

LOST.

THE SPRING TERM

3Iain6.

'Wholesale and Retail.

jan81dtf.

The subscriber offers his
pale situated near Dunn's

borrow for the Town of Brunawick,
Twenty Thousand Dollars, for one or two
AI B tOOK>S Treasurer,
years.
lirunswiok,*Feb 17, 1865.
febl81Awl6tf

WANTED

GORHAM SEMINARY,

THE

MERCHANDISE.

iieiii'i

WOOUMAM. TBUE

Inneldtf

subscriber offers hi) Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, about threo and a half miles from
Portland Bridge, containing 70 Acres Land, Buildings good, Fences substantial Stonewall, young Orchard, ohoice grafted Fruit. About 300 cords wood,
hah Oak and Walnut. Also Farming tools, and 10
cords dressing.
Terms of payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of 8C0TT DYER on the
Premises, or through Portland, P. O.

advanceT

year, in

a

Clayed
SEWING MACHINES!
137 la“deJfrom

Portland,

)

John A. S. Dana.)

Farm for Sale.

SON,

to

Lather Dun,

■

Sait,

and

Woodbury Dana, {

lage.
Yarmouth, Jan. 17,1665.

#30,000.

_Seo'y

Spring Term

febl4dtf

Feb’y 16th, 1866-dlw

JAMES BATEo,

or

Fish

16 acres
Lind, Buildings good.
Fort articular) enquire of E. N. PERRY, at the
Sheriff’s Office, or through tha Portland Post Office

ccntaing

HCapt. Thaxter Prince, containing
80 acres of g:od land, 15 of which is
_'wood. Good buildings and not a

FIFTY aHARES

J. H. HANSON,

BUSINESS CARPS.

Dana & Co.

Subscriber off.rs his Farm, situated in Cape
THE
Elizabeth, adou'* 14 milts irom Portland Bridge,
of

WANTED !

in the term

particulars apply to

febl3tf

Fa»m tor Sale.

Box 1786.

the frontier service
Volunteers and Substitutes wanted. Sailors, Fnemen ai*d
Coal Parsers
wanted. Colored men wanted for the
army and

or

Pupils

BY

MPT. JAMES FRENCH & CO.,
“t the Albion House, No 117 Federal
st, Portland.
Men wanted for the Army and
men wanted
Navy;
lor a new Regiment of
Sharp-Shooters. Men wantted for

navy.

For
Spring Sessions opens Monday, Feb 27.
oircuier containing terms, &o, please address
MISSES 8YMOND3.
the
18 Brown St.
Feb 17—dlw»

2 48 Washington

Assembly have
Tuesday next. The

to their deservings.
The commissioners sent to Richmond telegraphed that they will be here to day or tomorrow, and the body has graciously consented to await their coming. Resides Mr. Pool
telegraphs that they have something important to communicate. We hope so, and we
trust that it will be communicated in open
session, so the people may know what it 19.
The people are tired of being trifled with:

Street.

Congress

Commercial

Rotu Houses oi me uenerai

agreed

B LOO K

MORTON

BOUNTIES!

peace.

country may plead, women and children may
suffer, starve and die on account of a protraction of this fratricidal war. but the members of the North Carolina Legislature mean
to go home. We shall call upon the peolpe to
remember them, and reward them according

Young; Ladies’ Seminary,

j

in

duced me to become a subscriber for tbe Progress. Your sentiments are exactly mine in
regard to peace. I can truthfully say that

Kent’s Hill, Feb 20, 1866.

CITY OF PORTLAND

patriot who turns me organ crank ol ;
the Governor’s newspaper, says the people of
the Slate do not want a convention. We undertake to say that he knows nothing about
it. He thought last summer that the good
people of Randolph wanted him; but even the
yellow ticket would not put him through, and
lie tell back upon the Executive for a bombproof. Well, “Friday” got his reward. He
canvassed Randolph for his master, the yellow
ticket and the “red string;” and when conscription and the trenches loomed up before
his patriotic vision, he appealed to Zsbulon,
and was saved. And so well was he pleased,
“my lord,” that he has been promoted to the
chief crank of the “court” organ. He is a
willing and obedient servant, and we doubt
not but he turns with all his might; but the
music that proceeds from the instrument is
not such as was pleasing to the delicate ears
of the courtiers, and lords and ladies who
composed the king’s household of yore.
We are glad to be able to say to the friends
of peace in Georgia, that there is an immense
pressure in North Carolina for a convention;
agd, if tbe present Legislature shall refuse to
call one, but lew of them will ever get back
there. Rut lor the discordant Vance faction
in the body, the Legislature would have no
difficulty in passing a convention bill; and, as
it is, there is sftme probability of their doing
it, lor that functionary is rapidly losing the influence he had over the body at the beginning
of the session.
The "patriots and property-holders,” the
political advisers and supporters of Governor
Vance and President Davis, and all others who
are urging an indefinite protraction of this destructive war, will find before July whether
the people of North Carolina are in favor of a
convention or not.
There are a set of bomb-proof politicians
and Government organs tbat endeavor to
holdout the impression that the private boIdiers are for lighting until, in the euphonioub
and classic language of his Excellency, * hell
freezes over;” but every man, woman and
child who has had an opportunity of seeing
and conversing with the battle scarred veterans, know tbeir assertions to be untrue. Of
all the people in the South there is no class
who so much desire peace as the soldiers, for
the reason that no class of persons are called
on to make such sacrifices and endure such
hardships. We see many soldiers, and receive
many letters from soldiers, and we find them
all for peace. We received a letter from the
army yesterday, from a private soldier, in
which he says:
•‘I hope you will go on pleading for peace
until it comes, for that is the only balm that
can cure our wounded country, and satisfy
the great mass of the people, especially those
who have left all that was sacred and dear to
them at home, and gone out to endure the
hardships of camp and the dangers of the
“Another one writing
Wilmington, says:

Sec.y.
<a”nl*[i,LE»,
feh21eod3w

Very Highest Bounty

Wanted.

one.
me

field.”

The

THE
March 13<*h.
the

December, re-

lated the following ancedotes of the Admiral:
Just previous to the fall of Norfolk, Admiral Farragut, himself of Southern birth, as
was also his true and noble
wife, was invited
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really matter of surprise
people will, in public places, be guilty of conduct which they would l>e very much ashamed of in their own parlors. Consideration tor
the
the feelings and convenience oi others, is
but a large
breeding;
of
good
very essence
to be wellproportion of the people claiming
of carrying that principle
bred never think
are
with' them into a crowd. Perhaps they
“Look
feartul of its being lost or damaged.
the coarse and selfish
out for number one,” is
motto which they openly profeBs to be governed by; and they stretch the rulo in practice
till it would seem to imply an entire disregard
of all the rights and privileges of number
It is
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What will the Rebels do ?
Now that Sherman is triumphantly marchcaping through Georgia and South Carolina, and
turing their principal towns and cities,

destroying their railroad

two.

communications, the

Every person In the habit of frequonting
concerts, lectures, and other public gatherings, has probably been made a sufferer in
some way by this class.
One of their most

will the reb-

question naturally arises: What
and
els do? They are not destitute of able
noW has
who
Lee,
Gen.
shrewd leaders.
as he pleases, is an
common, and at the same time most anuoying
plenary power to do just
able officer and his army have greaticoniloutrages upon other people’s palience, ia the
of reb- habit of loud
whispering and talking. You
dence in him. In the present aspect
for which the best talent of
concert
to
a
el affairs it is reasonable to inquire what will
go
this shrewd.and adroit general do? We are
the country is engaged, and promise yourself
but ia the
not disposed to Indulge in wild speculations
an hour of unalloyed enjoyment;
nor to create hopes in the
midst of the softest and most etherial passage,
upon this subject,
hearts of our readers that will never be realwhen your very pulses seem hushed to listen,
ized.
your attention is distracted, your ear tortured,
It has always been our honest conviction and your temper exasperated by the senseless
that there is in the so called Confederate
chatter of three or lour young men and girls,
States a union sentiment in the hearts of ma- who are giggling and eating pea-uuts behind
ny people—a lingering love for the old flag,
yon. Or perhaps it is an enamored pair so
which would show Itself in unmistakable occupied with each other’s sweet words that
signs just as soon as the military power of the they have no ear for any other music, no
Confederacy is broken. The Southern lead
thought for any human beings except themLee selves. To
ers know this fact better than wo do.
persons in that delightful state ot
understands It perfectly, and governs himself mind, we would respectfully suggest that
accordingly' To keep this union feeling such little exhibitions of tenderness, however
dowD, to prevent it from giving out a-iy beautiful in themselves, are not appreciated
flame, or even a spark, Lre k.iows that some by a callous and unsympathizing public. A
rebel victories must soon be wou. In the flirtation a decouvert is always bad taste;
judgment ot the people, this officer has too when it is allowed to annoy other people it is
long been held in the traces and couflued in unpardonable.
too narrow limits about the rebel capital,
Another very common practice there is
by Gen. Grant and bis forces. Lee knows which deserves no mercy. We allude to the
and seriously feels all this. His eyes are anx- habit some
persons have at concerts, lectures,
iously turned toward Sherman’a movements, &c., of rising to go out fonr or five minutes
and he sees one city after another falling into before tho close of the
performances. We
Federal hands, and worse than all this, and have seen at one ot the
“Independent” lecmore to be dreaded, he sees his railroad comtures, just as Shaw’s admired quartette were
munications broken up and the starvation of
beginning one of their most stirring songs, a
his army staring him in the face.
couple, seated in the middle of one of the
Under such circumstances and with such
long benches In the body of the house, rise,
clouds hanging over him, now what will he and
compel three or four ladies who had come
do? Will he order all his forces to Richmond
and attempt to defeat Grant and break his
hold upon the rebel capital ? Have Savannah, Charleston, Columbia and other places
been surrendeied and the forces

without escort, to file out into the aisle in order to afford them egress! We adviae any lady who may be requested to do such a thing
It is an outas this, to decline, point blank.
rage upon],decency, and should meet on the
spot the rebuke it merits. If you have not
sufficient interest in any performance, or sufficient regard for other people’s enjoyment of it
to sit still to its close, yon have no business

garrisoning

them saved for the purpose of concentrating
them about Richmond and delivering battle to

Grant?

ly

We think not.

Grant is too strong-

intrenched to warrant such a movement.

It would.be a hazardous experiment to attack
Grant under such circumstances, and we believe Lee knows it.

there. Stay
occupied by

There is one other suggestion, connected
with lecture-going, which we venture on with
Would it not be
some degree of trepidation.

trous as the defeat and loss of the armed

When Lee’s army is defeated and its

forces.

enough for ladies, when passing down a
great crowded stiarcase, to consider that every person behind cannot be expected to give
his exclusive attention to the point of not
stepping on their dresses ? If ladies will wear
long dresses—and heaven forbid they should
be hindered from so doing if they chooEe—
cannot they be induced to hold them up in
such circumstances as above, and to save

well

prestige gone, all is lost, and the rebellion
must suddenly and inglorlously come to an
end.

It is true that all the rebel forces could

quite

be

easily concentrated about Richany other point in rebeldom, but

as

mond as at

they could not be fed there while Sherman is playing such trickB with the railroads
leading to Richmond. We think Lee will

then

evacuate Richmond rather than take such

a

True, indeed, it is hard to give up
the capital ot a government to an enemy, and
yet military necessity, or a wise policy, often
compels a general to take such a step in order
to save his army to give battle in some other
locality.
The question returns: what will Lee do ?—
He hes already sent some of his forces to
South Carolina and Georgia with some of his
ablest generals. We think he is preparing to
course.

concentrate all his forces in front of Sherman, who is far away from any base of operations, and his columns divided. He is far in

interior, with no gunboats to assist him,
depending on the country for the support ol
the

his army, and

on the prowess of his brave
In this view of the case we are inclin-

boys.

opinion that Lee’s next movement
will be to strike at Sherman and endeavor to
defeat him in general battle. Like Napoleon
the First, be will endeavor to get between the
forces of Sherman and Grant and deliver battle to the former before the latter can come
ed to the

Thus will he stake the salvation of the
on such a battle.
If it should
prove an Austerlitz the rebellion might live
awhile longer; but if it should prove a Waterloo, then it would collapse, and the Union sentiment would suddenly break out all over the
Gulf States and obtain the ascendency. We
think Lee cannot send away all his forces, or
any considerable portion of them, without
the knowledge of Grant, and when the attempt is made, Grant would be very likely to
give him a hard stern chase.
Such movements would startle the country,
and we should watch them with breathless
anxiety. But we need not borrow any trouble.
“God is not lighting by our side with His visor
down,” as the Richmond editors think He is
on their side.
He has not “vouchsafed to
South Carolina the proud privilege of closing

Confederacy

she

begun

this war -in

triumph.” No, no.
These editors cannot “lay that flattering unction to their souls.” God makaa nations, and
ours will be saved for higher and nobler duties.

What

a

Coming

Down Stairs!

How Interesting it must be to Gov. Magralh
to read over the

long

proclamation he
pleasant It

And bow

since!

Issued
must

not

be to

the Charleston nabobs and slave-drivers to
look over the document and note the contents
at this time ? Where is all the boasted courage of “the moral South Carolinans ?” We
can imagine how those darkies wno can read
will look, and what peculiar grimances
they
will exhibit when reading this proclamation.
On such

an occasion there must be some
tine
and some negro melodies
sung, which
would delight all loyal hearts. The
following

a

specimen of this rare document, it ib a
rouser, but, alas! Sherman has taken all the
marrow

out of It:

“you have led the way in those acts which
unite the people of your sister States in this
confederation of States and their secession
from the Government of the United
States
You first fired the gun at the flag 0t the Uuited States, and caused that flag to be lowered at your command. As yet you have
suffered less than any other people. You
have
spoken words of defiance; let your acts be
equally significant. In your sister States,
with the people of these States you have a
common sympathy in the determination to be

The Gulf Stream of the Pacific.
Every one is familiar with the effect of the
warm waters of the Gulf Stream in mitigating
the severity of climates ip Northern Europe,
Norway and SweedeD, Iceland and the Orkneys, and even poitions of Scot'and would,
but for this warm current, be nearly uninhabitable. The mild and equable temperature of
places on the Pacific coast of Noith America
is attributable to the influence of similar entThe most important of these flows out

in your hatred of the foe
you will
not falter in that stronger sympathy which is
derived from a common suffering.
You have defied a tyrant; do not apprehend
his power. You have dared to do; fear not
to die. No worse fate can befall him who has
pride in the ancient honor of his State than to
see it governed by those who hate it and insult, with their vices, the virtues we have
been taught to cherish.
A

Fitting! Rebuke.—A Copperhead paper taxes the Republican Rgrty with favoring
Negro Equality, because Senator Sumner
moved and procured the admission of Mr.

Rock, the colored lawyer of Massachusetts,
to practice before the Supreme Court oi the
The

United States.
Cumberland, (Md,) Intelligencer thus puts it to the irate Negrohater:
Just as we
expected. As soon as the Ne■calling himself of the opportunity for
improvement which freedom affords, shows

!uoit.C„ai>ab.'e of

a ®

being something more than

beast, ttie
*

*

narrow-minded Demobowl about “negro equality.”
,ourself superior to the
y”ur owo minds, instead
bim from cultivatDBa<«rat8 in these
admltance to

Sp!Z,preTe,nUn*
r6ei2WmfeT
CW“«!.*ef",S
ln **
condition of
their E
“TiLo ng>, Come,gentlemen, spruce up,
8

M

the

,

niggers” will

beat you.

the new year came in

have had but little warm
pleasant
weather; and to-day the dwellers in this region have experienced many of the peculiar
rigors of a northern winter. The rotomac
has been sealed for the last three weeks, and
is now frozen to its mouth, entirely stopping
for some time to come, so that all
or

we

navigation

with the front or

Fortress

communication
Monroe will have to be via Baltimore. Such
a winter has not happened within the memory
of “the oldest inhabitant.”
By a recent order of the War Department,
the Rendezvous of Distribution is to be discontinued here, and all soldiers en route to
the army will report to the Soldiers Rest at
Alexandria. This camp is to be used as a
general hospital, and all public property is to
be turned over to the Surgeon General of the
army. This change is doubtless for the best
interests of the service, as regards the recruiting and forwarding of men to the field.
Yesterday morning a large number of soldiers were sent from here to their regimen Is
in the front; there were about fifteen hundred in all, and it wa worthy of notice that
the white and colored soldiers marched together good-naturedly in the same file. No

contemptuous language

or

insulting

demon-

The negro soldier
marched as erect, and carried himself, in all
respects, as proudly as his white compatriot.
A few months ago this was not so. When a
squad of soldiers was sent to the field, the coloiedwere placed in the rear, and the white

strations were observable.

soldiers seemed to

regard it

as an

indignity

to

be mixed up in any way with black ones.
This change in public
and feeling

senthjent

It shows

is both remarkable and instructive.
the wonderful result of
the national mind, and it

emancipation upon
points to the glori-

rious career of the colored race in the future.

The negro soldier is the best illustration of
true, patient heroism that can be found.—

result of the slave-holders’ rebellion in the
South! But is any one now justified in repeating such absurd prophecies as we heard

four years ago? No; neither is any one excusable in withholding for a moment his

hearty confidence in the cause of the abolition of slavery, and his support of all measures to benefit the colored people of our
The negro has earned a noble place
among the heroes of the republic. He has
fought his way to public confidence and favor,
and the man is a fool who disputes the

country.

right

of the colored man to his life, liberty and all
that makes life desirable. I read the account

of the passage ot the resolution adopting the
constitutional amendment, In our Legislature
with great interest. The prophet who predicted that "a nation shall be born in a day,”
must have been contemplating these latter
days, the wonderful revolutions and rapid
growth of knowledge which characterizes
this

special epoch.

It is very refreshing to such as have been
working and praying the last thhty years in
behalf of the bondman, to see the blessed fruition of their labors, to behold eminent statesmen, heretofore standing aloof, Joining their
earnest support to the free movement, to witness whole platoons of states wheeling into

line, and with the bayonet of Truth firmly
fixed, the banner ol Salvation Hying aloft,
marching shoulder to shoulder in a grand
charge upon the strongholds of oppression
and intolerance.

Monday morning, Feb. 18.—Last night was,
all agree, the coldest of the season here.
The fifteen hundred men sent off to City
Point Saturday, last night returned to camp,
having been only two miles below Alexandria.
The ice is Bix to eight inches thick. The cold
was intense, and it was with great difficulty
the steamers got back to wharf, with the aid
of a powerful ice-breaker.
The fortifications around Washington are
as

approaching completion. Already
being
argued by Congressmen that this means of
defending the capital is needless to be further
extended or perfected, But these strongholds are not to be very soon destroyed or
given up. It is said the President and Secrefringes upon the coast of North America, and tary of War have an
abiding faith in the effiwarms with a subdued breath of the tropics
cacy of strong fortifications and big guns.
those high latitudes where else would reign alThe letters ol your correspondent, “T. S.
most unbroken winter. Northern California
to this cause their

nothing

can

do-

in the matter of

intervention, and
chimerical minds have almost
ceased to think of it. This
struggle of our
government against a formidable slave aristocracy, has furnished many most valua-

even

the most

ble lessons to the Old World. The
Temps
thinks the cost now imposed on the United
States to exlirpute slavery, displays the terrible justice of history and shows by what fearful sacrifices nations
expiate the prolonged
tolerance of wrong and injustice.
True
enough; nations iu all ages have been compelled to make tremendous sacrifices before
their bIds could be blotted out; and it was not
reasonable to expect that our nat'.ou should
be more favored of Heaven than
others,and
form an exception to the general rule To
hold human heings in bondage, to sell them
like goods aud chattels, and to cat the bread
that has been rung from the sweat of the
slave is a great sin, and its expiation demands
a great sacrifice.
The editor of this journal is much
surprised that we have exhibited an incredible facility of sacrifices and an abundance of material
and resources of which the Europeans had no
conception. It is shown, also, how little loss
of liberty has been involved, aud that it is not
destined to perish in the tempest of civil wars.
Upou this point all European eyes are completely bewildered. They cannot see how it
is possible that liberty could be preserved in
the midst of such a terrible strife, and herein
Europe has lieen taught a great lesson which
will animate the Liberal ists of the Old World
aud nrgo them on to greater exertions in behalf of the cause which is so near their hearts.
The Absolutists also will learn a lesson
which may teach them to be more lenient, aud
not act as if the people were born with saddles upou their backs, and all they have to do
is to mount and ride. This matter is getting
better understood and our

struggle

is throw-

light upon it.
ing
The Temps says: “The re-election of Mr.
Lincoln, and the manner in which it was acmuch

complished, are the pledge of an indistrnctible
liberty and will remain in history as an imperishable pledge of political and moral greatness.” This is undoubtedly a great truth.—

Waiting in bonds, quietly watching for the
“coming of the Lord,” as they have so appropriately termed their deliverance from oppression, not joining lu nor inciting inusrrec- We seek not to look behind the curtain and
tion, but keeping the peace diligently, the gee what would have been our state and conslave has disappointed both those who advodition In case the election had resulted differcated his rights, as well as those who depreently. In the order of a good Providence we
cated emancipation, What visions of bloody
have been spared from gazing upon such a
murder, of conflagration, of all manner of scene, and the democracy of Europe has also
inhumanities were conjured up by the fright- been spared from receiving such a shock.
ened public at the outbreak of the war, as the
The Temps now believes there is no longer

it is

from the great equatorial current stretching
nearly across the Pacific ocean, sets northward and eastward along the coast of Asia,
then nearly due east past the mouth of Behr
lugs Straits, then tending southeasterly it in-

and Oregon

The Parts Temps says that Europe

P.” form

a

valuable feature ol the Press.

Be-

any room for to doubt of the re-establishment
of the Uniou, aud yet it thinks the final success, and above all the pacification appear to
be still a work of time. No doubt of that, but
wo trust that time is not far distaut.
The
Union will probably be reconstructed and the
United States become free in their movements
before the Emperor Napoleon is quite rea ly
for such a consummation or “disengaged from
Mexican Affairs.”

“Justice
Ts ths Kdi

to whom Justice is due."

of the Press:
You have done great injustice “t > whom
justice is due” by admitting an article
or

signed

“Falmouth” into your columns, on Tuesday,
reflecting upon the decision of an able and
fair minded magistrate, Judge Kingsbury, of
the Municipal Couit of Portland, in imposing
a fine upon one E. H. liamsdell, a school master in District No. 3, Falmouth, for “brutally
beating” a child eleven years old with a cowhide without any provocation.
This

schoolmaster, according

to the article

of “Falmouth,” “had occasion to” and did
him before several time?,” with the remark “he should bo whipped more severely

“whip

time he [the master] had occasion to repeat the operation.”
On the occasion of the last “wkipp'ng,”
every

this amiable teacher—a six-footer—seized the
little boy because he stooped uuder his seat to

pick up a slate, laid him prostrate over his
desk, face down, and with ail the strength he
could muster struck the child eight or ten
successive blows (so it was proved by scholars
of the school) over his back and thighs, cutting through two thicknesses of cloth and
causing an abrasion of the skin, from which
the blood flowed freely, and leaving the boy’s
back black and blue.

The physician, Dr. Lamb, testified in Couit
the beating was a secere one,—that parts of
the back were swollen and discolored by the
blows, which must have been smartly laid on;
that the severity of the punishment must have
caused great pain to the child, and was neces-

sarily injurious

to his health.

Another witness tesiifled that the boy was
groaning and crying out in pain all the night,
and could not rest in kia bed.

In short, the
proof was not only that the master committed
a gross outrage on the boy, but that the
boy
was free from fault and did not deserve
any
punishment whatever.
Even the school teacher’s counsel was satis-

pleasant
and beautiful climates. The westerly winds, sides containing only the most reliable inforwhich prevail throughout a great portion of mation concerning public affairs, they are
rarely excelled or equalled for elegance of fied that his client was to blame, and advised
the year, laden with moisture from their pasThis feeble compliment to the him to settle the case and not appeal. If he
over
these
warm
strike
the
sage
waters,
high composition.
is too poor to settle his line, and lias allowe 1
cold mountains in their path, and this moist- sincerity and literary abilities of your contri- a
to pay the amount
“voluntary
butor may appear like flattery, but It is only of his fine andsubscription
ure condensed, is poured in a copious flood
cost,” this is no reason for syma humble testimonial of friendly admiration;
He
over alt that noble agricultural region, the
pathy.
grossly abused his power, and if
of real appreciation of the mind and heart of he or his friends fancied the decision of
same cause thus conducing to lertilize the
Judge
was
not strictly correct, he had a
Kingsbury
one whose high aims and aspirations, most
soil and soften the rigors of the climate.—
to
to
the
appeal
right
Supreme Court in
Even as far north as Puget Sound the winters sadly checked while pursuing a collegiate March.
His not diing so shows that the
Court did “justice to.whogj justico is due.”
course, by a severe physical calamity, preare so mild that snow rarely falls there. On
B.
the Columbia river farmers are doing their cluding the possibility of study, whose life
ploughing early in February, and their plant- for years thereafter was devoted to hard inRecent Publications.
ing by the middle of the same month, while cessant labor, who is giving your readers from
Lord Oakburn’s Daughters; By Mrs. Hento
those
day day,
graphic pictures of life at
we on the Atlantic side of the continent, in a
ry Wood, author of “Oswald
Cray” snd many
latitude several degrees lower, are still buried the Capitol, where his opportunities for obother popular works of fiotion
Mrs. Wood is a
and
servation
correct
of
gaining
knowledge
In snowdrifts.
charming novel writer, and wields a prolific pen.
The wide expanse of the Pacific is travers- political matters are most excellent.
"Lord Oakburn’s Daughters” is believed to be
1 believe I have written you a very dull
ed in many directions by these benificent curfully upto her best efforts, and it will be sought
letter.
if
don’t
it
I
shall
But
soon
lifts
you
rents, bearing warmth and fertility to regions
and read by tens of thousands.
T. B. Peterwhich without them would be barren waste j. find it out, and will endeavor f‘to do better son &
Bros., Philadelphia, are the American
t
next
me.”
Truly,
They are rivers in the ocean, flowing over
publishers, and the volume before us, from their
G. F.
liquid beds, bet veen banks of crystal water,
press, is printed from the advanced proof-sheets,
yet their course is as distinctly maiked and
purchased by Messrs. P. 4 Bros., from the auOol. Gilmore all Bight.
may be m surely if not as easily traced as if
thor, so as to be issued here simultaneously with
A lew days since we published a letter from
its publication in Europe. Price in cloth bindthey flowed over a continent. Where the entthe surgeon of the 20th regiment, giving the
rant is rapid, the dividing line between the
ing $2.00. Railway edition—in paper covers
casualties in that regiment in the battles of
warm and cold waters is so sharply defined
$1.50.
Feb. 5th and 6th, at or near Hatcher’s Kun.
that a bucket of water drawn up on one side
In that letter Col.C. D. Gilmore was reported Westminster Review.
of a ship has been found to differ perceptibly
The January number of this
“wounded and a prisoner.”
popular EnThis, we are
in temperature from one taken frem the
oppogratified to learn, was a mistake. We have be- glish quaterly has come to hand, from the Amersite side. In many instances the difference in
ican republication offioe of L. Soott 4 Co., New
color is ako so strong as to be apparent to the ore us a letter from Col. Gilmore to Mr.
York. Contents: 1. Taine’s History of
English
Henry Quincy, of this city, dated Feb. I3th,
least observing eye.
Literature
Contemporary Writers; 3. The
a
in
he
brief
which
account
of
his
exgives
This whole matter of ocean currents offers
Science of Language; 3. Hamlet; 4. The Intelperience during the battles referred to, and lectual
a most interesting field of observation and
Pevelopment of Europe; 5. Peace in
are
which
we
from
to
make
the
ftl
permitted
study, though it is one which can hardly be
Poland; 6. Circumstantial Evidence; 7. “Whatextract:
brought within newspaper limits. For much lowing
ever is, is Right;’’ 8
Railway Reform; 9 Con“We had a running fight on the afternoon temporary Literature.
valuable information on the subject, however,
for
au hour and a halt or more,
of
the
6th
we refer the reader to a report of Commander
Terms of the Reviews for ,865:
Any one of
with Pcgram’8 division of Kebel infantry, over
Rogers, U. S. N., of explorations made by him a low, swampy ground, thinly covered wit* the Reviews, $4.00; for any two do. $7; for any
in Behrings Strait, looking toward some satthree do. $10; fcrall four, $12; for Blackwood
trees. The brigade to which my regiment is
isfactory theory of an open Polar Sea; and al- attached fought, this ground over lor three- $4; for Blackwood and the four Reviews, $15.
fourths of a mile three times. 4t one time
so to the discoveries of Lieut. Bent who acPocket Lexicon.
we were nearly surrounded;—-tlie enemy fircompanied the expedition to Japan under
We are indebted to the
ing on three sides of us and bis cavalry enpublishers, J. P. LipCom, Perry in 1855, and whose reports are deavoring to gain our rear, which obliged us
pincott & Co., Philadelphia, for a very neatly
among the most valuable relating to that ex- to retreat at a fast pace. Again we rallied
got-up volume, in gold, with soft morocco
aud drove the rebels back, and in turn were
pedition. The latter was, we believe, the first
covers, the title page of which tells the whole
to retreat again.- This time your
obliged
to trace out with any
degree of accuiacy the humble servant got into the enemy’s hands— story and reads as follows: “Jenkin’s Vettcourse of the great Pacific current
spoken of owing to the nature of the ground and being poeket Lexicon: An English Dictionary of all
above.
obliged to dismount and send my horse to the exoept familiar words;
including the principal
rear and not being a “fast, man.”
Thinking
Released.—A dispatch was received last the faro at OLlbby” would be poor. I deter- Scientific and Technical Terms, and Foreign
not to go there. Having fallen with
Moneys, Weights and Measures; omitting what
evening from Major Mattocki of the 17th mined
one of our own men who was shot, as soon as
everybody knows, and containing what everyMaine, announcing bis arrival at Annapolis, the enemy's line had passed over
me, I crawlwants to know, and cannot
readily find.”
from the Libby prison at Richmond. He will ed as far towards the flank of their line as I body
We are favorably impressed by this little voland then up and ran to our own
be at home iu a few days. Major M., was
desired,
capume, and think.it will fulfil the
expectation
troops under aseveie (ire of fiiend and foe.
tured last May in the battle of the Wilderness
created by its title page.
I fortunately escaped quite 6are, much to my
while in charge of the sharpshooters. He
own and fellow-officers’ delight.”
Godey’s Lady’s Book.
escaped once from Columbia prison, and was
Col. Gilmore speaks highly of his regiThe March number of this admirable
for
some
in the mountains
days, where he go),
work is
says the result of the battles of the 5th
ment,
our table.
upon
“The Shadow on the Wall” is a
and
was
taken
to
and
Danrecaptured
lost,
and 6th, is the extension of opr lines fenr
beautiful suggestive stepl
engraving, and the
ville, and subsequently to Richmond.
miles further tc the left and that much nearer
double plate of !‘Spring Fashions” is
up to Mr.
the South Side
his
that
men
and
are
Railroad,
Qodey’s best efforts in this direction. The numThe League meeting la9t evening was now
building winter quarters for the third ber as a whole is very attractive, and affords
largely attended. The time was occupied in time this
winter.
evidence that in the midst of the most
members
gigantic
remarks
from several
congratulatory
civil war of the ages our people
continue mindFob the Fbont.—A
upon the recent glorious victories, and especi109
men
ful of the embellishments of
squad of
life, anii show n0
ally upon the old flag being once more flung from Camp Berry, under command of Lieut.
tendency to lapse into barbarism in taste any
breeze
the
R. Lantz, 2d N. Y.
to
over Sumter, Moultrie aud
the
in
steamer
more
than they do in their
cavalry,left
moral, religious and
for Boston last evening, bound to the front.
Chariestoj).
philanthropic tendencies.
owe

_

—

free, and

or

great temptation to profanity ?
Most eloquent homilies might be written on
the short-comings ol people who ride in horsecars and rail-cars, but perhaps our readers
have had enough of lecturing for the present,
and therefore we forbear. And if there be
among such readers any of that admirable
class of persons to whom these remarks do
net apply, may they live a thousand years,
and may their shadows never be less.

past lew weeks. Since

oniGi'sAL

The Attitude of France,

Camp Distribution, Va Feb 12,1865.
To the Editor of the Press:
As a matter of record, I deem it proper to
note the extremely severe weather of the

—

acting
Is

themselves from the imminent risk of a broken
nose, and the gentlemen behind them from a

rants.

up.

as

away, and leave your seat to be
some person of better taste or

more manners.

The loss of cities and towns, and even the
rebel capital itself, would not be half so disas-

Letter from the "Old Dominion.”

Puces.

how many

a

]

axtd xei tctjcd.

BY

TELEGBAPH

churc h in Lewiston, was laid
yesterdayThe conflagration
caused by the firing of
the S outhern heart seems to be
going out, for
want of fuel.—[Boston Adv.
*5®
Democrat predicts success to
the rebel cause
and
the

BaDSpr

..

summer

during

coming
spring
s
=
F

campaign.

23? The bill fur reorganizing the revelted
State!- has been laid upon the
table in the House;
the usual way of killing off a measure.
gT'Grant has been extending his lines. We
want to see the rebel chiefs
extending their lines
—about six feet each.
®‘It is reported as the
Grant, that the rebels are

impression of Gen.
preparing to give up

Richmond at an early day.
y3f"A 1 aris letter of the 3d inst. says that the
family of Minister Adams had just arrived from
London, on the way to Italy.
^An effort will be made to induce the Senate
to -ct upon the bankrupt bill before

adjourn-

ment, but its fate is doubtful.
'flic Paris Monde announces that
‘’Queen

evening
--

jy A genius down

Tennyson.

has invented a new
kind ot a dwelling.
They are made of India
rubber, and are so portablo that you can carry
a row of three story houses in
your hat.
E^Somc one remarked to Mrs. Sitldo.es that
applause was necessary to actors as it gave them
confidence- “More,” replied the actress- “it
ea3t

gives breath.”
SSP"A Greenhorn desires to know why crockery-ware dealers are unlike all other storekeepers ? And adds, very inuocently, "Because it
won’t do for them to crack up their goods !”
,BTA man being asked, as lie lay sunning
himself on the grass, what was the height of his
ambition, replied, “To marry a rich widow with
a

bad

have been terribly annoyed by the fish-horn serenade kept up during the live-long day.

£?"Mr, GeorgeN. Weymouth of Skowhegan,
attempted to commit suicide one day last week
by taking poison. Prompt application of the
proper remedies hewever saved him.

35?" Senator Sprague of Rhode Island has
made a speech in the U. S. Senate in which he
favors the right of suffrage to the negroes of the
South.

STThe little town of Benson in Vermont,
has furnished five pastors over the Congregational churches in Maine within the last half
century.

SFTo cure a “felon.”—As soon as the part
begins to swell, get the tincture of lobelia, and

wrap the part atfeoted with cloth, saturate it
thoroughly with the tincture, and the felon will
soon

“die.”

jyThc

editor of the Portsmouth Chronicle
antipathy to tobacoo to a very great
He don’t want tobacco-using custo-

carries his

length.
; prefers they should
oomingin to buy papers!
mers

not defile his office by

Hf"Admiral Buchanan of the rebel navy, who
captured at Mobile, hag passed through
New York on his way to Washington in oharge
was

of an officer. Nothing is known of the object
of his trip to the oapital.
Those persons who are anxious that the
buildings of Charleston should be destroyed
and the streets uptorn, remind one of little
b irefooted boye who will turn to and kick and

pound the stone against
unprotected toes.

which

they

Monday.

rebel commissioners, remarked:
President, no peace shall be
made which does not save the Union and keep

promise to the slave,”
HTA little girl employed

our

New York, Feb. 22.
Advices from the Northern states of Mexico
show that the people are determined to resist
Maximilian.
The States of Chihuahua, Sonora ami Siualda, are entirely clear of imperialist!, except a
few at Mazallan.
The New

Secretary of the TreasuryNew York, Feb. 22.
The Tribune says tho President has concluded to

appoint Hugh McCullough, now
Comptroller of Currency, Secretary of the
Treasury.

a

and with it her mother completed the payment
on a house in which she lives.

HfThe editor

of the Oxford Democrat says,
“we have never known the rats so plenty in this

vicinity

sh

dresses.

now,

They

especially

are

in the ladies’ headfull of them, and in spite of

the cold

weather, water/alls are to be seen everywhere.”
arThe rebel papers print the letter of a pro-

slavery democrat in Minnesota, named T. W.
Sherman, which was written in 1860, supposing
him to be Gen. Sherman. The general is W. T.
Shorman, and, if be ever went for hanging abolitionists, it does not follow that he oannot now
consistently shoot traitors, as the rebs seem to

suppose.—[Springfield Republican.
According t« present indications

Portland will have to pay only about $330,000 of
the State tax for the present year.
Bangor,
with half our population will pay $90,000 and
Bath with a little more than half of Bangor,
will pay $88,000.
So figures the Lewiston

Journal’s Augusta correspondent.
Hf A friend at our elbow inquires if the capture of Charleston and the reinstalment of the

flag on

Sumter

nature

to the A rgas.

are

yesterday morning

of an unpleasant
He asks, because that paper

not events

had

nothing to say about
those small matters over whioh a nation is reoicing.

jyOur Canadian friends are doing nobly to
vindicate themselves from a charge of complicity
with the rebel despoilers of American commerce
and American towns. No matter what individuals may have done to incur blame, the Government and the more intelligent class of
people
are doing all that seems
possible for them to do
to preserve peace and neutrality as well.—[Oswego Adv.
iiy Mrs- II. C. Conant,

a

lady who

gained
great ability,
has

wide reputation as a writer of
and whose contributions to literature have been
numerous and valuable, died in Brooklyn on
a

Saturday last,

Mrs, Conant was the wife of the
Rev. Dr. Thomas J. Conant, an eminent Orientalist and Biblical Scholar, end was the
daughter
of the late Rev. Dr. Jeremiah Chaplin for
many
years President of the Waterville College.
The
construction of the projected railway
gy
from Jaftu to Jerusalem and the Jordan, has
been conceded to an American named Dr. Simple, who has been for several months seeking
permission from the Porte of Turkey to build it,
with special reference to the return of the Jews to

Palestine, which he believes is to tqke place in a
few years.
The estimated cost of the road is

$2,500,000.
jyThe tone

jyTbe Senate has had the good sense to kick
the dog tax bill outdoor, How
supremely verdant to tax dogs for the purpose of
protecting
the sh°cp.
The family pet never beyond the

front gate, must be taxed because a vile cur in
the country kills a farmer’s lambs ! Under such
a law the worst dogs would
escape, their owners
paying the tax, while those perfectly harmless

would suffer for the guilty. Why not
hold the
owner in heavy damag*3}{br the evil
acts of his

dog, and if no owner thus protects the cur,
outlaw him. and subject him to
capital punishment ?

gyThe Richmond Enquirer has.a novel idea
for reducing the Confederate debt without
repudiation.
Conversion and reduction” are the
processes by which this prohiem is to be wrought
out. The debt is estimated at two thousand

The Confederacy for this enormous
sum has received but a small
equivalent, reckoned at cash value. The
proposition is to issue
bonds for the actual cash value of the indebtedmillions,

gold bearing,

and payable, the coupons
we surpose when their
independence is wrought
out, an 1 the principal when it is convenient.

gyEdward Laboulaye,

the eminent

I venture to 9ay that there was never such
contest, and never such glory as we may
win from it. We have the world
against us.
It has been said that its parallel may be found
in the Dutch Republic; but they bad the sea
open to them, and the French and English as
allies. Our forefathers had the French to aid
them.
We stand alone, presenting the
spectacle of a brave people,
contesting foot by loot
with double their numbers, excluded commercially and sentimentally from the world.—
With our success we shall establish a system
of government that shall challenge the respect
of the world.
this frank statement of one of the
men of the
South, the
Washington Chronicle remarks as follows:

Upon

ablest and mo3t candid

Could this state of things be if the people
of the South were really fighting for liberty ?
Would the Southern people have the sympathy only of the oppressors of mankind if their
cause were just?
The thing is preposterous;
and the very exclusion from the sympathies of
the world in which the South stands, by the
confession of one of her most able and candid champions, is her condemnation. Her
cause is loathed by the disinterested spectators
of other lands, by the truly noble and free everywhere, because it is unjust. But it is not
true that the rebellion is without sympathy.—
Tyrants and enemies of freedom are everywhere anxious to tsks sides with the oligarchs ; but they dare not because their enterprise is held in universal execraliou by the
masses of men.
Mr. Hunter could have said
nothing more severe against the cause in
which he is engaged than to acknowledge
that the world is against him; that the Confederates "are excluded, commercially and
sentimentally, from the world.”

Speculators.

We know that many of the charges against
Gen. Butler have been deposed of, and shown
to be harmless calumnies. We hope all others
may share the same fate; but fidelity as a
journalist will not allow our partiality tor a
to blind us to his

and the

publio

sentiment not
only of France but of the continent will be

entirely on its side.

r.oen

a

a

faults, or

to withhold

from our readeas revelations to which they
entitled. With this preface we give the

are

following paragraph from the special Norfolk
correspondent of the Philadelphia Press:
“A singular ciieumstance connected with
General Butler's cotton speculation has come
to light.
It seems that, the chief of General
Sheploy’s staff, G. H. Johnston, resigned sev-

eral months since to enter, as Butler’s chief
agent, into the business of buying cotton from
the rebels iu North Carcliua. He remained
at this long enough to make over two hundred and fifty thousand dollars as his share,
which he deposited in the First National Bank
of Norfolk. A few days ago the military
commission instituted by General Grant to investigate the proceedings of General Butler
relative to cotton, got wind ot Mr. Johnston.
He heard that they would call upon him
soon,
but not intending to be outdone by them he
drew all his money from the bank and decamped in the Baltimore boat. They tele
graphed to the authorities at Baltimore to ar
rest and send him back to Norfolk, but the
shrewd Johnston did not go on the boat farther than Fortress Monroe, where he took the
Washington boat, and landed at Annapolis.
No one knows his whereabouts, although he
is anxiously awaited here.
The commission
has proven that Butler received two-flfths of
all cotton brought here, his brother-in-law
one-fifth, and middle-men, of which Johnston
was one, two-flfths, the Government
getting
but one-half of that which was rightfully due
it. You may expect even more
astounding
revalations than these.

News from the front.
Army Chaplain sends us the following
items. We hope he will send more of a simithe

engagement near Jarretl1*
the 10th of December, an Irishman, who had been sent for ammunition, was
rushing at brcak-aeck speed back to the battery with a shell close hugged under each
arm, concealed by his blowse, when he was
stopped by an officer of the Provost Guard,
who demanded what he had there.
“Sure,
your honor,” said Pat, “and isn’t it hard tack
for the rebels ?”

“The average of desertions from the rebel
line in front of Petersburg is from
thirty to
forty every day.”

“Squads of rebel prisoners aro composed
largely of old and young, sallow and striped,
lean and lank, while those of rebel
deserters
are composed chiefly of the
middle-aged,
sleek and Intelligent."
a

two-fold

Lee from sending
South to oppose

on

the left accomit prevented

object, viz;

GERMAN HEILMITTEL
Will

positively cure
Bronchitis, Coughs,

(atarih,

Colds,

ssasaasta;vsst.,.*S

Tiie

Sewburyport

Herald concludes an interesting history of the various substitutes for
tho largo and eostly pipe organ w ith the lolloping will deserved notice of the Cabinet
Organ: “AH these inventions were,however,
but little more than a series ot
experiments, a
striving after an ideal, which should combine
all excellencies and reject ail imperfections
which, according to tbo universal testimony of
the greatest musicians throughout the world
has at last been attained in the '-Cabinet Organ’ of Mason & Hamlin, Those who have
had their ears pained by the
thin, brassy sound
of the old-laahiuned seraphine, in which the
wind was* forced instead ot drawn
through, or
who have tried to be thankful for the
improved
melodeon, but wishing there was more of it,
can hardly realize that an
instrument of the
same class should be
capable of such power,
richness ot tone, and
surprising effects as the
Cabinet Organs.
It is fortuuate, too, that
their expense is so low as to
place them with-

the meau8 of
almost every family in the
land; and their influence will, wc doubt not,
be unbounded in musical, mithetic and social
in

NOTICE.

92 00
Examination, at office,
Euch subscqi ent s ttiug. at effioe,
1 Od
Flratexaminationat residence, il within the
260
city,
Each subseqaent visit,
1 50
Terms for visiting patients in ether places can be
learned at his Office, JFo. 13 International Home,
or by
addressing him a letter there, onclosingstaiap.
Portland, Feb 17, 18Q6.~d5w*
K r^t

Hilton's Insoluble Cement,

Wo notice a great rash at the New York Store
No. 125 Middle S- where they are olos'ng out their
i> inter stock at reduced prices
Ladies in want of
an? kind of Ur, Goods will do well to givo tl-em a
(all before purohrsing.
febiS cod Sw

liquid form, and i jsoluble in water or
oil. It will adho/eoily
Blibstaocoscomp'elely. T*oeunce bott'e, with brush (family
package) 26 centB
It is in

each. Sold everywhere.
lilLTOtf BROS. & Co., Proprietors, Providence,
K. I. On rejeipt of 50 oenis, a family package wili
be sent by mail.
feb7d3m

I.in*It, Look !
EnvMope. Only
DKISSEK’B OLD STAND,

r,00 Buff

Exohaoge St., abovo the

Post

Office.
fefc8d4w*

PORTLAND

Gallery
Photographic
ALONZO S.
DAVIS, Proprietor,
Portland, Mr.

Copying dune in the

beat

Address,

dtc2»tf

manner

L. DRE88EB,
Portland, Maine, Box 1:2.

COLGATE’S IlONEY SOAP.
oelebratcd Toilet Soap, in sucb universal
demand, is made from the ohoioest materials.
Is mild and emollient in Its naiuro, fragrant y
sc mted and extremely beneficial in its act upon
the skin. For Sale by all Druggist* and Famy
Goods Dealers.
janSldlyr.
THIS

DB. TEBBETTB’
PHYSIOLOGICAL

K

K N BJ K A T

«

IT*

MODUS

^’'h.scli EIS Coaant. Look. Boston; ltitli brig
‘
Samuel Wa,.h, Cramer.
Philadelphia.
M»y Flower, Goodwin. New York;
nV.t l,J'h,lp
,£ 7*u “a'ooey. Hilton Head.
POIIT ROYAL SC—Ar 10th,
brig Clara Plckena,
Rioh, New York.
Ar 12th bar,,ue Pa'ermo,
MoCarty, New York;
sch Mary, Kelley, do
Ar l3;“' »hip John Banyan, Carvor. New York;
HCb E 8 Potter, Potler, dit
Ar Hth, ship Sterling. Hill,
Portland; barque
Colombia, Weaver, New York.
Ar 15th, barque Harvest Mocu, Staples, from New
York.
Ar 10th, ship Ida Lilly, Minott.from Bath- baruuo
Maria Henry, Prince, Portland.
Cld 10th. brig Neptune, Ruwell, Savannah; 11th,
barque Houston, Rofs, Philadelphia; sells Gov Cony,
Brown, Folly Island; Anlittam, Chandler, Savant

brlJ

Cld 16th, barque Annie M Palmer. Skeidcld, for

Portland.

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 16th. barqno E Wright
Jr, Linnektu, New York.
At do ISth, ship Thornton, Wells, for New York
about 21st
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch Sarah A Green, Conary, Boston.
Also ar 2iMh,
sch Henrietta.

HARyEy. Having
my busi
nesa in Boston, 1 have
permanently located in Portland, Me, where I shall pay particular attention to
the treatment or Chronic
Complaint * with ir y new
Chemical Bemedie*.
1 have cu-od hundreds of cases after
all other rem
edica have failed.
Consultation Free.
Office hours from 9 tola a. k and
tromJ to 6 p“•

told oat

febaiddt

Fortress Monroe.

Portland.

NEW LONDON—Sailed 20th, brig Julia E Arey

Boston Fortress Monroe: 1 redk Hall, Ingraham, foa
New York for Providence.
In port, ship Young Mechanic, McLoon, from St
Thomas, wtg orders; brig Condor, Ames, fm Sierra
Leone fbr New York; schs Hardscrabble, Gregorr
Rockland for New York; Bengal. Pinkham. fmE'all
River for New York; Sarah. Holden, do lor do.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 21st. barque Selah.Gould,
Baltimore for Boston ; sch R E Pecker, Gould from
Norfolk lor do.
In port 20th. barque Aberdeen: brigs Catharine
Rogers, Calmuck, and Renshaw: schs Louia Walsh
Willow. Cherub, Chas H Uodgdon, R E Peck er and

Henrietta.
BOSTON—Ar 2lBt, sobs Cohannet, Carlow, Eastport; Wm Pena, Curtiss, Kennebunk.
Cld 21st, barque Ada Carter, Kenuay, Portland,
to load (for Cuba; brig Roaroer. McFarland Port
Royal SC: sobs Argonaut Green, Matanzas; Addie
O-bom, Mattheson, Jeremii-; Hiawatha, Ingraham
Fortress Monroe; (Juivet, Paine, do.
Ar 22*. brig Sa-ah Bernice. Johnson, Miragoane;
sob Geo Gilman, Collins, Cutler.

O R t

OPEUAHDI:

Immediately beneath

the scalp there are very
Glands ;or more commonly Roots
of the Hair. It is from these G lands that
every hair
ol the head is formed and secreted. As long ns the
•oalp is tree from disease thcso bodies also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance
ard oolor. But when humors and other diseases a
feet the scalp these glands become involved in the
.same disease, and the hair
gradually turns gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to isll
off, and in many eases, if not arrested, will produce
complete baldness.
TO remedy this pathological condition of tt«
glands, and creatoa new and healthy action, tt e
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfeet success.
It is not a “Dye,” and will not stain a
particle. 11
wpi positively “Rkstoue Guat Uaib” in all
caws
to its10'iginal oolor. It promotos a
growth ot new
hair in ail oasss on Bald Beads when the
or
glands
roots of the hair are not
completely disorganised
It prevents the hair from
falling off, and Mwuvesail
dandruff, heat, bnmors and itching from
It keeps the hair soft, moist and
porfeotly healtv and
it a glossy and beautiful
it is
appoaranoo
ighly pertumed.and as a dressing it has no super),
or.
1 be •'Regenerator”la warrtntod to
produce t) e
above results in all oases, if not the money to be
refunded. With it every" Gray Bead" in New
Eng.
8
land can be restored in loss that,
thirty days.
small bodies oallcd

At 8t Vincent CVI 10>h nit, barque Amv Wish..
1
son. for Isle o* Saul.
At Bravo CVI I'd ult, brij Cbiciperv
Kellor
for
lor
Kelley,
Goree and Boston.
Ar at Tarrsirona 24th alt, barque Warr.m 11.11,1*
warron
Ha.litt,
Smith, Boston.

CaAur^,‘'1“hiDg8thiB8‘,ship

Wm Nelson. Smith.

ft? Bo8YoVnrP°018,h’

aUP W KMMM.

8 ho die kb

Tre«,M^“

B:h la“'

Cell. M C.rrer,

inat' bttr,jae Wind used, Eldrid*e,

Ko1te?da^diff4th
bo™.VromS.!h iD,t- 8hip D S Kimball. Dearwtl^M Gdr“K°W 3d la8t- bnni0a Colonel Kedyard,

4 b laSt’ ship
Top-aliaat, I'hilAyres Dee 26, barque Jts X Churchill
York-ld*: briK Richmond, Powers^

CAfls^,1,taWa
Ilppl,
At Buenos

foTdo!do.NOW

SPOKEN.
>0“ ® W, barqr.e
Isis, Curtis, born
Montevideo
Feb7. latftlN. Ion lo W, ship Ontario. Wataon
*
from Cardiff for Calcutta.
Feb It, iat 464. Ion 42 ;.*4, wa? ra-Mod shin
gn
Webb, Btowell. from New York for

New York fbr

Liverpool

—

thHc.*

NEW

gives

THE

Social

TEBBETTB BE OTHERS,
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
OQUOifiy * CO., 38 iUnover
Whole-ale Agem,
Ag°Ut f°‘

This

Alao

Care

AdraiFaico, including

cures

the

Ilch

in

48

Psrtiojlir attention given to the puro' uiee of
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Order* solioit even to:

1 ?rl*hom

Bath, Feb 19, Charles W Iiij?<nn=i ard

S3L%Ebrbi
£°gZAbb»

Cross and Mrs Helen

__DIED.
M™R.i1h'iy’
J., reliot oi

~™e°®rab

lutUis city.

the late

aad P)puri»y fever,
(’apt Paul Hall, aged

22, Mr Cotton Owen, azod SO yrr.
Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 2*
o'oiock
athis late residence, No 69 state street. Kealiv. s

and friends

Feb

invited to attend.
Jaa a. Su-an Isabel,

are

i“, ^‘Sdha,m'
Portland

faged 73 yeare!1*8

UHE

daushter of

rAVti

«r

n

r.ii

>»■»". E,.,.
J«.S?SS£Ka;^
*u!“UalyHaley,
aged 49

ycartb^

Ftb T*

Mr

c.ock,

at her

Jacob

Office
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PHILADELPHIA —Ar -JDtb, sch A Hammond,
Higgins, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barqae Savannah. Stinson. Savannah; brigs L‘zzie W Eaton, Grand Turk:
Alex Milliken, Cienfuegos
Ar 21st, barque Mary B Rich, Clapp.C .w Bay CB:
brig Abby P Fenno, Mot.ean, Zaza; schs Ros-'na,
Hunt, Lubec: Pioneer, Alfred. Portland; Cjort ud i,
Coaiweil. Boston; Marla llall, Fairlleld.provid no >;
J W Lindsey, Lewie; Clara Jane, Parker, and AJ
Russell, Hodge, do: Union, Hutchins, hud Jidda,
Roberts, Elizabotlmort for Boston
Cld 21st. ships Wm Krcth’ngham Cua'ey, live»;
RoDena, Martin. Sombrero; Edith Cluid, Ft tr-ss
Monroe; barque Lochlel, Grahem, Bqeuos/yr-s;
brigs A C Merrlman, Batchelder. Aspinwail; 81 ncoe, Higgins, Cardenas; J Folfedo, Plummets for
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PROVIDENCE-Sld 21st, sch Marl 1, Gilpatriok,
New York.
NEWPORT—Sid 20th, seba Maracaibo, Henley,
from Portland for Now York; Fanny Rearing,Rich,
Boston for Philadelphia; llaTiet Newell, Gould, fut
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For wood, leather, crockery, and other substances
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h5mTuNI!A5.—Ar 13!h- brt* Neptune, Ruirell,
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a portion of his
troops
Sherman, and by extending

lines several miles it made it
necessary for
Lee to extend his, and to retain his men to
hold them.”
our

disasters
lliclanoudj Stinson,

‘'OXleTJ^al'wer-
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Sch lleetwiug, stcr in-

snow

sa ne

at

ler urier

a

French

author and publicist, writes to a friend in Massachusetts that the fortunate march of
Gen.
Sherman through Georgia begins t>
convince
the most incredulous that the north
\yiU conquer. \Vhep he first began to defend the cause
of the Union he was denounced as a
dreamer.
N'-w public opinion is sensibly
changing to his
side, for the reason that it promises to be the
M. Laboulaye adds, let congress
stronger.

slavery,

Cause.

ing:

“Gen. Grant’s last move

of the rebel press and of Mr.
Davis’s speech at Richmond now is as fierce and
uncompromising as it ever was; and there is a
renewal of the old vows as to dying a thousand
deaths rather than give up the independence of
the oonhderaoy.
Hence, if the views of Mr.
Davis be the judgment of the South, there can
be no peace. The North would be united in accepting a twenty years war rather than give up
the unity of this great country and thus
sinking
down to the level of the little Mexican republic,
and then toaccept, perhaps, alike fate.—[Boston
Post.

abolish

Hopeless

Iu his speech before the recent Richmond
war meeting Mr. Hunter is
reported as say-

man

in

paper mill at
Wostville, Coen lately found $90 in greenbacks
in a pamphlet brought from Washington, which
the proprietor generously allowed her to keep,

ness,
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am
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Wilmington must be Evacuated—An Official
Opinion.
New York, Feb. 22.
The Tiibune’s dispatch says though it is not
that
Wilmington has been
positively known
evacuated, still it is believed that it soon wi,l
rebel
force there sent to
will be, and the
Beauregard with the endeavor to check Gen.
Sherman’s advance.
A high official expresses an opiolou that
Lee caunot remain in Richmond thirty days,
aad must either raise the seige or fall back to
Lynchburg, the only line of retreat uow open.
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USTIt is stated that the. President in a conversation with a friend, while going down the

Bay to meet the
“So long as I

-'*-#•*1M-

Baltimore, Feb. 22.
Fort Anderson was captured ou Sunday by
and
Schotield
Admiral
Porter. Most of
Gen.
the garrison escaped toward Wilmington,
though the fort and all the guns were lelt in
good condition. The army was following on
Wilmiugtou, accompanied by the two monitors, and it was expected by the messenger
that Wilmiugtou would be iu our possession

cough.”

ST’A Norwich paper speaks of £he steamer
City of New London plowing through the ice on
the sound, when it was a foot thick ! That is a
protty tough story.
Hr If the spirit of Washington was around
yesterday, and had a good ear for music, it must

papek».

proaclnny Wiltnimjton.
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Capture of Forl Amtemon—Our Army up-

Victoria has resolved to confer the title of Baroon the Poet Laureate, Alfred

net
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Hurlburt has ordered the theatres of
New Or leans closed on
Sunday evenings*
ar*he corner-stone of the new UniTersalist
d.

%\ mrjsi'g?
lebasd3t.

MjOtft*

Lavto, Tuesday Evening, i*
Pocket Diary for 1886, containing
Kom^mo
oarer will i\ ^nrn tb#
Ramp to
fl'y. ptcem. fc.
th*» utorn of A ft 8. **hurt’efr & Co.
.die 8t, will bo literally rewarded.
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GEO C. IR\VIN.
irt and, Fab 22,1865.
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Fifth Parlor Concert.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

:

The Blue Flannel Cancel t held at the
house
of Abner Lowell, E q., on

Advertitmnent* VoMali.
Tea Party—Tb s Evening—Linoeln
New

agreeable affair all
valuable, because while it afforded peculiar
ploasuro to those who were fortunately present, it also conferred especial benefit upon the
soldier. It is a happy circumstance that
pleasure and profit, intellectual and moral,
may be mutually blended; and it is a cause of
rejoicing that there is.divine authority for the
declaration, that it is more blessed to give
was an

Merchants.
£‘amb t^Qaia'in—Commission
Patten.
lS“ion Sam—K il.flail-

'j'ti3gtrv—Uporiog

Cumberland EJeotion Notice.

Freedom Notice.
KctI Estate for Sa!e.
J. W. tjykefc.
Portland Petroleum

Offioe
Auction Sale—flenry Bailey & Co.
Sale
Freedom Notice
Sihoouer for

Speoial

Notioe*

The following regulations will be rigidly observed
by the Proprietors at the Prett;
1. No papers will be delivered by Carriers except
to those wbo have subscribed at the offioe.
2. No Carrier will be allowed to sell papers on bis
route, or to oolloot money from subscribers.
3. Carriers found guilty af violating the foregoing
rules they willbodiseharged.

February 22d,

1865.

The anniversary of the birth of George
Washington, coupled with the glorious announcement that the Stars and Stripes waved
over Charleston, where the first rebel gun was
fired nearly four years ago at that flag as it
then waved over Fort Sumter, was appropriately noticed in this city yesterday. Flags
were displayed on all the public, and on many
private buildings, and on the shipping in our
harbor. Busiuess was generally suspended,
and every one seemed to rejoice in the downfall of that hot bed of secession.
At noon all the hells in the city
a

joyful

chime for half an hour.

pealed forth

Oue hundred

guns, and a National salute were fired from

Bramhall, and Nationals salute from Fort
Preble and the Revenue Cutter Mahoning.
The Observatory was gaily decorated by
Mr. Enoch Moody, with flags of all nations.
The two Canadian steamships were gaily
dressed in flags from deck to truck in commemoration of the day.
At

then fired for the

by

ed

than to receive.
The overture, duetts and songs were fine
exhibitions of musical taste, and alike creditable to the skill and patriotism of the Quin
tette Club, the Misses Merrill, Dr. Femald and
Mr. Johnson, to say nothing of "mine host’’
aud his family, to whom not only the soldier
himself but the friends of the soldier are under increasing obligations for pleasant entertainments and timely benefits. It is the seemingly little benefits conferred and received
which make up the sum of human
happiness.
Let the number, then, be
increased, that thus
the aggregate may be swelled.
Tub R. F.’s Entertainment at
City Hall
was a magnificent affair.
The hall was splendidly draped with flags and made a brilliant
appearance. The proscenium was filled with
spectators, while young America was tripping
the light fantastic toe to the excellent music
of the band of the 17th U. 8.
Infantry. In one
corner of the hall there was a fortune
teller’s
establishment, where both old and young had
their fates foretold,and in an
opposite corner
several beautiful girls were selling be quota.—
The Dutch Kitchen was admirably arranged,
and the waiting girls
discharged their duties
with cheerfulness and alacrity. In their peculiar costumes they looked splendidly, and under their Dutch caps were seen sparkling eyes,
red cheeks and bewitching countenances.
It
was a

glorious victory

achiev-

Gen. Sherman’s army and in commem-

oration of

Washington’s birthday.

Tub Faik

and

Levee of the

Spiritual

evening, at Mechanics’ Hall,
was well attended, though not so
numerously

Association last

it would have been but for that of the “R.
F.’s” at City Hall. There was a handsome
as

display of useful and ornamental articles for
sale, while the Gipsy tent and “Jacob and

United States District Court.
FEBRUARY TERM—WARE J.

grand entertainment,

and the managers
are entitled to great credit for getting it
up.

Camp Berry Major Rollins paraded his

command at 12 o’clock and read the orders
from the War Department. A National salute
was

Tuesday evening,
around—and doubly

PRESIDING.

■Wednesda*—David Crowell and others
British barque Radama. Libel for a collis-

vs.

occurring the 11th of January, 1864. An
opirion bad previously been given by Judge
Ware in favor of the libellants, and the present
is a hi taring to fix the amount of damages.—

Rachael at the Well” attracted great attention. It will close this evening, at the same
place, with a dance and an old fashioned bake
bean supper.

ion

The arguments were concluded and Judge
Ware holds the case for decision.
Fesse uden & Butler,
J. & E. F. Rand.
F. W. Choate.

Railway Tkaffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending

18th, were
Passengers,
$22,983.00
Express freight, mails and sundries, 3,124.00
Freight and live stock,
64 319.00

Feb.

James Gorham,

a

liquor dealer

brought before the Commissioner
yesterday, lor retailing liquors without taking
out a U. S. Rovenuo license. He paid the

street, was

costs and took out a license.

Supreme Judicial Court.
JANUARY

TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

Wednesday—John McDonald vs. Henry
Coffin and a!.
Action on a conditional note for advanced
wages as a seamen. The condition of the note
was that plaintiff should proceed to sea in the
ship George Turner. He went on board and
The vessel being withwas there eight days.
out her full compliment of men left the wharf,
without the captain, but by his orders, under
charge of the chief mate, and went out about
one and three-fourths miles, where Bhe snchored and waited for the captain and the remainder ot the crew. While at anchor a

storm arose which drove the vessel on to the
rocks and she was so much damaged as to be

obliged to return to the wharl, discharge cargo
and repair. As it would take several months
Jor repairs the crew left her.
The question involved was, whether the
ship “had proceeded to sea,” according to the
conditions of the note. Judge Davis decided
that it had not, and ordered the plaintiff nensuit, to which exceptions can be taken.
P. Barnes.
J. C. Woodman,
Concert.—This conceit
will take place at City Hall this evening. She
will be assisted by some excellent musical talent. The programme is a good one, and a
Mrs. Parsons’

rich and rare musical banquet will be given to
Since Mrs. Parsons came to our
our citizens.
her generosity and kindness,
made many friends and enlisted the public
sympathy in her behalf. Mrs. Humphrey being indisposed and unable to take her place

•city she has, by

choir, Mrs. Parsons very cheerfully
volanteered and sang at the dedication of the

in the

Universahst Church. She has also sung on
occasion for the benefit of our soldiers.
These generous acts are not forgotten, and a
large aud brilliant audience will greet her this
evening. This lady is an accomplished vocalist, and our readers may expect a musical entertainment of a high order.

one

Presentation.—A beautiful sword was
presented last Tuesday to F. A. Breman, Acting First Engineer, as a mark of esteem by the
Firemen and Coalheavers of the U. S. steamer
Ladona. The sword was made in Philadelphia last September, and Mr. Breman has done
service since that time ou an iron clad otf
Charleston. He has served four years in the
the navy, and has now resigned on account of
his family.
Ninth Lecture—Independent Course.
—This lecture will be given to morrow evening at Ci'y Hall by Mr. Richardson, an army
correspondent of the N. Y. Tribune. He is
thoroughly posted up iu relation to rebel prisons, having been an inmate thereof for many
months, and a most interesting account of his
experience and trials in those dens of cruelty
may be

expected.

Special Police.—At the

meeting of

the

Board of Mayor and Aldermen yesterday afternoon, William W. Bailey of the Grand
Trunk depot, and Charles H. Johnson, sexton
of West Congregational Chapel, were appointed

special policemen,

without pay.

The Board of Aldeimen then proceeded,
the Revising Board, to revise the jury list.

as

Tea Party.—The ladies of the Congress
Street Methodist Society will have a Social
Tea Party this evening at Lincoln Hall. A
sociable and pleasant time Is expected, and
the ladies hope to see the hall crowded by
their friends.
The sale of

Statuary aud Silver
auction at the old City Hall will comWare
mence at 10 1-2 o'clock this morning. Thousands visited the hall yesterday and expressed
their pleasure in examining the handsome arMarble

at

ticles

on

exhibition.

Kecbuiting.—Seven substitutes and repassed yesterday at the Provost
Marshal’s Office, of which four were tor Portland and one, each, for Powual, Buxton and

crnits were

Hollis.
__________

Harper's Monthly.—Messrs. Bailey &
Noyes, and E. C. Andrews, Exchange street,
have received the March number. As usual,
it is full of interesting matter.
Pbayeb fob Colleges.—A united meeting for prayer in behalf of Colleges, Schools,
&c., will be held in the vestry of High Street
Church this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Harper's Magazine for March is out,
and has been received at the bookstores of
Messrs. Hall L. Davis and A. Kobinson, Ex-

change

street.

Our merchants who deal In

ions, wool and cotton,

are referred to the advertisement ot Messrs. Lamb & Qulnlin, Commission Merchants at St. Louis.

OFFICIAL NEWS DISPATCH.

Evacuation of Fort Anderson.
OCCUPATION OF THE FORT BY
FEDERAL TROOPS.
Washington, Feb. 22.
The Navy Department has received the folfrom
lowing
Admiral Porter:
Flagship Malvern, Cape Fear River. Feb.

19-—sir:—I have the honor to report the surrender or evacuation of Fort Anderson.
Gan. Schotteld advanced from Smithville
with 8000 men on the 17th inst. At the same
time I attacked the works by water, placing
the monitor Montauk close to the works, and
enUUdiug them with the Powhattan, Senafee,
Unadilla aud Pequot,tide and wind not allowing more vessels to get under fire. The fort
answered pretty briskly, but quieted down by
sunset.
On the 18th at 8 o’clock I moved up closer,
will the Montauk leading, (ollswed by the

Mackinaw,

Huron, Sasssacus, Pontoosuc,
Marat tnza, Senalee, Unadilla, Pawtucket,
Osceola, Shawmut, Seneca, Ayack, Chippewa,
and Little Ada, and kept up a heavy fire
through the day until late in the afternoon.—
The enemy’s batteries were silenced by 3
o’clock, though we kept up the Are until dark.
We also flred^ through the night.
In the mean time Gen. Scholield was working in the rear of the rebels to cut them off.
The rebels did not wait for the army to surround them, but left in the night, taking iivo
or six pieces of light artillery with them, and
everythiug else of any value.
At daylight this morning, some of the troops
that were near by went in and hoisted the
flag on the ramparts, when the Bring ceased.Sj
There were ten heavy guns in Fort Anderson, and a quantity of ammunition. We lost
but three killed and five wounded.
D. D. Pobteb,
(Signed)
Rear Admiral Commanding.
To Hon. G. Welles, Secretary of the Navy.

XXXVIII CONGRESS—Second Session
Washnqtoh,

Feb. 22.

8EHATE.

A bill was introduced increasing the compensation of naval contractors.
The Judiciary Committee reported against
amending the Constitution, by authorizing an
export Tax; also against Mr. Sumner’s proposition relative to the basis of representation.
The Military committee reported a government resolution, authorizing surveys for a ship
caual around Niagara, and a canal from Like
Michigan to the Mississippi, recommending

this

evening, probably

Lcelsluiure

oS

for the last time.

Maine.

SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 21,
dogs, coming from the
House,
uonconcurriug with the
Senate motion, iudeflnately
postponing the
on
motion
of
Mr.
bill,
Sanborn of York, the
The

bill taxing
that body

Senate adhered to its vote of indefinite postponement. This kills the bill.
The following communication was received
from Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden :
To the Legislature of Maine:
Gentlemen:—1 have received from the
Governor a certificate of my election as a
Senator of the United States for six years,
commencing on the fourth day of March

next.
Tnis renewed proof of confidence on the
part of the people ol Maine, through their
representatives, has afforded me the highest
gratification. No man is fit to occupy an eminent public position who is not content to
find his best reward in the approbation of
those whose servant he is, and of his own conscience. I am grateful, gentlemen, for the
honor conferred, aud more for the evidence it
afl'ords that the State I have been proud to
represent in the legislative councils of the nation, is well satisfied with my endeavors in
executing the trust committed to my care, to
protect its interests and uphold its dignity.
I left the Senate before the close of my second term, in obedience to what seemed to be
a necessity.
1 shall return to it with the consciousness that, however imperfectly, my best
efforts have been given to the discharge of onerous aud responsible duties.
In again confiding to me the honor of our noble State, as
on« ol its representatives, you have shown
that my effortB to serve our beloved country,
in the place to which I was thus called, have
beer, satisfactory to the peopio you represent.
I will venture to express tho hope that hereafter, as heretofore, no act of miue will tarnish
the lustre which their patriotism and devotion to the Union, and to freedom, have won
for the people we are so proud to serve.
Tiie term of l’realdent Lincoln’s Administration, now about closing, has been marked
by extraordinary events.' It will form a remarkable epoch in history.
According as
men have played their parts in it—as
they
have arrayed themselves in the struggle which
has enchained the attention of the world, aud
the result of which must seriously affect the
wtl are of ages to come—will be the judgment passed upon them, either as masses or
as individuals.
Let it be our boast, that from
the beginning Maine was found true to the
cause of human liberty; that at no moment
did her people falter or taint; that no sacrifice could shake her purpose or weaken her
faith. And may the future prove, as the past
has proved, that, in her estimation, a cause
holy enough to fight lor is never to be abandoned.
With great respect,
Your ob’t serv’t,

W. P. Fessenden.
Washington, Feb. 18,1860.
The minority report of the Committee on
Military affairs on the subject of disfranchising absentees from the draft, reporiing a resolve

(or amendment of the Constitution,
came from the House substituted for the majority report which reported legislation inexpedient. The question being on the adoption
of the majority report.
After considerable debate, the majority re-

port, declaring legislation inexpedient, was
accepted, yeas 17, Days 11, as follows:
yeas— Messrs.
Burleigh, Hamor, Hinds,
Holbrook, Ludwig, Manson, Richardson, J.
A. Sanborn, L- Sanborn, Southard, Stone,
Talbot. Tenney, True, Virgin, Warren, Woodman—11.

nays—Barker, Bradbury, Chase, Dingley,
Hale, Jewelt, Me.Gilvery, Milliken, Pierce,

Stetson, Wadsworth—11.
Act, Ac., authorizing the banks of til’s State
to become banking associations under the laws
of the United States was taken up and amended
by adding four new sections, and as amended the bill was passed to be engrossed.
HOUSE.

Granger presented the following resolutions, which, after some remarks from Mr.
Granger of Calais, Mr. Webb, of Portland,
aud Mr. Kilbretli of Livermore, were unanimously adoped.
Whereas, The people of the State of Maine,
recognizing their Indebtedness for the labors
Mr.

and sacrifices of their officers and soldiers, desire to make public expression of their grate-

ful appreciation of tjip deeds that illustrate
the patriot hero; therefore,
Rfisoieed, That the thanks of this Legislature be given to Brevet Major-General Adeluekt A-MEs for his distinguished services,
from the commencement of the war for the
national defence to his latest splendid exploit
in the capture of Fort Fisher, in the renown
of all which his native State takes the
highest

pride.
ltesolnedf That

the Governor be
requested
to cause a copy of these
resolutions to be
transmitted to General Ames.
of Portlacd< by leave, laid on the
*
table bill to cede to the United
Slates of
Amenca a parcel of land in the city of Port-

Hr' ,'^fbb

land.
Resolve appropriating $20,000 for a new
wing to the. Insane Hospital was refused a
passage—yeas 50. nays 68.
Mr. Larrabee of Portland,called up the bill
additional to incorporate the Portland and
Forest Avenue Railroad Company. The Sonata amendment was adopted and tho bill was

engrossed in concurrence.
Friday, Feb. 24th, was fixed as the day for
fluaj adjournment.
Various bills were passed to be engrossed
and enacted. We shall give a list of them
when the Legislature adjourns.
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Disagreed to—66 against 77.
The resolution was passed by a strictly party
vote—74 against 63.
Mr. Wilson bIbo reported the Senate bill to

prevent officers of the army and navy, and
others engaged Jin military aud naval service,
from interlering in elections in the States,
which was passed—112 against 19.
Mr. Williams from the Judiciary committee,
reported a bill that so much of the joint resolution explanatory ot the act to suppress insurrection. punish treason and confiscate
proproperty; approvel July 17tb, 1862,
hibits the forfeiture of real estate of rebels
beyond the natural jlife be repealed, this act
as

to take effect from after its passage.
Pending the bill, the House adjourned.
From

were

run

,rom

it is

supposed that
Treasury Department were

been prevalent reports
eegraviug treasury notes

f,late8 fo/

Johnson, the agent of the Treasury Departhas

ment,
here

communicated with the authorities

from

CharlottB, and

makes no mention of

plates.
We understand that Grant shows no
dispos
•2?jt0 a88ume offensive operations, and has

the

withdrawn from his works this side of Hatcher’s Bun.
The condiiion of the roads renders the success of any
important movement doubtful.—
The road is now
thoroughly thawed and rotten, and almost impassable for cavalry and
and
artillery,
exceedingly difficult for the
movement of infantry.
Scouts from within Grant’s lines repoit
movements of troops backwards and forwards
between our right and City Point. These
transfers occur frequently, but are generally
for the purpose of relief.
It is not likely that any advance of the
enemy will be made for several weens.
They are erecting strong earthworks on the
newly acquired ground on Hatcher’s Bun.
Northern papers give a rumor that the Confederate are mining the Yankee forts iu front
of Petersburg.
Celebration a.

Sherman’s Movements.

Philadelphia, Feb. 20.
The Bnlletln’s
Washington dispatch says the
rebel papers announce that Sherman’s
advance
ba'l 'reached
Camden, 40 miles north of
Columbia

on

Washington, Feb 22.
Lieut, and Adjutant Tlios. P. Green of the
5th Minn. Veteran Imantry, to-day presented

to the War Department, by order of General
Thomas, seventeen battle flags captured in the
batlleof Nashville on the 16th of December
last, and in the actions during the pursuit of
the rebels under Hood. Seventeen other flags

presented, flfteen of the gallant captors
performing this office in person. The Secrewere

tary of War thus addressed them:
‘■In behalf of the government of the United
States I return its thanks and the thinks of
the people for your gallantry. Accept also
the gratitude of t his Department for yourselves
and for comrades in arms. The Adj. General will be ordered to take charge of the flags
with the inscriptions you have this morning
given, so as to connect your own individual
histories with the noble actions in which they
were captured.
He will also be directed to
present to each of you a medal of honor to be
worn by you as a tokeu and recognition of
your gallantry and distinguished services. I
wish you all a safe return to your homes, aud
that you may long live to enjoy in peace the
victories which have beeu won by you and
your companions in arms.” The Adjutant
General was then ordered to give each of the
captors a furlough of thirty days.
In addition to the dispatch of Admiral Porter in relation to the evacuation of Fort Anderson, information was received at the Navy Department that Lieut. Wm. B. Cushing constructed a mock monitor so closely resembling
one of those vessels that no difference could
be detected at a distance of 100 yards. On
Saturday night, the 18th, at about 11 P. M.,
this vessel was taken up to within about 400
yards of the fort and set adrift. As there was
a strong flood tide shs moved up the river and
passed the fort as if under slow steam. At
this time the army had woiked about twothirds of the distance arouud and in the rear
of the fort, and the rebels no doubt thmking
their communications would be cut off both
by land and water, hastily escaped by the only
avenue open to them.
To-night all the public buildings, including
the Capitol and President’s Mansion, together
with the City Hall and a large number of
priva'e residences werebrilliautly illuminated.
The State Department was tastefully adorned
with flags, and over the main entrance was a

transparency wifh the following signifleant
inscription in large letters:—'“A peace and
good will to all nations, but no entangling alliances. and no foreign intervention.”
Headquarters Army of Potomac, Feb. 20.
—To the Agent of the Associated Press—
I will thank you to make the following announcement through the Press: “In consideration of a geneual exchange and speedy
delivery of all prisoners held in the South, it is
deemed inexpedient to forward after this date
either funds or supplies to any person now In
captivity. Such parcels or remittances as
may have accumulated since the last shipment,
or may hereafter arrive, will be returned to
John E. Mui.Fonn,
the shippers.
Asst, of Exchange.

New York, Feb. 22.
has been ordered to be

Steamer Columbia brings Havana dates to
the 18th.
Tbe appointment of Pareja to the command
of the Spanish fleet in Peruvian waters caused
much excitement, be being a Peruvian, and is
regarded as another concession.
Quite a fleet of blockade runners left Havana
on the 17th.
Only one, tbe Banshee, arrived
on the way from Nassau to Matamoras, Those
sailing on the 17th were the Denbigh, Larke,
Flamingo, Phantom and Zephine.

to be

Washington Correspondence.

New York. Feb. 22.

The Post’s Washington dispatch says it is
believed that t! e enrollment bill will lie defeated in the House, as its provisions are re-

garded

as

oppressive.

and
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These Bonds are
cent,

Who brings the highest testimonials from Boston
and Pro vidence, where he has been
eminently successful, has tiken room in

llClapp’g

Block,

Where he wid undertake to give a thorough Musical
Eluoation, in the shortest possible time anl with
the least possible expense,
according to the ‘-Cheve
System.” It practised one year,at an expanse olForty
Eight Della-s,a pupil may be qualified not only for
the Opera, Concert Boom and Church, bat -or
Teaching with success, Beading all Music at Sight,
and executing the most difficult pieces with
tacili'y.
Application may be made to him, as abevo, where
tho testimonials rafered to
tram Jenny Lind, Hon.
Edward Everett. Dwight, Ed. of the Mu-ic
Journal,
J. V.C. Smith. Mayor of Boston, Oliver
D teon,
Esq. Music Publisher, Geo H. Chickerlng Piano
Manufacturer, and others, may be seen from 10 to
12 and from 2 to 4 every
day th s week.
Feb 26—d3i*

Tender !

CRADLE,

Combining Utility, Economy, Comfort Sf Elegance.
Easily converted into a

Kecliuiog Couch, Spring Chair, Baby-Walker,
Ottoman, Hobby-Horse, Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, High Chair,
or Nursery Chair.

The motio 1 of ihe Baby-Tender, which is vertical
noiseless, unlike that of the common recking or
nging cradle, is in ths highest degree healthy, denghtiul and soothing.
ltretfeves mothers of the hardest part of baby*
tending, and enables her to dispense with a nurse.
and

sw

Jb ouud at

SMITH’S,
at their

Fancy Goods Store,
MORTON BLOCK, Congress St.,
At

Manufacturer’s prices from #26 00 to #80 00.
Call and examine

cr

lorget the place,
PBAY

send for Circular. Don’t

& SMITH,
Morton Blook, Congress St.
Pertlr-:, *«b 18th, 1865.—«od2w«

U. S. 7 3-10

LOAN,

FOE SALE AT THE

Canal

Banlsl.

B. C. SOME RBY, Cashier.
Portland Feb. 16.1866.
febllisdif

SALE!

FOR

ELDORADO SALOONj
With Stock and Fixtures, No. 76 Fore Street, Port*

land-fet)2212w»

Canal Bank,
SPECIAL Meeting of tho Stockholders of'he

A Canal

Bank

will be

held at th- ir Banking
Honse, on Wednesday, the 8th day of Ma ch next,
at 11 o’clock A. M, lor tin
following purposes, to
wit:—
First—To see if the Stockholders will vote to surrender the Charter of the Bank.
Seoond—To see if they will vote to change or convert the Canal Bank into a “National Banking Association,” under the laws of the Uni ed SrataB.
Third—To act upon any other business that may
legally c nne before them.
Per Order oi the Dirac tors
B. C. SOMERBT, Cashier.
Portland, Feb 21,1865.
feb22td

Casco Bank.
SPECIAL

the Stockholders of the
A Casco Bankmeeting
will be held at their Banking House
of

Wednesday

the 8th day ol March nett at 8
o’olock P. M for the following purposes, to wit:
First—To see if the Stockholders will vote to surrender the Charter or tho Bank.
Second—To see if they will vote to change or cr n*
vert the Case > Bank into a National Banking Aesociat on under the laws of tte United States.
Third—To act upon any other business that may
legally ocme before them.
Per order of Directors,
E. P. GERKISH Cashier.
on

about

cent, more,

according

Portland Feb. 21,1*66.

on

other

$50 note.
$100
$500
“
$1000
$5000

on

41

Load

in Market

by the Government, audit la confidently expected that its superior advantages will make it

Great

Popular

Loan of the

People.

Stephen

M

“rn>-

of Knight ft
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Kiight will settle the air irs of the late
Stephen M. Knihht.
Samuel E Smaiidon.
name

February 8th,1865.

In order that oitizens ot
every town and section of
the conn try may be afferdei facilities for
taking the

loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and I'rivate
Bankers throughout the country have

agreed to

subscriptions at par. Subscribers
agents, in whom they have confidence, and who only are to be responsible for the
delivery ol the notes for which they receive criers.
r own

JAY

COOKE,
8ubsonption Agent, Philadelphia.
Snbioriptione will bo received by the
First National Bank of
Portland, Maine.

Interesting

Questions
RELATIVE

7-30
Mr

and

Answers

TO THE

LOAN.

U.^

ri>ll»<ielphia, who for
■WSoke'of
thB mauajjtmout of the

ro Ion*
popular 600 million 6 20 Loan, has Just been appointed
Secreta
by
ry Fesstnd n. the General Agent to
dispose of the
only popular Loan now offered for sail by
J the Got.

eminent, viz: the “SKVEN-IHIKTY *'
!n entering upon uis duties he desires to
answer
the large number of questions daily aud
hourly propounded to li:m, bo tnat his fellow-conn
try men may all understand what this “7 80 Loan”
is, whit are its pecul at* merits, how
they oan subscribe for or obtain the notes. &c.
1st Question-Why is this Loancalled the
“SevenThirty” Loan?
Answer.—It heart Iutercst, in
eurrenoy, at the
ra.o of Seven Dollars and thir
y dents eaob yesr, on
every hualred dol'ars; mating the interest as follows:
One cent per day on eaob * 60 note.
•*
Twoceutj
ioo •«
««

««

500
l,0u0
5/)00

JOHN LYNCH & CO.

..

Feb 18—d2w

“Nurse and Spy.”
in every Town and County
Maine, to canvssB for The Norse
auuSpyin the Union Army. Disabled Soldiers,
and

trom the cuntry, wUl
young
find this a pleasant aud profitable business.
F'or
further particulars address N c PEKKTNS lieneral Agent, Portlanl. Me. or W. S Willianw ft
men

Co., Publishers, Hartford,Conn. Iebl6dlawfcw2w*
For Sale

To Let.
promises occup ed by Doctor Le Probon, No
7 South st. The premises are coivecient, supplied with hard and soft water, furnace, eas fco.
Also a lot oi land 27 by 76
Enquire at the preml.es betweon 12 and 2 F. M.
Feb 20—eodlm
or

THE

*c

rrh“ CouP"ns Of Interest Tickets
February and 16th of

are

16th ot
and can be out off Irom the
by any Sub-Treasurer. U. S. Depository, National
or other B ink or Bank* r.
ma8t ^ Govcrnment
Pay

cihed

off^hesoTaO’s?-Whe“
Ans
—they
°

Au”u.''ni8H7h
s.

are

due in two years and a half
Ti2: on the 16th ot

iaburary’1866'
1

oo'ss'lSd?'?11'-MUBt

FANCY DRESS& COMIC BALL
Will be given at

Lancaster
Hall,
Friday Evening, march 3d.
Tickets SI, admitting Gent, and two Ladies; single
tickets for Ladies 60 cts; for sale at Paine’s, Crus*
& Co’s, J J Gilberts, R L Robinson’s, and
by
the managers at the door.
leb22eodtd
man

FAIR & LEVEE!

Spiritual Association,
The Ladies of this Society will hold

Fair and.

rocei?B bttok “y tnoney

Wednesday & Thursday Evenings,
February 93d and 33d,
superior attractions willbeofThursday Evening 23d, with a

fered, closing on
DANCE and an old fashioned

Raked. Bean Supper*

?i?.r’rJh.»Law.slvle9
R12if1j?/rfaS.0UC;t’ a,„par'

_

-A.

GRAND

COMPLIMENTARY BALL,
To

worth?9

D.

yeart acd-a-balf, wten you bare a right to them
than they new are, Ibis premium added to the
interest
you receive, will give you at .‘east 10 per cent, per
annum lor your
money—bu- the opinion is that they
will De worth more than 9
per cent, premium at
that time.

7ih Question.—What o her
advantages there in
investing In the 7 30 Lean?
Ans wer—They cannot be taxed
by States, Counties, or Cities, and this saves you two to five per
your income, as all
and stocks mortgages.
the GoveriXment' but

on

bonds,

CitJesby

railroad1 and other
&o
are taxed, not
States, Counties and

8fch Question,—How does the Government raise
t0 Pa/ the int<?re8:» aadi8 il iaf® ond

sure™0007

Answer.—The Government collects, by taxes, inrevenue, and duties oa imports, fnlly three
hundred millions each year. This is nearly
three
times as much as is needed ro
pay the interest on all
thsdtbt and as soon as the war is
ended, the amount
to ray the interest will be need in
paying
off the debt, vur Government has twice
paid off
all her debt, and can easily do so
again. Tho interest is sure to ba paid promptly, and the debt itself is
the very safest investment in the world. It is as
safe as a mortgage on a good farm, and
pays a better
inier- st. It is, in fact, a First
Mortage on ail lands,
all incomes, all nilroadand cinal
bank or
bonds,
other stocks mortgagts, &c., &c.
Nothing can be safer, for we are all bound fo»* It,
aud all that we have is held and
firmly t ouud for the
paymeut of princi(a and interest. How loolish
those people are, who keep idle, and locked
up, their
gold and greenbacks, or purchase morlajej or railroad stocks and bonds, which pay
oaly5or6 per
cent interest, wlion the e Seven-Thirties
pay (count-

the balance?
Answer.—There ar > about 800 National Banks all
engaged In sel ing them; also a large number of the
eld banks, aud at hast three thousand of
private
bankers aud brokers, and specia' agents will be engaged in all parts of the country in disposing of
them to the people.
11 th Question.—How long will it take to sell the
whole ?
Atswer.—In less tban three months, they will be
all sold. and will no doubt, hen sell at a premium,
as was the case with the old Seven-1 hlrties, the first
Tw»nty-Year Loan, and the Five-Twenties.
The above questions and answers, it ia believed,
will g:ve full information to all. If not, the General
Subscription Agent, or any of the Banka or Bankers
employed to sell the Loan will bo glad to answer all
questions, and to furnish the Seven-Thirties, in small
sums, [as tbc no'es are issued in denominations of
*60, SliiO, *600, *1.00 *, and S5 000,1 aud to render it
e^sy for all to subscribe—thus lulfilling th9 inetrucions of Mr. Fessenden, who earnestly desir e that
| ho People of the whole land / as well as the capital

iis%! mall have every opportunity afforded them of
obtaining a portion of this most valuable investment.
Let ro one delay,
THROUGH THE

Pint

but

subscribe

National

at

once

Bank,

First National Bank of

Wheeler.

interest up to the

tory

Preparations

possiole.

A}1
a!1*® Jands
both s.des of ’hit

day

With th3 accumulated interest thereon.
7-30

CONCERT!
—AT—

OITY HALL,

Thursday Eve’ng,

Feb.

"Will bo paid

on

Feb’y 15tb,

and alter that date.

WW. EDW.

Mrs. Lou.
OF

companies

Poktiow

can

sale at wholesale by
F. A.

ol

Groceries

J.

SMITH,

is offNo. tC

McBRIEN,
Steak

and

House

Wo. 14 and 16 Exchange St,

PORTLAND

...

MAINE.

Peb 21—dim

Alfred

H.

Pease,

Of NKW

MOBGAN, Vocalist,

And U. C. MIT.LIKEN, Accompanist.
OF THIS CITY.

Tickets 50 cts. Reserved Seats 75 cts.
To be had at Croaeman fc Morrlson's, H. L Davie’
Lowell fc Senter’s, Ambrose Merrill’s, John Shaw’e’
Palao’e Muelo Store. Whitter’e Drug Store and at

at 11

J-

KIT*1 Particultr attention given to the purchase ot
Flour and Tobacoo.
feb2ld*m

ITea and Joffee Strainer,
'it is both ornamental
and nsaftil, and easily
adjusted to Tea or Cot-

from Tea or Coffee
grounds.
the Handle Strainer
shown in the cutis used
for straining Nursery
aua rancy drinks, Custaida, 6tarch, Blanc Mange, Syrups. Jellies, and
for silting Sugar on Cakes.
Two sixes of
Pies, lie
the above goods, both plain and silver
plated, and
lor ta'.e by tbo gross, dozen or
single one at the manufacturer's prices,

*TlalNE’S, 4 free Street.

FebV P— od2m

rship hereto lore existing under the
THE nopartm
°f ^
♦ ^ole. is by mutual consent

J.

SELECT ASSEMBLIES!
“°ther
ofTthhrtmuA8fe"buycsreqae8t'
MECHANICS’ HALL,

PLM1ER

4

CO.,

1-inland, Fob

a)

farmer patrons le Invited.
feb31d3w

1865._

LIVERPOOL SALT
1000 Uhds

por

3000
i'23

ARRIVE.

per

barque ‘'Nellie.”

ship ”W. I.lbby.”
DANA

llir.ls

CO.

Jk

or Two Dollars per Bhare. )e s
is payable on Federal b hares
rec ird Deo Sis' m 4

to

',A“KKIT, Trsasnrer.
„K’ Go.
L. R. R.
I

Office A. A bt
Portland, Feb’y 30, 1866

A Full Band Furnished by Raymond.
All persons wishing to learn Fancy Dancing, will
meet at Mechanics'

Hall, Wednesday Evening Marl
7 r’clock. No extra charge.
Floor Managers—W H Colley, M T Dunn E °
8
Worme’l, J O Colley, W W Weeks.
Tickets can be had of theManagers and at thadcor.
Assemblies co uinence at
o’clock.
febl5tf

T

|

*of

MAN acquainted with the Apothecary business and oompetent totake charge of
the retail department at No 149
feb22tf
MJddle.St.

24th,

36 rin*
Pin*

at 12

o’tlock noon,
Dr*P*r' V- »• Cotton Agent,

'Sime°“

Sales

N. Orleans & Memphis Coltc

.

The aoovo cotton has been classed and
ramp I. d bv
Eaeton ft Co., Bn kers, and may be seen
by faii oii,
at our offioe. No. 36 Pine St., and In th tote at 4(8
408,618 and 618 Washington St.
feblgifl
B. H. PATTEN,

AUCTIONEER,

13 ExofcangeSt.

Groceries at Auciiou.
Saturday, February 26, at 13, ’clcok A.

ON

u. two

hhda. Molaises boxes Ca.tile andtArown
Soap.
Chocolate, Coffee, Tobacco, Cigars, Cream Tarter
8fiices. Cats Cera, Ac.

AL80,

Nino oases Boots and Rubbers, 4 dm Lanterns and
Solar Lamps; Dry Goods; 6 ntw thiee ply and ,u.
prrdns Wooi Carpets; 2 second-hand CUainb'r Carpets; Sewing Machine; Bsg-.toUo Board.
feb21td
R. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 13 Bxohange

Real Estate for Sale.
sell at public aution
tbe prenfeei
I SHALL
Saturday, the 26th day ot February next,
on

on

at 11
o’clock, A. M tho tol owing real estate of Owen
Martin, deceased, namely the tenement ht use and
lot in tbe rear of house No. 36 Monument,
being the
tame property bought by said Marlin of Patrick
Goneley, by deed recorded In Registry ol Deeds
v*l. 306 page 2 '6. Title supposed perfect.
WIuUaM L. PUTNAM, Administrator
ot estate of Gwen Martin,
Jan. 18—dtdwSw

E M.

FATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exohangc St.

Sheetings, Shirtings, flannels, Ac.
at

Auction.

February Mtn at 10
ONm„Tuesday,
flue assortment of white

and

A. M

2j

r.

ana brown Oct*
tons. Denims. 8»r*pw>, Tioks, Delaines, Alpsccas.
Reaver and Broadoiotbs, Bueskins, linen Gocds,
Hosiery, Gloves. Lsces, Shirts snd Drawers, together with a great variety of
goods lor f.miiy ure. No
postponement.
feb23td
a

EDWARD M. PATTE1M,

Commission Merchant & Auction*<r
Hr a removed to tbe spacious store IS
Cxohange Street, four doors below
Merchant’• Exchange.
Will roeelve consignments ol Me'thandUc <1
•very description, for public or private sale. Paled
of Real Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Merchandise solicited.
Cash advances trade, with
prompt sales and ro turns.
i: cL12 dly

REMOVAL!
DK. W,M.

DEM1I\G,
Medical Electrician
Uu removed his

omoe from Clapp’s Block
1T4 MIDDLE STREET,

to

tie Diitel States Hotel, Ibtre hi
announceto theolUrena 1
ftU™<peetluliv
W Portland and vicinity,
that ho has pcrmtnen
nr
in this city.
the (wo ytaie » t
Puring
|0<:ated
havo Seen in this city, we have

letr.'jr Opposite

ctrrcii some il
the worst forms oi disease in
persons who
othor forms of treatment In vsio, and have trio I
caring
tlcnts in so short a tims fhat the
qoeetion is olfea
asked, do they stay cured f To answer this .luci tio
t
we wflt say that all that do not
stay oared s o wi I
dootor the snoond time tor nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical electrician tor twenty •

p*.

1nd *““Js0 » regular graduated physician
Kleotrialty is norfootly adapted to ohronic diseases

oomplsint,

mplalnts.l

BBlai-U

The Ithsomatle, the gouty, the lame and the las >
leap with joy, and move with the agility aad elastic
tty of youth; tho beatea bruin Is aooicd; the frost
bitten limbs restored, the anoeutb deformities re.
moved, faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
•trenc h; tho blind made to see, tho deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; *b« blemishes c
youth aro obliterated; tho aedden ts of mature lit*
proves tod: the calamities of old age obviated, and
anartiveemulation maintained.

LADIES
Who havo oold hands and feet; went stomsehs)
lame and weak beeks; nervous and sick headache)
diastnoss and swimming in the head, with indigestion an.1 constipation of tho bowels; pain In the side
and back; louoerrluna, (or whites); falling os the
womb with internal concurs, tumors, polypus, and
all tha*. long train ol diseases will ilnd In Klootrielty a sure means of euro. Tor painful menstruation
too prolhse menstruation, und all of those long Una
•f troubles with young ladles. Kleotriclty Is e certain
speoif: and will. In a short time, restore tho soft rti
to the vigor ol health.;
TEETH!

TEETH! TEETH!

Or. 1). still continues to Extract Teeth by Kltcti it
ity without Pain. Versons having decayed tee th
or stump- they wish to have removed lor resettles
he would give u polite Invitation to call.
8upcnor Hlectro Magnetic Machines for sale lor
family use with thorough instraotlons.
Or. O. 'an accommodate a ftw patlemts with
board and treatment at his house.
Other hours trom S o'-m-t a w to V3ss.;t
from 1 to 8 r. is., and 7 to 9In tho EveninguovlU
OouMKtutioi, vr*t.

Removal!

__

Grammar

Schools'.

JZrumination of Candidatet for ad mission to
the Grammar Boiioole will take place on Thursday next, February 330, commencing at 3 o’clo.k,
A. K
Hoys at the Center Grammar School Room,
Center street; Girls at the Willis School Room,
Chestnut street.
feb21d3t
Per Order of the Committee.

THE

Notice.

publio that ihe

inform the
of

corner

bn

remored

CONGRESS Si CHHSTM'T STREETS,

Decalcomania,
Or the * rt *f Transferring Piotorer in Oil C*lor» upupou Ch<na Glass, Marble

or

Word.

Plain Vane-Ornamented, Refacad onca Benorated.
>
Pictures and Materials for sale. Ins'ruct.on ree,
MBS. J- W, EMEU If,
nut Streets.
Corner ol Congrena and Choc:
Feb

20—daw___

amerry sleigh ride!
Portland Belle,

The

TN full rig. wlllleave hermoorlnga
X Soliool. South atreet, foracruiaoarouua
at* o’clock P.M.,

feblldlwis

I
MAYOR’S OFFICE.
Portland, Feb’y HU, 1866. I
A OTHORUY can bo had to enlist one or two
zi. Companies of men in this city, to he officered
by I’ort and men tha* have seen service.
lor particulars
enquire at the City Recruiting of*
bee, City Building.
JACOB MoLELLAN, Mayor,
robai—dlw

towu,

7,for tho benefit
*>• «■<*■»•»«*•=
Jan'T

,vi.

•fgatfSdcass.
oblldten
U

1

Saturdays,

and

Wednesdays

R(JB|jfgoN, Commander.

Parties osn arrange
nlvtea to the

for

a

ride out of town ov »P-

Commander._Jamdff
Flour and Oats.

1(HJU
6T0

St. Lonia and So. 1U. Choic*
fVtmtl* Flour.
Bbl* Double Extra Flonr.

BBLS

700 Bbla Wtttern Extra

b“/bv^hJr^imS'or^b^r-.2
,old»GKO FOSTER.

O ta by the *
Oats

ar

¥

St.
No 2 Galt Block, Commcndal

Portland.

Iff___
Examination.

Fob 18.

member
LIBBY Is admitted
Examination of pnpilc foi adwt"'1^” gJJhool
Mrof F.DMUND
the firm Tyler A Lamb, from January 1st,
Willi* School for (iirla will be ■*•'* ?**“*»
The
Wedne*®**In Cbuitllt Street
this date will be
you
a

1866.

a,

The

WM CAMMKTT.

Immediately.

Feb.

to
WOULD

of

VIDEND
HALL, ADI
Government Tax.
Btockholders of

Wanted

Rooms. No

Flour, Groceries,and Country Produce,

an.

AVOUNG

&

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.

,ebl8,f

DRAPER, Auctioneer.

Mrs. J. W. Emory.

BALL,
7th.

um'Z

tit

“£;<£££•

Continuo business a'the old stand, where
maybe
found, as usual, a well aetected assortment ot

TO

Wednesday Eve’ng, March 1,1885.
Gr*“4 civi0’Iiremen8'.Military and
Fanoj
Dreae°

jilcooUinz

H.

Removal!

nr.

°0Ur,e

Tuesday Evening, March

on

BA1LK** co.

mSSr

oir.olved

-OF-

°v**'**“*

NSt

SisSG-.'isnassr" AZZsi
"•SBZwssrsim
,.besmses
Saturday,
o'clock
Lime

By Hlootrlcity

Forwarding

Dissolution.
from
18 6t

Second Course,

COMIC AMD MASK

p**”'

Ho. J02H. Second 8*, Second Floor,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

the door

on evening ot concert.
Door e open at 7;—Concert to commence at 8
The Piano to be used for the occasion is
Stein way fc 8on s, Now York.
lob

dnz

Merchant,

Sawyer,

Esq.,

YORK.

Also, byj

MESSES. SHAW AND

febJu

In the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia
In the head, neok,or extremities;
consumption,whoi
in the aonte stages or where the
are not full!
lungs
Involved; aoute or chronic rheumatism, scrotnla his
disease:;, white swellings, spinal diseases'mirva’ti i
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs!
or paralysis, 8t. Vitas' Danoe,
deafness, stair.
palsy
merieg or nesitunay of speech, dyspepsia, indigei.
Hon, constipation and liver
piles—we ours
•▼ary Case that oan bo presented; asthma, broach
«. stricture* of the •hart, and all ftnr- «♦ «ea>aia

fee Pots.
One trial will convince
any one of titeir worth.
Yon will And the bot
lom of vour eup tree

House No 18 Cross street; the lot la
Urze
about i000 feet of
laud,with plenty
1
7
■“•hard and aolt water. Apply
to

19 and 21 Silver St.

stock
OFFICE

febl7dtf

Y.

For Sale.

aa

only ofthe
at the COMPAITT’S

Parsons,

BROOKLYN, N.

artistioat

•“

P“’‘“ualy offered iu

Soda; bbleFiour, Sixes
Gloves Pimento, Mustard. Tea
Cake., Tube, Pail., Pipes, *»e lUndli

prssesscd by

Assisted by tbe distinguished Pianist,

Cabhikh.

good quality and assortment
As
be found in Portland.
For

us

(By using Sherwood's

M.

^——

Grocers.

above

TEA AND SUGAR

GOULD,

Feb 11.1866-—d2w

and

SAVE YOUR COFFEE

23d,

at

Notes Due

us

Alleghany for many mdcs have
bieii taken up and none oau now be
procured except
at enormous prio< s.
not
far
from
Fredonia,
our
the town fs
lands,
if
lighted with gas procured from a natural spring.
A rd at several plaos there are
wells
go:d
producing
Ol Oil. |
H is evident from the great extent f oil
territory
our Company, that the
Capital Stock
is very small. Many other companies, with
Capitals
half
a million of of dollais have less than
exceeding
16 ac.es of land.
Only one producing well ol ten barrels per day will
pay os hsndsome divi ends.
It is apparrent that as soon aa onr firat well strikes
tho ireat oil reeervoirs. our »tock will double il not
triple in value as has been the experience if many

Commission and

ORA ND

12 oVWwl7 personjn costume will mask, when at
person in the Hall will unmask
Single
n .V1® Course, including Ball, #3;
*1
60; Proscenium Ticket* for Gent
n*®,*j0r
Lady, SI 00; Proscenium Ticket tor Gent 75 ota.
525
Proscenium Ticket for Lady 60 cts; Tickets lor Assembly 76 cents.

Legal Tender Notei,

around

cn

GENERAL

^swrSSiS

Maturity,

at

The Five Per Cent.

jan23d4w

THE

W H Colley.

Notes, 8“or^a'S£W$Va*Z lu *tt11 «o«tume:Kal80 the
ed th« ^?!^p!pe' C1°* DonciD8. *0- it is request-

of subscription.

The Bank will also

To

CHAS- RICHARDSON,
RLIPHALET CLARK,
JAMES N. WINSLOW,
ROBERT A. BIRD.
Company lure in lit. leases of lands comprising as many different tracts aud contain# about
714 acres, moat of them being for the term of fifty
years and two for niuety-nlte These lands hare
been selected with treat ca-e by * skillful Agent
wuo spent Are weeks or more in exploring the lands
of Oil Creek, Cherry Run, and other tributaries ofthe
Alleghany Hirer and then coiled these in the ralley
and o:oee proximity ofthe Alleghany upon the Conewango stream in catUrangus County H. Y. very
near the Pennsylvania line.
They are favorably located near tho Groat Weater n and Atlantia Railroad in a
very rich Oil terrias 1ms been demonstrated
by scieutitio reports
and actual exploration. Tho Amo iosn Cyclopedia
Volume linage 290, under Kew York stya.‘‘At a
number of puces in Alleghany and Cattaraugus
Counties, ipringa of Petroleum or Kook Oil Dsue
from the rocks, and jets of Cirburett d
hydrogen
gae sometime1* accompany the oil, and are also
seen bubbling up in the
standing and runniDg water.
especially ol Cattaraugus county.
And Prof. Shepherd ol New Haven, an eminent
geologist, after a recent careful and thorough examination repo, to, “Here, a* in the
locality of the f rat
well bored on Oil Creek, oil is found
rising from the
bed of the streams, and
from
the bank* with
cozing
more or less gas emanating lrom the streams
and
On an adjoining lot a well is being
stagnant
bored which has struck illumitaliDg gas and some
K
oil at the depth of 22o feet."
Our
who baa accompanied Prof.
8he» h rd, write-, “We found the genuine Oil, Petroleum, in many places on Springs, and by digging
holes in the ground Oil and water w.uld come
up
are being made
by other Companies
to sink wells in our neighboihood, and this Company is making every arrange re on t to bore wells as

A D Smith,
J A Hodgkins,

JHBarberiok,

Portland,

Five Per Cent. II, 8.

ol

JOHN E- DONNELL.
WM. CHASE,
HENRY P. DEANE,

IMCelville

Will receive in payment for subscriptions to the
above Loan, from actual investors, all kinds of

Coupons

Director*.

Manager*.

CITY

3?ay

Treasurer, CHARLES RICHARDSON.
Clerk, H. P. DEANE.

Commencing

LOAN.

Incorporated Feb'y 4, 1866.

■

E

A*1'
e*»min« >hH

’"*“erlor

0^^ie\®a’eVl°„r°lSkh^
W«<”>
Fancy Soap,

Soap, too

JOHN E. DONNELL.

Oyster

On

Allowing

President,

Hall,

D. H. Chahdlub, Prompter.
Tick'tsSl, admitting Gentlrman and Ladies, to be
had at Paine’s Music Store, Crosman fc Co’e. R. L.
Robinson's under Lancaster Hail, of A. B Winslow
at Eastern Express Ce’s Offioe, and of the
managers

AT

SEVEN-THIRTY

$200,000.

Lxchakoe Street.

On Friday Evening, Feb. 24th, 1865,
Muie By Chandler’s Fall (tnadrille Baad,

W‘U

PORTLAND, ME.

As8K9»mewt9.

KRBD FOR SALE

be given at

® Daley,
Feb 20—td

*?

othi?

anv

lOOO
—

Shares, £000.

A imimited

Chandler,

Lsncastor

ternal

ing the premiums on Five-Twenties,) over ten per
ceut., and much sa*er and sorer.
9th Ques sou —How many Seven-Thirties are
there and how much remains unsold.
Answer —There are only abcuy throe hundred
and twenty-five millions authorized by law, and
only
one hundred and ninety .mil lions remain unsold.
10th Question.—How long will it take you to sell

H.
Will

Answer —5-20s bearing Gold Interes

from 1st ot
November, are, to day, worth 9 per cent, premium.
If they are worth no mere at tbo end of
the two

RAYMOND:

TICKETS each Evening, 25 cts. Tickets lor Supper 25 cts.
Courier copy.
ieb20td

so

swer.—TVr.' not unless you
yours“lf prefer to
you ,he
to demand from
1 at that time, cither
your money or
ot' tile famous and
popular
^
6-2U GoM Hearing 6 per cent
Loan.
nth Question. How much do
you consider this
°‘ 00aTBr91on- intB 5-20
Loan, to be

roa^V

?J0EN H. DEAPEB & 00.,

soon as

At which uiual and

re*dy ,or

pubto'Ji^f'01,0*?00
U)4

SapoilntaiHlentp

—ON—

MUSIC BY

‘P11

and
trlbutlon. The
collection which will be

STATE OF MAINE

pools.

Levee,
HALL,

At

cent,

a

•*

**
**
One dollar
2d Question.—When and now can
tLey be obtained ?
Answor. They ore for sa'e, at par, and accrued
interest, by all Sub-Treasuries. National and other
Banks, and all Baokers aud Brokers.
3d Question.—When is the iutorest payable and
v y
how cun it be collected?

Westbrook.
Tho unconditional Union Voters of Wes.brook
are ht reby requet ted to meet In
Caucus, at tho Town
House, in said Town, on Tuesday, Feb 28th, at 8
o’olock P. M. to make arrang. rnents for tboeusuing
Municipal Election.
feb22dft wtd
Per Order of Town Committee.

A

Novelty.

—IN—

in the State oi

Teachers,

..

010* for

United States Cotton Sale.

No.
No

otto,
a.

IHH

PAB VALVE, $100.

feU1 Chandler's Full Baud his been engaged.
Coffee, Oysters, and other Refreshments will be
served, ana every effort wijji oo made to render the
oocasion a pleasant one.
?T*eF<*8*re r®<Jue8t©d to send refreshments to the
hall aLer 2 o'clock P. M, on the dav of tfe Levee.
Doors open at 6, dancing at
7J o’clock. Tickets
of admission 25a, to be had at (.rosman & Co’s, ana
J. R. Lunt A Co’s.
feL2?td

The Second Great

ot

s *rX't
^555
ma“tordWhS’“P"0”
Wednesday morn!
IngBJ
deserh>>iXlllbi

aboSt1"

which the pot lie generally arc invited.

To

variety

Rich Silvi n.,„,
kiow" v-

FostOflioo

feb22dtd

HALL,

“

*

Friday,

Monday Evening,Feb, 27lh,

••

Pork, and Lard
Bb's Mess Pork,
60 Bills Extra Mess Pork,
26 Tubs Lard,
Kegs Lard.
Tierces Laid.
Fpr Sale by

CITY

f^?«la,»odagcMt

on

THE

.a

and

or

Mil At their 8Ales
WILL
Street, New York,

patrons of the ministry at large, connected
with Frcb e Chapel, intend
having a Tea-Party
and Levee at the

p.atnly

Ten
Twenty

J

BLANCHARD,

reeoive

eeleot the

Near

SOCIAL TEA-PARTY.
Capital Stock,

generally

Itbl8d2w*

OObO BBtS. CLEAR PORK.

M. A.

wiU

no os

Feb20—dlw

««.

GhJS?!#* 8umIhoZephv”
I??0
subJLh”* ,ha Ll«n.
viTs
“Ml. Homan, Uebo, Gothic
Fl’orMHn^Bri'i'0'
Flowers, Tazzar, Card

on

Rebel Prisons.”

in

of Prices until Maich 1st.

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,
81 middle St., Fox Block,

New York Tribune.

JACOB McLELLAN,
1
ISRAEL WASHBURN,jr.,
Lecture
l
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr„
Committee.

days,
undoubtedly command a premium, as his uniformly been the case on
closing the
subscriptions to other loans.
when the

will

of the

HALL, Market

Groceries. Crockery and
Glas*
Ware* at Auction.

1* O © D S \

Change

*

». »t 10*

Square
iaasasar^*.
Barbus
OLD CITY

Sale\£it“e
_r

We oannot enumerate price* of certain kind* of
Goods as our assortment is large, aud new ge;ds
daily received.
No

°

n

r.

merit and work to
this city.

7£ o'clock.

than 9200,000,000 remain unsold, which will
probably be disposed ofwithin the next 60or 9)
Loss

Feb. 24. 1865.

Music by Shaw’s Quartette.
Season Tickets SI .26. Evening Tiokete 26 ots.
Lecture to commence at

now offered

Feb 16—dfcw2v

Smsrdon is

Correspondent

Subjsot—"Twenty Months

Dissolution of Copartnership.
existing between

Friday Svening,

CLOTHS !

PRINTS,
DRY

’

TA22As
and Friday Keb
ON Thursday
and 3
*., each
toy S *J4

Ware

Aud all other

HALL,

stATUary,

VASKS,

of Parlors. Litrarioa,
Tfig»*«tonttno
aa-ortmeut ot

bear the p/ioee for

COTTON

A. D. Richardson, Esq.,

This is

Only

Middle Street,

BROWN AND BLEACHED

Country,

.-BY-

Notea of all the denominations named will be
promptly lurnithed upon receipt of aubscriplions.—

The

81

The Ninth leoture will be delivered in the

Oa

a

««

“

$1

—AT—

PORTUND SOLDIERS' HOME.
CITY

_

Italian Marble and
Alabaster

•tea, Birth ot Venus.
mer, Spring, Joan tl'Arc, three
tbo Shell, Flora with
iiighiand Mary, with oth-r
Al,o Matl'le ar d Alabaster

CALL

And

In aid of the

or banker.
The interest amounts to

teb22td

copartnership lieretoforo
TUB
the subscribers, under the

State oi the

and gold to any bank

day

YV e Deal WUYvVacts.

ON THE

property. The interest is payable semi-annnally by
coupons attached to each note, which may b© out off

One cent per
Two cents
Ten
20

—

ten

the rate levied

to

OF

*AN»OJfX’S *
CO.’S,
L*r*« and attractive sale of

A.

Lectures!

Independent

of nine per

per cent, per
annum, besides its exemption from State and muni•
cipal tazation, which adds from one to three per

—

IggThis great drama will b« presented with new
and beautiful S.enerv, painted by the celebrated artist J. B. Hudson, Jr.
J. Murray.
ialem Scudder,
Doors open at 7—commence at 8 o’clock,
admission—Parquette60 ots;Gallery 25 ots.
Tickets for sale at the usual place- and at the door.
Box offios open from 10 A. m. to 4 r. u., when
Reserved Seats can be secured without extra charge.
feb23dlt
S—-

the 7-BO loan, at current

on

rates, including interest,

vur

A noise loss vertical

&

premium

due
August in each year,
note, and will be

BROWN’S

PRAY

a

F*

COTTON GOODSI

Louisiana !

in

including gold interest front November, which

makes the actual profit

SIGNOR BORRA,

SPRING

worth

now

20, 1S65.

OCTOROON,
Life

auction sales.

Pit*

Thursday Eve’ng, Feb. 23,1865,
Will be presented
tb^ grrst^drama la five aots,

GOLD-BEARING BONDS !

Feb!lisd&w8m

Musical Instruction.

Baby

convertible at the option of the

are

U. S. 5-8© Six Per Cent.

OF

C0NGBES8 HALL,

from that time, in

Managers.DidweU t

Portland, F«b.

ANOTHSR DOWNFALL!

Or,

issued under date of Atigrst 16th,
years

and

oce

as the

payab’e threo

are

O H EYE’S

JFrom Havana.

Beall, the pirate,
hung on Friday.

These Notes

1861,

Lea

three tenths per cent, interest,per

seven and

MISCELLANEOUS.

D1EEING hall.

the

Dover, N. H., Feb. 22.
Tbe fall of Charleston was celebrated to-day
by a national salute, the ringing of the bells
and a general display of bunting.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 22.
The day has been celebrated with unwonted
spirits, salutes being fired and bells rung
morning, noon and night. The light infantry
paraked the streets.

Exclusive Agents ior Portland,
Washingeon.

sale of United States Treasury Rotes,

the

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.

cc-

that the
fell into
the hands of the
enemy; but this report is
now traced to some
negroes who escaped from
Columbia, and on reaching Kingsville, told the
story to the telegraph operator, who sent it
thus authenticated.

as a substitute for the House bill.
The bill creating an Eastern Judicial Dis-

ana.

Agency tor

annum, known

day before
"the1
rob.mhi«tnr'ny’iten ,rains

LOAN.

7-30

By authority of the Secretary of the Treasury,the
undersigned has assumed the General Subscription
bearing

this

Mr. A. P. Field was brought before the bar
of the House, when the speaker administered
a kind but impressive
reprimand and discharged him from custody.
from
the Judiciary Committee were
Xieports
considered.
A bill was reported from the Judiciary committee prohibiting the election of Senators and
representatives from rebellious States, until
they adopt a republican form of government,
and until Congress passes an act declaring
them entitled to representation.
Messrs. Ma'lory and Pomery opposed it.
Mr. Ashley offered a substitute similar to the
rec instruction bill.
The subject was then laid ou the table.
Mr. Wilson reported from the Judiciary
committee, the Senate resolution to promote
enlistments in the army, by declaring the
wives and children ofsucn colored men as entered the service forever free, and declaring
married any such men and women as have
live (1 together in that character.
Mr. Mallory moved to table the subject.—

again

also

entertainments.

FINANCIAL.

Washington, Feb. 22.
ol the evacuation
of Columbia the
Hlchmond Sentinel of ihe 20th
savs U ls said
that some of our eu»rossert ♦-*’

RSpeaking

cunied

Ladies who are in want of a nice
Cologne,
should try Burnett’s; it is said to be the ne
plus ultra. One test is sufficient.

$10,210.00

from Sou thorn Source,.
....

paper fell Into the

Pending further considerations of the Railbill, she Senate went into Executive session, after which adjourned.

$90,426.00
80,216,00

Theatbe.—So popular is the play of the
“Octoroon,” that the managers will produce it

passed

flour, provis-

--—-

The Atlantic Monthly for March has
been received at the bookstore of Hall L.
Davis.

week last year,

Increase,

In Center

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

All who have not seen this beautiful
play
should attend to-night.

Total,

U. S. Commissioners' Court.
CU.TFFOHD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.

teiegraph,

by

trict in New York, was passed.
The report of the Committee of Conference
on the Freedman’s bill was considered and rejected—14 against 24.
The Senate insisted on its amendments
on the original bill, and called for another
Committee of Conference.
The bill entitled an act to regulate the commerce between the several States was taken
up.
Mr. Nye opposed it.
On motion of Mr. Sprague, the Secretary ot
War was asked for a copy ot the instructions
issued for the enrollment of citizens of Louisi-

Corresponding
WM. H.

[

Xtom.
..

style of the llrm from
TYLEtt LAMB A CO.
Portland, Feb. 8,1860Ieb9d2w

UFAVAUW
$5Strayed
black
stolen.

Newor
A la'ge
found laud J og. Whoever will return the
.name, or eiv<* informs kn where be may
nefs'unu nhall receive the above reward.
S. H. LIBBY, Henry St, Portland Me.
feb20d2w*

J
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*
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e

commencing at Oo’elock
Committee
feb-0 dS!
By Qrdnroro^mmmm.

in»t

Sa,e
Boat of about 70 tone
goo t ™ mn g erder will

Tow Boat
I.

_,

fiLmadfo.
Do

«old

tlcularr

lo« if

appSa®

rnqnliwoi^

Portland,
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icr

,tnl**dj***lf•

*or
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p4lTEN, No. 12 Exchange.

Fob)»18CS.-dtmai26

“What a Country!
Yesterday Asa Kennedy came into Carson
With a load of potash collected from a bed ol
that material near the Sink of C&rsoD, for
Dull & Co’s Soap Factory. Samples of the
article had previously been sett in and tried,
giving entire salisiaction, In other countries

this articie is the result of time and labor.
Here a man has but to drive bis team on to
the bed aud shovel up a load. The same is the
case with salt, saltpetre, alum, sulphur, aud
numerous other articles that might be menlar
tioned, useiul in the ai ts aud trade. Thus lor
almost every article, except coal, required
abunthe reduction of our ores, is found in
we
dance within our own limits, or at least "**
material Iroin which to manufacture it.
ture has certainly furnished our
sightly laud, bountifully, and
d
* cture do
hardly looked Into her resource?.
btlieve, will show
we
conildently
velopments,
nature niay
an abundance of coal, and possibly
our mountains,
have provided, somewhere in
acid. Wouldsprings of nitre and sulphuric
n’t snch a discovery be a godsend to the burn01 wt whisky mills.
mer patriot* of some
[Carson Poet.

{«*"*“,
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What

Man

One-Legged

a

■

do.

can

A young man named Crocket, who lost a
leg above the knee, on the Boston and Maine
Bailro&d, when a child, can perform feats,
with one foot, that few if any lads of his age
in this neighborhood can perform with two
feet. He can swin like a duck; he can run as
fast as the fastest, bounding on like a deer;
and his skating is marvellous. A dozen lads
may start with him on the ice, but he is sure
to come out ahead. Nor Is it in a straight
course alone that he shows his speed; with a
crutch in oue hand and a skate upon the foot
he will defy them to catch him, and dodge as
nimbly as a cat. We doubt if there is a boy
that can jump higher. He will leap a fence as
high as his head, and surprises his associates
by standing back to a fence that will come ti
his shoulders turning a somerset and coming
down right end up on the other side. It is
very doubtful, had the two legs remained to
ilm, If he would ever have developed so moch
spring and activity. He has made up in
training what he lost by accident. [Newbu-

ryport Herald.

The Atlantic Monthly for February telle of
a somewhat rustic heir to one of thefortunates of the oil region, whose income le several thousands a day, who concluded to see the
wonders of the East. After driving and luxuriating to his heart’s content in Philadelphia
and making a present of a flue span of horses
to a livery man who had treated him well, he
proceeded to New York.
One of his first calls there was on Ball &
Black.
“Have you any diamond ringB ?”
“Yes,” and showed him one of two huudred
dollars’ value.
“Pretty,” said Petroleum; “haven’t you any
finer?”
“Yes, here is one at five hundred dollars.”
“That’s better—that shines; but is this the

highest priced one

anything more stylish yet?”
The clerk, dumbfounded, displayed the six
thousand dollar diamond ring, the most valuable Id the store, and bis customer, exhibiting
great wonder and joy in examining it, asked:
“Now han’t you anything higher, better?”
“No,,’ said the clerk, “that’s the beet in the
country,” never dreaming the fellow could
buy it.
"Well,” said Petroleum,“I'll take that,” and
handed

the six thousand dollars.

over

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance Company
61 Wall St,

OF NEW YORK.

cor. William, NEW YORK.
January. 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi-

gation Risks.

whole profits of the Company revort to the
Absurud, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and'or which
Certificates arc issued, bearing interest until reThe

deemer.

of
Oi wtiioh there

has been redeemed ty

Caih,

$19,691,020

1st.

Company

$11,183 500
TRUBTRRB

John D Jones,
Charier
WH a

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogart,
William IS Dodge,
Dennis Ferkins,

Dennis,

Moore,
Henry Coii,
Wm

0 Pickeragili,

Josoph GsiUrd, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,

Lewis Ciirtis,
Charles H Kussell,
Lowell Holbrook,
K Warren Weston,
Koyal Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,
Daniel 8 Miller,

C ▲ Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Benj Babcock,
Fletch r Westray,
Bob B Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Joshua J Henry,
Frederiok Chauneey,
George G Hobson,
James Law,
David Lane,
Chas H Marshall,
James Bryoe,
John D. J0NH8, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2a Vioe-Pres’t.
J. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

Applications received bj

J. W. HUNGER, 166 Jore St.,
Febiledlm

llmeodfcw6w
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PORTLAND.
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A Perfect Cure

■

_---1-

for

17,557

86
22,414 17
122,800 00

68,639 19

and

Assets, January

Branch Office,
Joseph
al

43

State

Charge* Humphrey,
B rid g ton.

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.
Our Establishment 1, furnished with >11 tbs ap-

proved

And

our

Wight,

febl6d3w

for the

received the agenoy
HAVING
manufactured by the

YORK

collection of

Fancy Types

Cards,

|Of every variety, style and cost,
dr. iff 31*1/M
15&
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

tiS-.Hl

CO.,

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut la the fleetest Manner.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS}
Of every description onesided in the best style.

easiness of action and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
call at 112 Middle st, Portland, Maine, any time
during th« day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and judge lor themselves.
jSflT*’ A Good Bargain is warranted.

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, dent
with promptness and fidelity.

HOWE,
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF I.ADIEU,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short not if.

fteraom, Reports, ud all kinds of

NOTICE.

Pat ap in

fuaphlots,

superior style.

THE

place

Bronzed

and

Colored

For Apothecaries, Morohants, and Fanoy Dealers
got np in the best style of the art.

any

now in use. While many other good Machines have
been ofl'eVed to the public, we have long folt the necessity of a Sewing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of i amUy Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailoring and .Leather Worx; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has boen
ded in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesiolaim to be the best Sewing Machine in the
and toe Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thev have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
oonetrneted upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the best
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

O ards,

Weddincr

Sly

Sales Room, 137 1-3 Middle

LARGE
Hand-bills,

St.,

POSTERS,
Shop-bills,

nics,

by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Machines taken in Exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Progain-

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

Company

I

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,030.
$1,804,188,40.

WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vioe President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

Portland Board of References:
B. Brown A Son, Hnrsey, Fletcher A Co.
Libbt A Co.
John Lynch A Co.
The undersigned haring been appointed Agent
and Attorney tor this Company, It now
prepared
to issue Policies on Insurable Property at our rent
John
H. J.

rates.

fBf Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W. MUNGIR & Co, Ag’ts.
June 3,1864.—dtf.
■■

-:---«--

45ft C.

H.

■

0SG00D

DENTIST,
Ho. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market

Square

PORTLAND.
sy Artificial Teeth inserted en Bold, Silver, and
Vulcanite bate. All operations warranted .to give
satisfaction,
juneSOeodisAwly’M

The Portland

Thelargest daily paper east of Boston, and haring
a larger circulation than all the other dailies in the
oity combined, is published at the Offioe in Fox
Block, BE IS Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exoepted, at S8,00 per snnnm.

flP|,DR. C. KIMBALL,
D

Daily Press,

entist,

No. 1351-2 MiddU Street, Portland, Me.
References—Bev. Dr. Carrnthers, Rev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. E. Clark, Dr. Wm. Robinson, Capt CySturdivant, E. Egginton.
j»nl4eodtf

▲HD

IS

MODE OH TREATMENT

forever.
It removes

this
and

terrible

branch,

the wretched symptoms of this
loathsome malady, and averts consumption.
It cleans the head, deodorises the breath, and affords the most grateful relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than
all

tongue can tell.
It is noted jor curing the most hopeless cases,
that every known means failed in.
It cures Hay, Rose and Periodic Catarrh, of the
most obstinate and violent
No form of Catarrh or notse in the head can resist
its penetrating power
Dr. Goo dale has now spent a lifetime battling
with this fell disease, fils triumph i.- complete.
Dr. Geodale's Catarrh Remedy is njiarmless
liquid, inhaled from the palm of the hand
Dr. R. Goodale is known throughout th« country,
as the author of the only True
Theory of Catarrh
ever published.
Where its Origin—What its Ravages—Mode of Treatment—and Rapid Cure in all its

types.

forms.
Dr. GoodaU'i Pamphlet on Catarrh should be
read by every one. It cm be obtained at our ntar°n0y’ or ^ sendinF * postage stamp to our ofottoe
fc c°.. Sole Agents. 76 Bleeeker street.
Prloe «1.

Sold by B.H. HAY,

©nIy~*3C3eutti

a

Sanitary
Office
If.

June* 64-dIy

Bottle.

REYNOLD’S CRINOLA

Commission.

S. Sanitary Commission, I
of tht
Broadway, N. T., Dec, 20, 1864. j
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb„ of Portland.
Maine, has consented to accept the duties oi
General Agent of the Commission for Maine, and
is hereby appointed such agent by authority of the
Commission.
a
He will be ready to tarnish advice to the friendt
of the Commission’s work throughout the State.
All money contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Commias'on should he said to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by Dim.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent cecognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
dec28dAwtf
General Secretary.

TRIPE, TRIPE,

HAIR!
It is highly perfumed—makes the hair
dark,
iOJTT, OLoesr and bbautibui, disposing it to remain in any desired position.
Stops the Hair from
its

Nortob ft

growth and keeps the

Co., Bole Agents,

Bleeeker it., N. Y.
Sold by H. H. Hay ft Co, Portland, Me.
junt-2 64 dly
75

for
Proposals
Offiob

Fresh Beef.

C. S.. U. 8. A, 1
Portland, Maine, Feb’y 1st, 18«5. (
CJEALED Proposals will b» received at this ollioe
O until Monday, February 27.1866, at 12 M, tor the
supply of Fresh Beef to all the troops stationed at
thu Camps and Forts in the vicimty of Portland,
Milne, for one year (or such les time as thu Commissary General shall direot). The Beef to be oi the
best quality in quarters, with an equal proportion
of'ore and hiua; neoxs, shanks and kiduey tallow
to be exo nded.
Eaoh bid must be accompanied by a oopy oi this
of tbs

Capt.
Feb

UENBT INMAN.
Q. M. k A. C. S., U. S. A.

k A,

«—dtd__
For Sale or

Exchange.

Lot of land JSTo. 36 Portland St., containing oyer
3 000 square feot For particulars inquire at R7 ComfebldiSw*
mercial Street.

mail and

Invariably
In advance.......
copy,

rmH3E3SS3

O. M. MORSE, Supt.
<leol4
Waterville, November, 1863.

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
T

TRIPE!

U.

Procured

Prize

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
Passenger trains will leave the Stajj£g§jC*9BEtion, foot oi Canal street daily, (Sunday e> excepted) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.45 A.M. and 2.30
P.M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30
I

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and

6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

FRANCIS CHAHE, Supt.
oc81 edtf
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

13T’Prisoners' Pay obtained for

MANASSEH

nf0?’

Pulmonary
aro

*??

Cousump*
white, in forin
" auitabk) for

their

wives

or

and all claims
collected by

SMITH,

Copartnership Notice.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of Woodman,True tf Co., expired by limitation the 3 in at.
The business wi‘l hereafter be carrid on under the
gams name utd style as heretofore, by the underGeo W. Woodmah,
signed.
Seth B Hkrsey,

THtt

* harlks

Bailey,
William H. Mouse,
George P. Gross.
febl5d2w

Portland, February 4th, 3865.

DriSSu

When you slip on the ioy
side-walk, but get a pair oi
Bailrt’»
Pathni
CaXKPKns” and vou can’t

Blip down. Ladies, as well
as well as gentlemen, wear

them.
6. L. BAILEY, 48 Excbanaeat.

To Let.
a gentleman of
steady habit", a large, pleasant
furnished Room, heated by a furnace, and supwith
In
a private
gas.
plied
family. House centrally
located. Apply to W, 43 Middle St.
feb 16 dtf

TO

San

For

Francisco.

tone, T Batcbelder, Commander,
ing moat of her cargo engaged,

dispatch.
*havequick
r
on

Ftp freight

Board,
ply to the Captain
SAMUEL MEERUT,

s

Bath, Jan 17,1865.

havwill
ap-

or

Bagadahook House.
jan24dlw*

Payment of Androscoggin It- R. Coupons.

ITtHE undersigned
wllKpav all Coupons attached
the second Mortgage of the AndroCo’ tb8t fell doe in 1861, with interest
2
presentment at his office in PortUert
•“ “

.**5 B2ni8 «

sri.KfKiSfsssaK'

IMfrsS-,}tfa*5S®F4!,*-s-«Sob

a, i860.

as a

cepting tho

Silver Mines of Mexico & So. America,
cost of obtaining this Oil is

Tlie

A

Single

so

comparatively

Producing Only Ten

Well

Will

yield

inoome,

an

Bar

Day.

rels per
over

all expanses, of more

than

Annum.

Per

$33,000

are now yielding from V5 to 75, and
reached over 1000 barrels, while one,
(the Noble Well, on Oil Creek, Penn.,) has yielded

Many wells

several have
less than

no

3000 Bbls. Pei' 30ay
Worth $30,000 at the Well/
Persons desiring information oaD rely upon receiving an unbiassed account of tbe standing and
prospeots of the various companies oxxtho market.

Receipts and Certificates will be forwarded in exchange for available ftinds, without ©barge; and
Petroleum and Coal Stooks will bo sold at the Brokers' Boaids of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.

Capital 9

feMdfcw3w

$10

Par Value of Shares
The steamship No. American, Capt.
will sail from thin port tor
on SATURDAY, the25th
February, Immediately after the arrival of the train of thu previous day from Montreal

2&Jj®a£Li,rerl>001
to

Cabin

Londonderry

(acoording
Steerage,

to

and

Liverpool—

accommodations)

$66 to $80.

$30.

Payablein Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to

Steam from
Warren

&

A

Co’*

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEKKJLY

LINE.

Secretary,—Charles

Attorney,—Jopiah Rutter, E.eq.
A. Wilder.
Directors.

Willard, and

Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, ovory WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’olock p. M.
These vessels are fitted up w'th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage *8.00, including
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and

St.John.
Shippers

are requested to send their
freight t® the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For
or pas-age apply to
EMERY k FOX, Browns Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. £3 Wost Street,

New York.
Deo. 6,
1863._

Five Wills are now
secure investment
on the properties of this Company, ar d
the interests of the stockholders aro in tbe hands of
Full information
able and competent managers.
will be given on application at our office, in person
good and

being bored

Calais & St John.
alter

;

•..

>■>.

Xew Englanci

PETROLEUM
Whose

lands

profit of $1450

are now

yielding

a

daily,

or more

than

Per

month,

$40,000
equal to

CO.,

8 per cent,
this yield is steadily
over

invests in this

net

per month

on

their

capital;

Whoever
on the increate.
proparty will be richly rewarded.—

Those connected with it

are

of the

Capital Stock, $450,000.
Number of Shares, $90,000

Subscription Price, $5,00.
Working Capital, $25,000,
President—E. C. BATES, Esq.
Treasurer—JAMES H. CLAPP, Esq.

R. W. Sears,
F. E. Smith,
J. H. Clapp,

Subscription Books are still open at office for a
limited number or eheres, which can be secured by
prompt application.

the steamer New
Brunswick, Capt. K. B. Winchester, will until furthemc■
*tioe leave Railroad Wharf.
,~7—i ;
i?°Lof
Siltre®t' ***** Thursday, at 6 o’clock,
I.
M., for E&>-tport and 8t John.
I
Returning, will leave St John everv Monday * at 8
A- M for Eastport, Fortlard and Boston
Freight received on da>s of sailing until 4 o'clock
C. C. EATON. A *vent
Portland, Feb 20, 1806.—dtf

tbe

Company, and tbe well known
character of its managers, fully eutitle it to the
oonthicnee of the pubi c.
properties

of this

■

Portland and Boston Line.

Leave

run as

Atlantio Wharf, Portland,

Mo“day, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and
£*££
Friday, at7 o’olock P. M.,and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday;, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at o o’ciock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.. 00.

Freight

taken

as

usual.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am unt exceeding 860 in value, and t .atpereo*7al, unless notice is given and pa d for at the rate
of one passenger for every 85C0 additional
value
Feb. 18,1MB.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
dtf

Country.

Th0 well-known favorite
Clyde-buUt
steamers of the Anchor Limb of
steauictiipd,*‘Hibwrnja," “Caledonia,” ‘‘Britannia” and “United B cnodom,” are
intended to sail
fortnightly to and f»om Now York, earn ing pasto
ssngers
Dublin

and irorn Liverpool, Glasgow. Re/fast
Waterford, Cork, Limerick, dJLav ot

Lonaondcrrt/ These steamers were built snecisllv
tor 4he Atlantic trad*, are divided into water and
air-tight cooipartme” ts.
Rates of Passage.
From New York tc any of the above place Cabins
*12J and 8100; steerage 846, payable in
currency.
To New York from any of the above
places Cabins, 866 end 860; stowage, 825 payable in
gold or
s
Its

THE

Boston and

Petroleum

enrrenoy.
wish t? send for their friends can bnv
tio^ets at these ratet Ircm the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD & CO.
I Bowling Green, New
jan9d4m

Vork,

FROM JAMES

Company,

as "A No. 1.”
Although not producing
present, tho prospect at least equals that of the
Oil
Columbia
Company, of Pittsburg, at tho time ol
organization, which has paid on an origin alenv scrip-

We offer

*2000 a net proflt of *64,500 in two years and
continues to pay in the same ratio.
ton of

WHITE

ter.

Lombard & Gore’s

-A.dvice !

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
our columns, and we are
happy to learn that
the demand for i is lucre as ug beyond all previous ex
It is the very bent medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that hag once'used
it will over be without it. We speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest inventions come by accident, and it is singular that the White Pine Compound m>de fcr Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for ktdBut so it is. We cannot doubt
uey difficulties known
it, so many testimonials come to us from well-kuoan
•men.
Besides, the character of Dr Poland is such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is
wrong
For years a Baptist clergyman,
medicine to find
remed.es for his ailments, withstudying
a delicate consumptive
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made the
discovery which has saved himself and called out from
hundreds of others, the
strongest testimonials possible.
tVe have known Dr. Poland for
years, and ue erknew a
more
conscientious,
honest,
upright mau, and are g ad to
state that we beliete whatever be
says about big White
Pine Compound.”

p*:ctations|

Wa*er!

Will make the weakest eyes strong,—removing all
inflamation utid humor. Every one should use it, a?
it proves the prevention of disease.

The White Pine

DIPHTHERIA

NO

GEORGE

come where It is used; be wise, r ndeducate vou
children to bath- their eyes daily with “Poor Richard’s l£ye Water.”

Can

99

STATE

Exchange,
ST.j

BOSTON.

••

Bottle,
“

LOMBARD.
J. C. GORE, Je.
MENDUM, Formerly of the Eagle Bank.
Janie Saw 3m

large.SI,<10
small.

Mrs. M. G. Brown’s

increasing

aT'The above celebrated Medleincs
of H. H.

Har,

gists generally.

cor.

Eclectic medical
I

W

SWETT, M.D., Proprietor

ENGLAND

BOTANIC

Under the

adviser,
Temple Street, which they

their

DR

Sold

are to be bad

N. B.—Ladies desiring may oonsultoncof their

own

j

Middle and Free ste, and Drug1
aovl7 1804 dWjRfrewly

by

.retail

wholesale and

H. H. UAY

A

sex.
ance.

of experience in constant attendJanl 1836 d&w.y

Good Hew* for the Unfortunate.

til

LOW8 SOUGHT VOX

DISCOVERED AT LAST.

Cherokee

dealers in

Remedy,

-AND-

CHEROKEE
COMPOUND

FROM

INJECTION.

BOOTS, BA.RK8

AND LBAVX8.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greet Indian Diuotie
cures all diseases of the Urinary Organs, such as In*
eontinenoe ol the Urine, Inti amotion oltbe Kidneys
Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in those
oases of Fluor Alims, (or Whites in Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two teaspoonluls three
times per day.
It is diuretic and alterative in its action; puri y ing

cleansing toe blood, oasaing it to
original purity and vigor; thus removing

and

in allits
from the

system all pernicious causes which have induoeddisase,

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended a* an ally
assistant to the CHaROKEE REMEDY, and
should be used in ooqjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Aibus or White*
Itseffeo’s are healing, soothingand demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, ohordeo and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable p ain that
experienced with nearly ail the cheap quack irjcaor

tions.

By the use of the CHKROKES REMEDY tnd
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the two medicines at
the

same

time—all

impropor

and the weakened organs
full vigor and strength.

achargei are

d

are

removed

speedily restored to

For full particulars get a pamphlet from any drug
store in the country, or write us and wo will mail
free to any address, a full treatise.

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, £2

bottle,

per

or

three bottles for $5.

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, *2 per bottle,or
bottles for 95.

three

Sent by Express to any address

on

receipt

of the

price.
Bold by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIN St C«.,
80LB

PROPRIETORS.

No. 59 Liberty St., New York.

Cherokee

Curel

THB UUKA1

INDIAN
COMPOUND

FROM

M S D I

BOOTS,

CIN B.

EAEK

AMD

LMAVKN,

An unfailing cure for 8pcrmatorrboa, Semina,
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all disease*
caused by self polulion; such as Loss of Memory,
1

Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimhess ot

VisiSn, Premature eld age. Weak Nerves, DHBcelty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions
on tho Face, Palo Countenance, Ibsanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused by departing from the patb 01 natu: e.
This modicino is a simple vegetable oxtraot.anl
one on which we can rely, as it bas been >«' •“ 011 r
prmotico for many yea's, and, with thousands treated,
t has cot failed n a single ins an.e. Its curative
powers hive beou suffloieut to
moststubbon oase.

gain vl-'to y

t ver

the

To tho;© who have trill d w th the’.r constitution
thev think themselves beyond the reach et
medical aid, we wo aid say Despair not.' tbs CilEKOKEE CUBE will restore you to health and vigor,
have failed.
Bid a'ter alt quaok dootors
until

a circular from
any Drug
For full partlonlsrs get
s'urein the country, or write the Proprietors, who
w.Umaii free to any one desiring the same a full
treatise in pamphlet form,
or

three bottles for #6, and

forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Bold by allrespeotah!© druggists everywhere.
DR. YV. R. M ERWIN fc
BOLI

fob8

sodkwly

CO

PROPRIETORS,

No. 511

Liberty St., New York.

PHOTOGRAPH

to

WHOLESALE

lady

AYER’S

Gie business department,
.bonld be addressed.

elsewhere.

arranged for

Dr. H. 's Electio Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in efficacy aud superior virtue in regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific anti
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it ievaiuabie in all cases ol obstructions alter ali other remedies have been tried in
vain. It Is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfect salbty at all times.
Sent to any part of the oeuntry With full directions
DR. HUG HE8.
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.

superrision of

to whom all order,

SWETT will attend

rooms, i,o. 5

will find

especial accommodation.

DEPOT,

REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.

and

Infirmary,

TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGHES particularly nvjtce all Ladies who
need a medical
to call at bis

Prioe, *2 per bottle,

Compound,

Mo. 106 Hanover Strcer, Boston

26

“Scalp Renovator.”

Wei! known for renewing the scalp,
the hair.
Price per Bottle, Si.

strengthening

T. C.
J. A.

Price per

bo forwarded immediately
▲11 correspondence strictly oonfidonti&l and will
bo returned if desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. 3. Temple 8t., [corner of Middle] Portland.
BF* Send Stamp tor circular,

W mb' incrufictured in future at the
NEW

Petroleum Stock

8SCOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perteot cure in encL cases, and a
full and hoaltny restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally commit the Dr.t
can do so by writing in a plain manner a < ascription
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will

a

length in

Discovery

Eye

MIDDLE AG KM MEN.
There are many men at the ago ol'thirty who are
troubled with too ifequsnt evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensatiou, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. Ou examining uriaary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of se men or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a tbin
mi’kiahhue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of thin
difficulty, ignorant cf the cause, which is the

PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

Compound:

at.

O. BKOft V*

Bichard’s

to have it. All such case- yield to tiro proper and
only oorrect cc urse of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perleot health.

J. HOYT.

or more I have suffered much at in~
was called kidney complaints,
year ago last December 1 fell sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expeeted that I could possibly Jive through
the spring. The same was my own opinion
Near the last of March. 1869. being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was hi hly
reccommended for iuflamatkm of the kidneys. A bottle
of it wag procured, and immediately af.er commencing its
use I began to amend.
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business
I telieve Dr. Poland's
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
thus
far.
my recovery
To say that 1 ever expect to have perfect health
again,
is out of the question at my a^e, (64 ) But thi- 1 will
say, that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable. When I have relinquished its use, the severe
paing have returned, and all the disagreeable symptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the
Compound
has produced immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me
say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Pine
Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at
length in
our columns, is not
only as to its name inviting, but is a
highly approved medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully maIlls experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in his
medics 1 discovery.—Boston Watchman and btltvctor.
The Editor of the Mancheiter Daily and
Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes «>f the

CELEBBATED

Poor

S.—Parties remmitting funds to u* will
ase
send by express, except when drafts ean
boobtained,
in which esse we will bear the
oharges of forwarding. In this manner they can obtsin reliable receipts.
P.

BOW MANY TBOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPP Y BIPURISNCM
Young ill n troubled witb emissions jn sleepjt
complaint generally tho result of a bod habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wears ooaeolted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some of
whom aro a* weak aed emaciated as hough
they
had tho consumption, and by their friends
supposed

For sixteen years

but

Best Physician in
always k#»ep a Box in

MBS. W.

Disabled Limbs, tor roes of beauty
and Complexion.

tervals, from what at first

*» Quicker Knd Safer than th«
the Land. O^Let the wise

Fall information will be famished in
regard to
tho above and ail othor Companies in tho market,
upon application at our office, personally or by let-

years
SRKK FOR AN ANTIDOTB IN f BASON.
The Fains and Aohos, and Lassitude end Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole svstem.
De not wait or the consummation that is-are to fol.
low. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for

Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.

all my lifo ihm Catarrh anu Scrofula of t e wot«d
kind. At the eg of two years, the disease began to
assume a violent form.
All my life it has kept me
in bondags. I have had hundreds of ulcerated
throats; 1 would have eevenin a winter. I had great
pain ana dizziness in my head, w;lh many other ailments. Last winder the Scroluia broke out under
my chin and run to tuch an extent that 1 thought
my life would run out, as no doctor could cure me.
One toll mo it would tare three years to rio,) the
running. I cann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
and mind. Most providentially I was advised to
go
and see Mrs. M. G. Brown. I did so. In the
beginning of May last, 1 obtain* d her Metaphysical
covery, and used it faLh ully. The happy a^d glorious lesults are, that I am deliver d from all wv diseases.
My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness ard headache are gone. I feel as free lrom Scrofula ami its
efiVcts as any being in the world. In two weeks :• filer I began to use the Medieine the running sore under mv obin had ceased; in less chan amoo h I found
myeelt a cured woman. It is now nearly six months
sinoe. and 1 base htd no return of disease My throat,
whi li always troubled me with ulcerations, is entirely cured. Every exposure used to give me cold:
now I do not take cold at all.
I feel stroi ger and
better than at any period ol my life. 1 bad wind
on my stomach; that is all gone.
1 can feel the Discover? searcting through my sys.em. Wy circulation was'always bad; now it is good. I am getting
much heavier and stronger I am sixty-five years
old. I want all the world to know of my great d«liveranoe lrom Catarrh and Scrofula, and also from
the grave, whoro I expected soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM EllEKY^To, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where I can be seen.

their house,

HATE CONFIDENCE.

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
1860.
Goffsiown, March
Dr. Poland.—I wish to bear testimony to tbe value of
your # kite fine Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. Mschief complaint was tnflamation of the kidneys, lit
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before 1 had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that coinp'aint u
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
lbr many months past enjoyed excellent hea.th.

Catarrh—Scrofula.

in most cases making an
indiscriminate
antiquated and dangerous weapon, Her-

All who have committed an ercersofaaykind
whether it be the solitary vice of vout:-, or the
sting
tag rebuke of misplaced eonfldenooinmarurcr

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 18G0.
Dr. POLAND.—I had been aflfoted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I wou.d get
But two bottles of your White Ptne
my health again.
Compcu id have cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
I would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she cat up only
long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

I, Mrs. William Ellery, cf76 Central Avenue,
Ch’ ltea, do certify that I have been a great suffere

metaphysical

treatment,
of that
onry
use

Dr.
lent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. 1 was also very badlyafflicted with that tronblesome disease—the A.cney
Complaint. For tbe three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough afer
raising blood; 1 felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spriug 1 was induced to try
your White Pine Compound, though my faith iu it was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had takeu two
bottles, my cough was better, the kidney trouble a so,
and l could rest nights without choking up andpraising so
much. 1 have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my father’s family is inclined to consumption, my father, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

June 12th, 18t 4.
I, John A. Nkwoomb, of Quincy, do ceniiy that
I have been entirely deal in my left ear tor twenty
years, and for the past six years my right ear has
been bo deal that I could not hear conversation or
public speaking of any kind. 1 could not hear the
church bells ring, while I was sitting in the church.
I have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was obliged to give up
singing in church, for I had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble in my head—terrible noises almost to
oraziness. My head felt numb and stupid, and was
a source cl constant trouble tome.
I tried every remedy that could bs thought of.—
I went to aurists; but as they waited to use instruments, I would have no bing to do with them—
About one month since I obtained Mrs. Brawn’B
Metaphysical Discovery, and used it according to
the directions on the bottles. And thertsul is, that
the I earing of both cars is perfectly restored, a
that I can hear as well as any man. The great trouble
in my head i6 entirely gone. My head feels perlect*
ly easy and at rest. My throat, which was so diseased, is entirely cured; anl 1 have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars lor
the benefit 1 have received in the use of Mrs. M. G.
Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery.

unexpected

al!

Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
Poland.—In the foil of 1857, I took a very vio-

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty
Years Standing.

or

must know
out lor
usu
have their effioacy established by well tested should
ience In the hands of s regularly educated experphysifflan, whose preparatory studies fits him tor all ,h«
duties he must nullil];
Is flooded with
yo.thocoumry
poor nostrumi and cure-alls, purporting to betiie
best in the world, whrch are net
only useless, hut
ways injurious. The unfortunate should ho rAuno.
tTLAB in seleotlng his
physician, ai it Is a lamentable
yet inoonuovertable fact, that many eyplulitta
patieme are mademiseiatiewlth rained constitutions
by maltreatment lrom inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it Is a point generally conceded
by the best syphilographers, that the study and management ot these complaints should engross t'i
whole time of those wno would bo competent and
sueceselhl in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general p> aotitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himseli acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursuer ones;, .uni f

COL. GOULD,
Formerly Migor of the 13th Hegt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham,
speaks in the highest praise of the White Pint Compound, and expresses a wish that it might be seut to’
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowledge.
No effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army ; and yet it has often been purchased bv friends of soldiers, tc send in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

March 16,18$4.
This is to cartify that nine months ego 1 was attacked with Neuralgia in th * most violent form.—
Several physicians were applied to, who did ail they
could to relieve me but to no purpose.
patent medicine and remedy that could be found were
applied without effect. My faoe was pouliiced and
bandaged in order to find relief. Sinee the Neuralgia attack d me Host tweuty-seven pounds of flesh.
In this state a friend oi mine recommended me to
Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Metaphysical t>iscoverrt as
it had cured a friend of his of very bad e es4 which
had bailled the skill oi the most eminent physicians.
Consequently I went to Mrs. M G. Brown’s oflice
and obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th inst. 1 applied it at four o’clock in
the atlernoon. The result was that Neuralgia subsided— aimost immediately I felt relief. 1 si’ pt. \»«il
without any poultices, as beiorc, aud at the time of
giving this oertiiicatt, ‘he 21st inst., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and lecommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

In all cases of local, sudden,
tacks of disease, a box of the

CAUTIOM Io THE PUBLIC.

ingly.”

Certificate cf Mrs. J. P. Litch, of Charlestown.—

well«r,ca"Potion,

P«r80»
th^TV„52^1i,g.Cn‘aa,!.dt,,i“kinK
that remedies banded
general

l>r Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
"I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility ot the stomach
an.I other kindred organs.”
Iter. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. II.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Compound
as an invaluable remedy.
1 can truly say l regard it as
even more efficacious and valuable thau ever.
I have
taken
the
for
a cold, and it works charmjust
Compound

I, Mb. William Donnelly, corner of Dexter
and D streets, South Bo: tou, do certify that my
has been sufferiDg from Catarrh for the
pan ten years. She lost the sens of tmell, and had
no passage through her nostrils during that time.—
Every remedy was resorted to, without receiving
anv reliof.
Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me &p by sical Discovery advertised. I concluded to try it. After
so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God for Inclining me to tuis great remedy lor that
dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have been cured had i not found t!jis
medicine. It must have been sent of God to the
people to rid them ofthe horrible dieeises that take
hold of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is entirely
broken up, her sense oi smell has returned, the passage to her head is dear. 1 choerfuily recommend
the Mo1 aphysical Discovery to all who suffer from

Sound.

fS?nhliiV°.B„*m6trttdin*
oos?UUln|(

Compound.

daughter

5

CURE'.

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine

qf Catarrh of Ten Years' Standing.

Cvre

ROOMS,

Street.

Devoting

TESTIMONIALS.
large number ol important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,

THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CERTIriCATES.

READ

!

lion. P. H. Sweetser of Seuth Reading, writes:
“lla'. ing long known something of the valuable inedlcinal properties of the White Pine, l was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pine Compound,
to give the medicine atrial.
It has been used by members of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
excellent results. Several of our friends hare also received much benefit from the Compound.
We intend to
keep it always on hand.”
Rev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt, who is a
physician, says;
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody,of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghast:
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
fellow was considered iu a critical consumption by all
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men In
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
sugeon, where treatment can be had for nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”

Temple

lrom 8 am. to 9 r. m
Dr. 11. addresses those who are
suffering under tbs
affliction ol private disense, whether
arising from
impure ccuntotiou or the terrible vice ot soil-abuse.
his entire time to that pai ticular brunch ol
the modloal profession, he reels
warranted in GuabA COBiitn ALL
G'aexs, whether ol long
standing or reeenUy contracted, entirely removing
the dregs ol disease from the
system, and making
* *
perleot and PERMANENT
0,11 tho attention ol the afflicted to the
and
,ttUi‘!leiu assurance cl Ins skill and auo-

A very

In giving the above extraots from my Plnre ological Chart, I do so having a two told objocr in view.
First, Because I do not wi*h to be elapsed with
Quacks or Humbugs, who have exper!mented ou the
suffering masses till the blood of those slain by
Quackery, ponring Medi Jue down the throat, and
Instruments, would float all the navies in the world
Secondly, I wish to appear befor. the world in my
true colors, or U rightly understood, I may be e. a
bled th ough m Met-physical Discovery to save
thousands of valuable li es from an untimely grave,
and prevent di ease from being left as an inhvrictnce
to unborn generations.
There are many wno do not, believe in Phrenology
because they aro not abstruse thinkers. Phr nologv
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable laws,

Venango

at

Am?ri£n

American
equivalent
Those who

among intellec tual men. y.u wish you were a man;
when your life falls back into the domestic channel,
y u are oontented as a woman; but have ever felt a
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You havo a good memory of iacts and
prir ciplc*
but the strength ot your inteiteot lies in the reasoning do artment; andvour reasoning power comes
from Casuality, Ideality. Corstrcctivenees, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mirth fulness.

Zu-

DIRECTORS,
Franklin Haven, Jr.,
William Lincoln,
D. M. Yeomans,
E. C. Bates.

circle.
In character and disposition j on are pre-eminently womanly. In your intellect and tendency to re tsbn and pKos you are decidedly masculine— when

highest standing.

Tho inducements to invest which aro offered b

Thursday

:i.id

THE

ARRANGEMENT.
On
Marcn 2d

by letter.

it*

dtf

Steamship Co.

J. W, Parmenter,
John bod Pean,
Geo. E.

Books for Subscription are open at our office. Only 3300 shares are offered to the public at the subscription price of £10 each, and we wou’d advise
prompt application, Relieving the Stock to offer a

or

eption.

Tou cannot bear a irown; a smilo is aun&hir.e to
ycur soul, while a frown is, to you, a blight, a sloiih
and a sorrow.
You have strong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wife and mother: and if projierly
mated, socially, would feol at home in the aomemic

try

M Panics.

C. 8. Whitehouge,
Charles Smith,
James P. Bridge,

adapting

Every

Managing Agent,—¥t

and

splendid and feat SteamshipB

__

ninety-six (1096) Ac-

of the very best Oil Lands.

President,—Charles S. Whitehoube.
Treasurer,—Charles Smith.

Cine.

360 horse power.
2nC0tons,
2500 tons,
360 horse power.
Farmqunt,
Pat>seDger9 by these Steamships will be regularly
supplied with a liberal allowance of cooked provisions.
Steerage passage fir cm Liverpool to Boiton, $60 00
Children under 12 years,
30 00
Infants under 1 year,
10 00
EF“TO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishing to get their friends out from the Old Couutry,
these steamers offer advantages superior to thosa of
any o'her Line
Passengers by these steamships
land in Boston, wherethey will he within easy reach
af th9ir friends, and where ibsy will avoid many of
the dangers and annoyances which btset slrangcrs
landing in New York.
Per fre'ght or pas3ige apply to WARREN & CO.
99 8tate St. and 418 Commercial street Boston.
OySiaHr Drafts for £1 Sterling and upwards,
payable in England, Ireland or Scotland, fjr sal *.
Agents in Liverpool Geo. Warren A Co., Fenwick Chamters.
f bl6!6w

SPRING

progerty consists of—

seven

FORTNIGHT.

philosophical

a
turn of mind.
You rehsh wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous;
and if you cannot carry the argument by direct logic you use the “ileductio ad Absurdum,” and show
the unsoufcdness oi the opposite proposition by disclosing its weakness.
You are capable of making great discoveries; you
hive the power of invention. You could not follow in the footsteps ot others, although with jour
largo imi. ation you are capable or
your soil
to the foi ms and usages of society. You are not inclined to cdopt o her peoples’ thoughts.
You have large Ideality and C'onstructivoress,
which gives imagination and originality; you are
cover better satisfied than when
poring over some
nev/problem, or following out some faint hint into
its !tgi imate and logical results. You are loud of
the beautiful and the new, and are inclined to make
combinations of ivo ds, ideas and things, and not
easily puzzled with complications. You have a faculty tor unravelling causes. Your Spirituality is
largo, vhich elevates y cur mind into the unseen and
unknown. You promise yourself only so much happiness or success as you really work out; lor the rest
you trust to Frovidenoe.
Your love of ap; robation isso large that you wish
the good will and favorable
opinion ot everybody;
you want all to givo you a hearty and generous re-
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can

Gravel,

Kidney Disease*

hi*

daily,

astringency

sex so

JYeuralgia.

General

contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
hundred acres of which is in Fbb Bimplii

all

dtf

Gambia,

Eastpoit,

the

Steamship Nova Scotian,

The following splendid first class
iron Screw Steamships are appointed to sail from Liverpool lor Bo>
_iton every alternate Saturday, commotiving Saturday, April 8,1866.
2600 tons,
360 horse power.
Propontis,
350 horse cower.
Hellespont, 2600 tons,

International

The

Ten hundred and

Liverpool to Boston,

DIRECT, ONCE

organized under

is

Laws of Massachusetts.

res

HUGH & ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G.T. R. R Passenger Depot,

To be suoceeded by the
on the 4ib Match.
Portland, Nov. 21,1864.

Company

This

thousand of either

Catarrh.

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.

Aird,

Passage

00.

$3009000

•

■

person in ten

doing

OIL

PETROLEUM

Bet urn Tickets granted at Beducea Bates.

Steam to and From the Old

TheClipper Barque "Oakaaitd," 700

«ep27 aodfcoowSm

Don’t Swear

deolteodtf

class, offer greater Inducements to persons of either large or small means,
than any the world has ever known, not even ex

Londonderry and Liverpool.

'•SBBtSgfc'

■

__

Petroleum Stocks.

B O 8 T O 3ST

W»U. until ferthor notice,

J6” .9™*°"

streets, supplying agents.

Europe.

We believe wo can offal superior inducements to
all persons wishing to invest in

S aoh investments,

one

all

at

he
be consulted privately, and with
the utmost oonhdeuoe
WilEltE
by tbe afflicted, at all
hours
and

Curing that month it was advertised Tor the mst
time.
Some time in ?S56, an individual, who purchased
a bot le lor a hard cough, was not only cured of the
o. ugb, but also or a severe kidney complaint, of ten
This being truly a discovery,
years eDduratce.
the faot was mentioned to a skililul physician, who
replied, in substance that, the bark of white
pine was one of the best diuretics known, provid .d
«ts
could bo counteracted, lithe other
articles entering into the compound would effect
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
no1 yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures efleoted by t» e ccmpouud, in the m'»st aggravated
oases of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes, prove
it to be h wonderful medicine for such ailments. A
larg* number oi physicians now employ it, or recommend it tor such use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so useful in
Kidney infiamation, it is also a wonderful curative in ail
throat and lung disease*. Itsoquikiy aud sooth ngiy
allays infiamation, that hoarseness and soreuess are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been repotted to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very u&tural reason for this. The bark, aud
even the leaves, or “needles,” of White Fine contain
eminent medicinal quadtie*. The Indians employed the
b »rk of W bite Fine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance con11 rating this may here be gi ven.
.James Cartier, a bo d French mariner, as early as 1524,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
was the first among discoverers to enter the Kiver r»t.
Lawrence. On his retnrn down the river, lie found his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. its ravages were fetal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by tho same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered, lie
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, aud they pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of which they used in decoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of bis crew who were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped iu water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing infiamation and cleansing old to run.
In fine, the virtues of White Fine bark ire known everywhere, and this, doubtless is Oue grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine C'omjH.uud. It has been an
unusual time for Colds aud Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pine Compound have been so;d.
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

strongly incline to reason logioally. Yeu are willing to stand by logical facts and to follow out the
plan or purpose to its legitimate conclusion, judging
otiia merits or deuerits accordingly.
You appreciate Philosophy, and such persons as
have

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Office 62 Exchange Street.

Ftb 16—dim

the infant in tho cradle as
a patient of three Poore
year* and
»nd 111 who over—w
*•* the vocal
organs receive
instant relief by thtlr use. Sold
by ail
Prepared by K. M. Skimnur, Chemist, 27 Tremont
street,Boston. H. H. HAY, cor Free and Middle
,.

and in

1

Phil-

York,

STEAMBOATS.

Pay,

(Successor to Beedy & Smith,)
P. O. Address,
PORTLAND, ME.

unui

™ey

Soldiers.

and

motners.
approved Claims Cashed,
against ihe State or United States,

WEoertify

the flr6t

and

Money

Portland, Jan. 28,1865.

o

Officers

and attended to.

that we have thoroughly examined
the Machine Shop of the Portland Company
and that there is no
danger of aooident.
The only defect wae in a few of the floor timbers
of *h«

sol

in New

on

We would call special attention to tbe following
companies new being organized in this city, viz:

1

febl7dlw

Hoarseness Lossof voioe

for

Collected for Seamen.

Notice*

stag

Commission,

freight

Staget Steamboat and Railroad Transportation Bills
Collected at Low Rates.
Substitute and Ehlibtmeht Papers, made out

Chab. D. Brown,
Prentiss Goring.
Samuel Buckram.

Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,

Licensed

8.

BOUNTY AND BACK PAY,
Pensions, and Artificial Limbs,

Paper Company, hereby notify
corporators tbit the first meeting under said act
will be held on Thursday, Feb. 23d, at 3 o’clock, t*.
M at tbs office of said eoxpauy in Yarmouth, for
the ,allowing purposes:
1st. To accept said Aot of Corporation
2d To lake all necessary measures to organize said
oompauy rccordinv to law.
8d. To transact any business that may properly
come before the meeting.

SKINNER'S PULMONALES
immediately relieve Cough a

1866.—dlw

Invalid

an

*ap3°_(Jbo.

dtf

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Notice.

Bt°ry.
y,lrrt
'“b»«
been remedied so as to be perfectly safe
me whole structure can be made doubly strong
and columns which are in progress,
JIJSJii
ana
will k®1
be completed eb soon as practicable
Thos. J, Sparrow,
..-an
Brock.

than

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

Buy

run aB

MaNABSEH SMITH.

Portland, Peb'y 16,

three of the corporators named
the Act entitled
THEin undersigned,
Aot to incorporate Yarmouth
the other

every symptom

Boston,

ARRANGEMENTS,

N TER

^*3g§ja8|l CHE8AFEAKE, Capt

THE

Pte&aegorder.

ana

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk

Capt.Sherwood, will
^jjgffigFRANCONlA,
until further notice,
follows:

Co., Proprietors.

CHART,

Wells, September 1, 1863.

A

You have a strong constitul ion, large brain, and
vitality enough to sustain it. You are organized tor
health, and long life, having descended from a substantial, healthy, vigorous end long lived stock; in
many respects you have the orgauization of jour
father, your ntellect espeo ally. There is not moro

STREETj

small that

station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at
7.40 a M. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6*20 A. M-, and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 A.M. Leave Bangor at
and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P- M.
7.301 A. M
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
fioaton*,
Freiglit train leaves Portland at 8 A.M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this

The

Seth E. Beedv and Manasseh Smith, under the
firm name of Beedy & Smith, is this day dissolved
by mutual cosent.
The business of the firm will be continued by Manasseh 8mith.
Seth E. Beedy,

Price per bbl. 818,00;-per half bbl.r89.00. Orders
by mail, or left at No 12 Milk st. Market, will meet
with prompt attention.
O. W. BELKNAP.
febl5d3w *
Portland, Feb. I4<h, 1866.

Lolds.

STATE

99

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

year,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between

I

Yarmouth, Feb. 17,1866,

one

N. A. FOSTER &
Portland Jane 1, 1864.

NOW offer to the Trade a large Jot of the beft
Tripe that can be found in any market, at two
dollars less per bbl. than I have sold it* through the

A.

advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents ol Portland) to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties for the faithful performance
of the contract.
The A. O. 8. re orves the right to riyoct anv 0,
all bids not seemed sdvantsgeous to the Government.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for Ur
wishing Fresh Beef, Box 1622, Portland Post Oflioe
The bids will be opened at the t me specified, at my
office. No. 292j Mor.on Block, Congress strset. Bidders ate invited to be present.

Single

AT EEDU0ED PEI0ES.

fa 1 and winter.

by

telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, do., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz
news

HON.

FOB THE

Failing Oat—promotes
scalp olean and eopl.

The largest paper in New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the

823

The Acme of Perfection!
TT penetrates the secret ambush qf
A disease, and exterminates it, root

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

rus

CATARRH REMEDY,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BkYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov.
nov7
Portland,
7,1861.

—TO—

Printing Office has one of Soper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and is famished with
improved and oostly Presses—CylinderandPlaten—
from the most celebrated makers. Wo have in constant use one of HOE'S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapableof throwing off 8500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
book press in the world; Adam's and Potter’s Fast
Machine Job Presses ; Buggies’ superior Cord Pres;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Offioe is believed to be as well
famished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shortest possible time
and In the neatest and best manner.
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
in the City, County or State.
All orders fbr Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, So. 82} Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
The Job Office is nnder the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PBINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, and employs only well-skilled meohanies in
this department of his work.

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

-r

Island Pond

passengers booked

THE DAILY PRESS

BROWN’S

PHRENOLOGICAL
By Fowler

Carrying the Canadian and United States Mails.

INTERNATIONAL

Insurance

EXCHANGE!

Circulars,

Vo. 187 1-8 Middle Straet, Portland.
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
ect34

WM. E.

On

DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 5.45 A. M., and
at 6.60 A. M.

manner

And plain printing of every description.
Also,
Buie and Ifigure work, exeented neatly, and on
terms that eannot fail to satisfy.

M.

MRS.

luiiher

P. M.

Where Machine Findings of all kinds are constantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best

Catarrh!

DR. R. GOODALE’S

and after Monday, Nov. 7, 1864,
will run doily, (Sundays exceptas follows:
notice,
edj
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.*5 P. M.
ngTOi;4,a^-Bn

W

Notes of Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists of Daness, etc., etc., sf entry variety and cost,
famished at short notice.

!

!18

«.

No.

have been many severe ca»os in Boston
I riUiLUL
X ard vicinity curtd by the White Pin* com1 pound, which can be referred to, and hundred* of
cased of Kidney
complaints, cured entirety by taking
the White Fine Compound, having been
reported
by dfuggists.
Araon Jail the popular medicines efftred for sale,
no ono seems to have
gained iavor like the Whito
Pine Compound. This Meuiciue was lirct made as
lately as the spring of 1855, aud then merely lor oue
individual, who was affected with an rail'.ruination
oi the throat. A cure was effected by it.
This induced others to apply for the same remedy, and
every one using it received a great benefit. The article, however, w enj, without a name till November
10 lowing,wbe.i it was called White Pine Compound.

Pemberton Square, Boston.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond btreet. New York.
EXTRACTS FROM

FETROIEIIM ill COAL STOCK

adelphia,

SHcSHH trains

Labels,

Discovery!!

8’

goons

ua

PRIVATE MEDICAL

p0pUlar Hemedy

C°USh8’ Hoarseness, Sore
lhroat, Croup, and
Whooping
Cough.
Cures

And

PKIOE $5.00.

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Canada.

GRAND

line*

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged merit
it far in advance ol
other Machine
which

dlaraee whieh inti

attached.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Agents for New York Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson
street, N. Y.
References—M. Hermann Kotzscbmar, New York;
Mr. Emry.
lebl&dtf

ASSETS

November 1st, 1864,
as follows, until fur*

Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, J&okson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, tor West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South Limington, Limington, Limeiiok, New*
field, Farsonsfleld, and Ossipee
At Saccarappa, lor South Windham, East Stand*
ish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, 8upt.
Portland, Oot 81,1864.dtf

uuuj

394 Hudson Street, N. Y.,

Fire

after

—

Business and Professional

We would call the attention of the public to the superior quality ofthese instruments. They are equal
to Stein ways’, C bickerings’, or those *f any other
noted manfllacturer in this cor ntry or Europe.
Th3 company being composed of twenty of the
bsst work men that could be found in the first oiass
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr.
Stein way’a Factory, every partof their instruments
is done in the very bestmanne*, and this enables the
company to furnish P.ano, whioh If equalled can
mot be surpassed lor vuality and power of t^nc,

SCHUMACHER &

Boston,

^

ca»

an

Mrs. M. Gk BROWK’3

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Pianos

FORTE

PIANO

On and

°F

the human body, cured effectually by

Metaphysical

Dtt. J. B. Hl’GUtS

POLAND'S

WHITE PIIE CD 11 POUND,
(3^

Kidneys,.Constipation,Gravel,flits,

Diseas-e of the
with allsr.u ovory

I’aralyslB,

LOMBARD & GORE,

ther notice:
Loavo Saco River for Portland, as 6.30 and 9.40
A. M., and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
3.00 and 5.30 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. traiD
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

Will bear favorable comparison with any establishment in the oity.

run Nim_!_run fortes:
NEW

MACHINERY,

MODERN

Agent#, Portland,

Yarmouth; 6eo.

Dischargee fr< m the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Rheum a; ism, Asthma,
bcromia, Consumption, Bronchial
Affection?, Throat Dilti:uliies, Dimmed Evej, Lot?
otthe Hair, Dyspepsia, Enlargement of tho Liver,

DR.

v'’"\w“

8upt.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Noises in the Head,

jj

wMoKwCT 0iiA^CKItT8

oars

Boston.

G.

is due in Portland
l11 8 train take*
passengers at Kendall’s
Milts from the train from
Bangor at 9.10 a. m.
arc sold at Freeport,Bruns
wick, Bata, and all other stations between Bruus*
v ick and ii.enciali'3
Mills, for Bangor an all ot ier
staUont 9a the Maine Central It. li. east of Ken.
Mills.
Ihbough Fat.es from Portland aid Boston
by
this route to Bangor will be made the same as
by
any other lino.
Train leaves Portland at 7 A. M.
and
daily,
le
3 P. M.
EDWIN NOYES,
D o 19, 01—‘lec22tf

ffHCSnUnuns will leave

Every description of

Book and

Munger

DEAFNESS,;

Hemming, the passenger train

MEDICAL.

MJBPICAL.

P=ET=R OLEUM!

evening.

Og&iaaBaga

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ABT,

Morriboh, Resident Director and Gener-

ft Co,

■

oaowUegau, at 110 p m. At Kendall’s
thia train oouuacU at 6 20 P. M. with train for
gcr and all stations east of Kendall’s Mills same

'Attention is respestfully Invited to onr unrivalled
facilities for executing in

Agent.

J. W.

PETROLEUM.

h

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

#381.41122

Street,

v

J£ieight
J*ue %

#100,00000

Amoun t Additional Capital being paid
in iFeb 9.h)
#300,090 00
681,411 22
Making Total Assets,

12,668,730

ha? Assets, over Eleven Million
dollars, viz:—
United States and Etate of New-York
Stock, City. B ink and other Stocks,
$4,974,700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,950
Premium Not<s and Bi.ls Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other aecurit es,
3,140,630
United States G old Coin,
641,890
Cash in Bank,
288,430
The

Capital

Jmtuut

Exchange St.,

Fox Block, 821-2

PORTLAND. HIE.

Total Assets, January 1st, 1165,
#331,41122
Amount of Losses reported npon which
the liability of tbo company is not
913,270 00
determine!,
82 75
Amount of all other Claims,
Amount of Cash teceiveO for Premiums
88,391 76
on Fire Risks,
7,409 15
Amount Fire Losses paid last year,
15,116 8i
Amount paid tor Expenses oi Office,
B. C. Morris, President.
Vx. W. Whits by. Scoretary.

The Dividends in the Years 1868 4 and 6 were 40
per cent each.
Ths Profits fur 22 Years amount to the
sum

Proprietors,

ABBBTS.

Amount United Stitee Stocks,
Amount Cash on hand,
Amount Cash in hands of agents,
Amount Loanea «n Collateral,
Amount of all othjr Investmens,

Bax

...

#200,1)00.
Amount '/ Capital paid in,
Par Value. #100 each.
rf Shares, 2,0 0.
#12,906,593.
Amount of Outstanding Risks,

/

ij v*tp'

«.,,p*.M*

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

JANUARY 1st, 1865.
COUMSSCSD BUSINESS 8BPVR 10,1804.

~'t>

Portland and Kennebec R. R.
Trains leave Portland dairqpwiiBrO, r“86Br,r
HeBPrSKEly lor Brunswick, Hath, Augusta, Ken.
axilla auu

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

Inland Insurance Co.,

Fire and

daily PRESS,

CALORIC POWER

S

OBRI

fT

<

K **
Vy

TBE

or

you have ?”

The clerk looked amazed and suspicious,
but brought another at two thousand dollars.
“Oh!” said Petroleum, “that’s brilliant—
that suits better. 1 like that. But a’ut there

"the

bbtuiin
M

"i*1

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANY.

medicine

AGENT FOB PORTLAND.
pod 8m—wltinie.

161

ROOMS,

AXica.c3.lo «t.,
PORTLAND.

aovMtf

